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Abstract
Historically, research on Aboriginal education
issues has ignored the needs of Aboriginal people and
disempowered the Aboriginal community. This thesis
seeks to offer a corrective to that trend.
The intent of the thesis research was to establish
a process for conducting educational research with one
Aboriginal conmunity the Dakota People of Wahpeton
which would enable this conmunity to have a legitimate
voice and control over future research that will be
conducted on their behalf. A methodology called
Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) was
utilized because it provided the means for conmunity
input and direction. Through the use of CBPR,
collaborative relationships were established with 20
Dakota People of wahpeton, who were identified as the
research participants. The interview was used as the
primary research method.
The thesis discusses how the conflict between two
cultural world views the Aboriginal view of the
Dakota, NakotEr, and Lakota People, generally referred
to as Itsiouxrrr and the contemporary Western view was
11L
resolved within the process of implementing the
Community-Based Participatory Research methodology.
This resolution of differences was accomplished by
bridging, then mirroring, the methodologies and ways of
gaining knowledge unique to these two respective
cultural world views. Additionally, theoretical and
practical suggestions are offered so that the thesis
rnight serve as a model for Dakota-Nakota-Lakota
Community-Based Participatory Research in the future.
In keeping with Comrnunity-Based Participatory
Research, the voice of the people will be emphasized in
this thesis, through extensive use of guotes.
Furthermore, the voice of the researcher will be
clearly identified so that he may be held accountable
for his input.
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Note on Writing StYIe
Including one I s experiences within a scientific
document is relatively new to social science research
(Gerratd, 1990; Nunez Molina, L987i Schick, L99Li Sykey'
1983). This thesis thus becomes part of this new pedagogy
which differs from the current predominant Western notion
and style for writing a scientific document.
In this study, although the term rfthe researcherrr has
been replaced with rrlrr to ensure accountability for what has
been stated, chapters one through five follow for the most
part a more conventional Western approach to writing a
scientific document. The information presented in these
chaptefsr however, may appear repetitive at times. This
repetition, modeled on the traditional Aboriginal style of
story-telling with its cyclical learning and conmunication,
is intentional to make the thesis more accessible to the
Dakota People of Wahpeton.
The concluding chapters of this thesis are presented
from an Aboriginal perspective which does not follow the
Iinear approach to writing a scientific document and may
even appear iterative at times, ds it merges my thinkiDg,
intuition, and emotions in describing what was encountered
xvtl
within the process of developing, conducting and completing
this thesis work. The information in these concluding
chapters is drawn primarily from the journal of this
research study and is referred to as field-notes (see
Appendix A) . This information could have subsequent
implications for Western thinkers and Aboriginal
students when conducting future social science research
with Aboriginal conmunities.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introdustion
My name is Wanmditanka. The translation of this
name from Dakota to English means Big Eagle. In
contemporary lilestern culture I am known as Leo J.
Omani. The surname Omani is derived from my
grandfather I s Dakota name MahpeyaOmani which means
Walking Cloud. My grandfather hras known to
contemporary Western culture as Joe Omani.
When I stas born, one of our Dakota Spiritual
Elders on Wahpeton reserve predicted that I would grow
up to learn a lot about the White manrs paper, which
would benefit our people in the long term. Due to this
prophecy I have committed rnyself to learn within the
education system of contemporary Western culture. But'
I have always struggled, because the cultural knowledge
and history I received from the Western education
system did not coincide with the cultural knowledge and
history passed on to me by our Dakota E1ders on
Wahpeton.
I admit that the prophecy to learn more of the
White man I s paper so as to benefit my Dakota People
2of Wahpeton has baffled me for the better part of my
thirty-seven years. It has only been in the last
number of years while at Graduate School that I have
come to realize that I am now just starting to fulfill
the prophecy which was bestowed upon me. I have come
to realize that I am but an instrument for my Dakota
People of Wahpeton. My task is to put down on paper
their dreams and aspirations so as to regain control of
our culture and history; also, to offer them an insight
as to how they could succeed within the education
system as it now exists today in this contemporary
f modern worldt that has come to be known as North
America.
In light of what has just been stated, this thesis
has been written from a cross-cultural perspective. It
provides information that could be beneficial to the
two cultures dealt with in this study.
The next section of this thesis provides an
overview of the remaining part of this chapter. The
chapter concludes by presenting the main purpose for
this study, the statement of the problem and the
subproblems, and the significance for this study.
3overview
The purpose of this section is twofold. First,
for the benefit of the Dakota People of Wahpeton, the
irnportance of educational research is discussed.
Second, for the benefit of the academic conmunity,
information is provided on how Band-Controlled Schools
came into being, and when the Dakota People of Wahpeton
decided to take control and operate their own Band-
Controlled School. A discussion of the number of
studies that the Wahpeton Dakota School Committee has
been involved with since L977, and the results of these
studies to-date will follow. This section will
conclude with an account of how the Wahpeton Dakota
School Cornnittee came to agree to participate in this
study.
The Importance of Educational Research
The primary purpose for conducting educational
research is to generate I new knowledge I for teaching,
learning and adninistration (Borg & GalI, 1989, p. 4).
Borg and GalI (1989) claim there are four main types of
knowledge generated by educational research:
description of educational phenomena; prediction of
4feducational phenomena; information about the effects o
improvement-oriented interventionsp and theories (pp.
9-10).
According to Borg and GaIl (1989) 
' 
educational
research can be categorized by the phenomena being
investigated (p. 31) . The following are some major
topics investigated within a classroom setting:
learning processesi cognitive abilities; student
personality and motivationi programs for the learning
disabled and the gifted; subject matter instruction
relating to reading, mathematics, and writing; and
classroom teaching methods (Borg & Gall, 1989). other
major topics investigated within the field of educatj-on
are as follonrs: school clirnate; adninistrative
leadershipl school financel teacher educationl and
curriculum development (Borg & GaIl, L989) .
The topics pertaining to educational research have
never been thoroughly investigated frorn a Dakota
perspective. It is important to ascertain how
educational research could be implemented for the
benefit of the Dakota People of Wahpeton. This thesis
will address that concern.
How Band-Controlled Schools Calne Into Beinq' and
llhen the Dalsota People of Wahpeton Desided to Take
Control and Operate Their Own Band-Controlled School
In December of L972, the National Indian
Brotherhood (known today as the Assembly of First
Nations) presented a policy paper entitled Indian
Control of Indian Education to the Department of Indian
Affairs. The Minister of Indian Affairs accepted this
policy paper and since L973 the Department of Indian
Affairs has allowed Indian bands to take control and
operate their own Band-Controlled Schools.
The Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton made the decision in
the L977-78 school year to take control and operate
their own Band-Controlled School. In the 1985-86
school year, the Wahpeton Band-Controlled School was
re-named and called Wahpeton Dakota School. At
present, the Wahpeton Dakota School offers a multi-
graded program from Kindergarten to Grade Six.
6The gtudies That the Wahpeton Dalcota School Committee
Has Been Involved llith Since 19??, and the Results of
These Etudies To-date
In the past L4 years of operation, the Wahpeton
Dakota School Cornmittee has been involved in conducting
a number of studies relating to the internal operation
of Wahpeton Dakota School. These studies have produced
the following documents: (a) The Wahpeton Band
Education Program Review for the L977-78 school year;
(b) The Wahpeton Band Education Program Evaluation for
the Lg78-79 school yearl and (c) The Wahpeton Band
Education Annual Report for the 1982-83 school year.
In addition, the Wahpeton Dakota School Comnittee in
1986 participated in the rtNational Review of First
Nations Educationfr, with a f inal report that was
released by the Assembly of First Nations in June of
1988.
Furthermore, the Wahpeton Dakota School Committee
is currently involved with the Prince Albert Tribal
Council (PATC) Iocated in north-eastern Saskatchewan
(see map attached to Appendix B) in a district wide
education survey entitled the Prince Albert TribaL
CounciT District Wide Improvement Ptoject, 1-99L,
7Individual ProtiTe. Wahpeton Band is one of the twelve
Indian band,s in the Prince Albert Tribal Council.
A questionnaire for the Prinee Albert Tribal
CounciT District Wide Improvement Project, 1-99L'
Individual ProtiTe education survey has been developed
for the following groups: Band Councils, School
Committee Members, Education Staff, Parents, Students,
and Community Members. The intent of the district wide
education survey is to identify the people t s views
relating to their school t s philosophy, climate within
the school, Indian language and culture,
administration, monitoring and evaluation, instruction,
and curriculum.
Yet, since L977 | despite all the progress and
knowledge gained to-date from eonducting or
participating in these studies and in managing a
school, the Wahpeton Dakota Schoo1 Cornnittee is still
encountering problems. Students leaving the Wahpeton
Dakota School to attend Junior High and High School off
the reserve, tend to drop-out of school in grade seven,
eight r ot nine. This issue of drop-outs was noted in
the Wahpeton Band I s Curriculum Development Proposal in
1986 which stated:
I
In November, 1985, Band Members conducted an
indepth appraisal to identify their needs in
education. The analysis revealed that what the
Band had envisioned when they established Wahpeton
Band School had not evolved . o .. The high school
drop out rate remained at 90 percent. (p. 2)
For students who attend the Wahpeton Dakota
School, parents continuously express the concern that
their children are behind in their age-grade level.
This concern was also noted in Wahpeton Band I s
Curriculum DeveTopment ProposaT in 1986 which stated'
ItElementary school students across Canada still scored
ninety five to ninety nine per cent above Wahpeton
students on standardized achievement tests such as the
Canadian Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) tr (p. 2') . In
addition, education staff for the Wahpeton Dakota
School have also expressed concern over the stress
involved in teaching a multi-graded classroom.
As previously stated, the Wahpeton Dakota School
Committee is currently involved in the Prince Albett
TribaL Council District Wide Improvement Project, 1-991-,
Individual ProfiTe education survey, which may provide
some insight into their present dilemma. Studies
completed to-date involving the Wahpeton Dakota Schoo1
Committee, however, have provided very few helpful
regults.
The Wahpeton Band Edueation Program Review for the
LgiT-7g school year expressed a number of concerns with
the current educational situation. Under the sub-
heading entitled ttPhilosophyft, the band expressed
concern with rran increasing drop-out problem amongst
Wahpeton students attending schools off the reservetl
(p. 2). Another concern expressed in the review of
Wahpeton education had to do with a desire ftto get
parents and other conmunity members more involved in
the childrents education, and by having the school on
the reserve, also ttol provide a more relaxed and
adaptive school settingtr (p. 2). As of this writing,
these two concerns have not been resolved.
f,ow the Wahpeton Dakota School Conmittee Came
to Agree to Participate in '[his Study
on April L6, LggL I r first reviewed with the
Wahpeton Dakota School Committee these previous
studies. Then I discussed the freducation survey f ormtl
entitled the Prince Albert TribaT CounciT Disttiet Wide
Improvement Project, L99L, Individual PtofiLe, and
L0
informed the Wahpeton Dakota School Committee that the
end result of this district wide education survey will
likely be just the development of a data-base for the
Prince Albert Tribal Council.
Keeping this in mind, I rnade two suggrestions to
the Wahpeton Dakota School Conrnittee. First, that what
was reguired was the establishment of a procedure for
conducting educational research that would benefit the
Dakota People of Wahpeton. Second, that the
methodology known as Community-Based Participatory
Research (CBPR) night provide a basis for establishing
such a procedure. With this intent, the Wahpeton
Dakota School Committee agreed to participate in this
thesis study.
The Purpose of this Etudy
The purpose of this study is to develop a process
to be followed when conducting educational research
with the Dakota People of Wahpeton.
11
Statement of the Problem
What is the criteria required when conducting
educational research with the Dakota People of
Wahpeton?
The Subproblems
There were four subproblems investigated in this
thesis research. These four subproblems, adapted from
Guyette I s ( 1983 ) book entitled Community-Based
Research: A Handbook for Native Anericans, helped
define critical issues in the conduct of research which
respects the conmunityts aspirations. The four
subproblems weres
1. How do the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton perceive
educational research in terms of self-determination?
2. What steps (procedures) should be followed
when conducting educational research with the Dakota
People of Wahpeton?
3. What rules (code of ethics) should be
followed between the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the
researcher when conducting educational research with
the Dakota People of WahPeton?
L2
4. What should be identified in a contract
between the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the
researcher when conducting educational research with
the Dakota People of Wahpeton?
Statement of Eignificanee
The intent of this research study is to provide a
document which identifies what educational research
means to the Dakota People of Wahpeton (in terms of
self-determination), and a process to be followed when
conducting educational research with the Dakota People
of Wahpeton. It is the intent of the Wahpeton Dakota
School Cornmittee to use this document in approaching
Graduate Programs at various universities, in order to
gain access to individuals who may be interested in
conducting educational research at Wahpeton. The
document will then become significant to both the
Dakota People of Wahpeton and the researcher as it will
help each party understand what is expected of each
other when conducting educational research at Wahpeton.
Irlhen the Wahpeton Dakota Schoo1 Comrnittee agrreed
to participate in this study on April L6, L99L 
' 
one
School Cornrnittee Member stated, t'I didntt really
13
understand the high words you people were using, but I
understand what the study means, which will help our
peopletr ( f ield notes , April L5 , 1991) . The
significance of this study lies in its potential to
contribute to the self-sufficiency of the Dakota People
of Wahpeton by giving them a tool to improve their
educational system.
CHAPTER TI|O
Literature Review
For the benefit of the Dakota People of Wahpeton'
this chapter first discusses the origins of educational
research, and the debate between the tquantitativer and
I qualitative t research paradig[ns. It will then
conclude with a discussion of the qualitative
methodology known as rrcommunity-based participatory
researchrr to justify its use in this study.
The Origins of Educational Research
Borg and GaIl (1989) clairn that educational
research is a combination of rnethodologies borrowed
from other scientific disciplines. A scientific
discipline is an |torganized field of inquirytt that
tries to explain a particular domain [such as
educationl through the use of theory, constructs, and
research methodologies (p. 30).
Borg and GalI (1989) have described certain
scientific disciplines and their contributions to
educational research:
L4
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The following is a list of scientific disciplines
and a representative contribution that each has
made either to knowledge about education or to a
method of inquiry that can be used in educational
research:
1. Anthropology: the ethnographic method
2. Biology: the genetic basis for individualdifferences in intelligence
3. Computer science: the study of artificial
intelligence
4. Economics: cost-benefit analysis of
educational policies
5. History: the study of school reform
movements
6. Linguistics: social-class differences in
7 . i:tfl:*3i'E3l'"$1.?:'i::lTil'ysis or data
from samplesg. Physiology: brain structures that support
intellectual functions
9. Political science: political influences on
school boards. (p. 31)
Note: From EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH: AN INtTOdUCtiON(5th ed. ) by Walter R. Borg and Meredith
Damien Gall. Copyright @ 1989 by Longrman
Publishing Group. Reprinted by permission.
While the contributions of these disciplines
initially resulted from tquantitativet methods of
research, more recently a tqualitativet method for
doing research has gained acceptance [The word
I contributions t is used advisedly at this point because
Gould ( 1981) has shown, f or exarnple, that the I genetic
basis for individual differences I has been used as a
means to oppress Aboriginal peoples (pp. 56-57 
' 
LL4-
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115) . I An explanation of the differences between
guantitative and qualitative methods of research would
be useful.
rhe Debate Betxreen the I ouantitative I and
I oualitative I Research Paradigrms
Traditional educational research relied on a
quantitative paradigrm that claimed to be ttobjectivefr in
using numbers to describe the phenomena under
observation (Borg & GalI , L989). Recently, researchers
relying on a qualitative paradigrm have asserted that
human experience cannot be completely explained by
quantitative means (Borg & GalI, 1989) . While some in
the literature claim that quantitative and qualitative
methods are incompatible, there are others that have
rejected this notion. To justify their contribution to
knowledge pertaining to human experience, gudlitative
researchers have asserted that their methodology
contributes to the limited explanatory power of numbers
in quantitative methods (Borg & GalI , L989 i Lincoln &
Guba , L985; Reichardt & Cook , L979') . It is this
argument that led to the developrnent of Community-Based
Participatory Research (CBPR) .
L7
Borg and Gall (1989) have acknowledged that much
of current educational research methodology was
developed by researchers working in the physical
sciences. The traditional physical science approach to
research has contributed, in their view, to the notion
that the phenomena to be studied in education must be
observable and quantifiable, hence, the use of the
quantitative research method. This model of inquiry is
usually referred to as I guantitative | , t conventional | ,
t traditional | , or rpositivistic research | (pp. 37g-
38O) .
More recently, there has been a move away from the
assumption that human experience can be completely
explained by observable or quantifiable phenomena:
In the past 20 years, however, another paradigru
for conducting educational research has slow1y
gained acceptance. This model was developed by
anthropologists and sociologists and is usually
called rqualitative r r tnaturalistic t,
t ethnographic f , I subjective f , or tpostpositivisticinquiryt . (Borg & Gall , L989, p. 380)
Borg and Gall (1989) claim that quantitative and
qualitative research both have their strengrths and
weaknesses depending on the phenomena to be studied (p.
3gO) . The differences in quantitative and qualitative
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ways of understanding scientific inquiry result in
different methods for educational research.
Quantitative researchers, according to Borg and
GaIl (1989), attempt to be objective in their
understanding of the world by lirniting the influence of
their own personal biases and values (p. 23l- . Babbie
(1985) indicates that quantitative researchers claim to
achieve this objectivity by using numbers to represent
the phenomena under observation and by manipulating
these numbers in attempting to explain phenomena and
relationships between phenomena (p. 558). Borg and
Gall (1989) maintain that attempts to be objective by
quantitative researchers can be seen in their use of
research instrurnents such as frachievement tests, rating
scales, observation schedules, and interview guidestl
(p. 24) .
Borg and GaII (1989) suggest that gualitative
research, on the other hand, attempts to use the
researcher as the prirnary instrument of the inquiry.
In the qualitative model researchers rely on their own
interpretations and understanding in analyzing the
phenomena under observation (p. 23). Bogdan and Taylor
(1975) argue that the stress on personal interpretation
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and understanding in the qualitative methodology can be
seen in the use of research instruments that rely on
descriptive data such as rrpeople I s own written or
spoken words and observable behaviorrr (p. 4) . Borg and
Gall (1989) note that:
qualitative researchers ,.. often interact closely
witn those involved in their study. The research
data arise out of these interactions in the form
of what people reveal to the researcher and the
researcherts impressions. In fact, those being
studied may be included as participants in the
design of the study and interpretation of the
results . (p. 24)
There are those who argue that quantitative and
qualitative research are incompatible or conflicting in
their approach to scientific inguiry (Borg & Gall 
'
1989, p. 381; Lincoln & Guba, L985). Still others have
rejected the notion that the two methodologies are
incornpatible (Reichardt & Cook , L9791 . Borg and GaII
(1989), however, raise some serious doubts about the
exclusive use of either quantitative or qualitative
approaches:
both quantitative researchers and qualitative
researchers go about scientific inquiry in
different ways. How different is difficult to
determine. ... The way in which typical
researchers do their work is flexibler open, and
sometimes intuitive. Published reports of their
work are formal, linear, and leave out much of the
process and anomalies encountered. (p - 23'l
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If what Borg and Galt (L989) say here is true,
there is justification for arguing that research which
incorporates instruments and methodologies frorn both
the guantitative and qualitative models would give us a
more realistic understanding of the phenomena being
observed. Furthermore, the view taken by Borg and Gall
(1999) that research nethodology can be systematic and
at the same time flexible, open, and intuitive,
challenges the notion that knowledge can only be gained
by ernpirical means. Community-Based Participatory
Research (CBPR) which can be considered rra human
exchange ... [as it is] more an interpersonal than a
technical processrt is an outgrowth of this debate
(St. Denis I L989, p. 96).
rhe oualitative uethodology Known as
Coununity-Based Participatory Research (CBPRI
This part of the chapter is divided into four
sections. First, a brief explanation is provided about
the origins of CBPR. Second, the intent and purpose of
CBPR is noted. Third, the implementation of CBPR is
discussed. Fourth, a sunmary is provided that
justifies the use of CBPR for this study.
2L
The origins of Connunity-Based Partieipatory
Research (CBPR)
This section will briefly discuss the origins of
CBPR. Then a synthesis will be provided pertaining to
the characteristics that distinguish CBPR from
quantitative research (St. Denis, L989) .
In critiquing CBPR, St. Denis (1989) noted that
Bopp ( 1985b) was the first to use this term in
describing the research process employed in completing
his Ph.D. (p. 29) . Judging from what St. Denis (1989)
writes, the origins of conmunity-based participatory
research (CBPR) is derived from participatory research,
collaborative research, developmental research, and
conmunity-based research (p. 25) . Furthermore, St.
Denis (1989) contends that ferninist research, action
research, and critical theorist research are also
closely related to and help explain CBPR (p. zLr.
When Bopp first coined the term CBPR, he was
involved with an Aboriginal conmunity in the North-West
Territories of Canada, who were in the process of
developing a major comprehensive plan for the
educational needs of their conmunity (Bopp, L985b) .
Bopp I s purpose in initiating CBPR was to develop a
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research process that would enable Native conmunities
to use the rrknowledge which is an essential part of
their culture to develop community programs appropriate
to the conmunitytt (Bopp & Bopp , L985ar P. 1; St. Denis,
1989) . The following characteristics of CBPR are noted
by Bopp and Bopp (1985a). First, CBPR can rrhelp create
a mirror by which a conmunity can see its own eyest
that is, its olrn wisdom and knowledget' (Bopp & Bopp'
1985a, p. 1); and second, it can help a rrcommunity
integrate cultural wisdom with academic knowledgett
(Bopp & Bopp, L985ar p. 1) ,
It is clear the characteristics described by Bopp
and Bopp (1985a) for CBPR do not adhere to the
quantitative research model where knowledge is
perceived as gained by quantitative means. As St.
Denis (1989) contends, CBPR is essentially a
qualitative tool that conmunity members can use to act
upon their own lives in an informed collaborative
manner (p. 291 .
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The Intent and Purpose of Community-Based Participatory
Research (CBPR)
Why do research? What should be the intent and
purpose of research? Who should benefit from the
research findings? CBPR is currently asking
academicians these questions.
It has been suggested that CBPR regards social
science research as in a state of flux and ready for
alternative procedures (Lather, 1985; St. Denis, L989).
Practitioners of CBPR contend that research conducted
just for the sake of knowledge is pointless, asocial,
and immoral (Huizer, L9781 Stokes, 19851 St. Denis,
1989) . Those who advocate the use of CBPR assert that
there must be a merging of theory and practice that is
beneficial to the groups who are the subject of
research (Bopp & Bopp, 1985a1 Hall, L979i Huizer, L978i
La Fromboise & Plake, L983; Lather, 1985; Stokes, L985;
St. Denis , L989) .
Knowledge generated by social science research is
considered as a powerful and effective means of
influencing the decisions concerning people I s everyday
Iives (Guyette, 1983; HaIl, L9791 Reinharz, L979i St.
Denis, L989) . The intent of CBPR is to allow
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conmunities lacking socio-political power to use
research, and knowledge gained through research, in
rnaking decisions critical to self-determination (Bopp &
Bopp, L985a; Guyette, 1983; HaII, L9791 Huizer, L978i
La Fromboise & Plake, 19831 Stull & Schensul, L987 i St.
Denis, L989) . CBPR challenges researchers to conduct
research nwithrt and ftforrf rather then rronrr or rraboutfr
people (Light & Kleiber, 1981; St. Denis, L989).
It has been noted that misinformation and negative
stereotyping are often the result when a conmunity has
not been involved in the entire research process (La
Fromboise & Plake, 1983; Stokes, 19851 St. Denis,
1989) . CBPR seeks to actively and meaningfully involve
those who are subjected to research by having them
assist in defining the intent and purpose of the
research (Lather, 1986; St. Denis, L989).
Conchelos and Kaassam (1981) claimed that
participatory research is concerned with advancing the
cause of the marginal and powerless segrment within a
given society (p. 56) . According to St. Denis (1989) ,
CBPR is considered an important process for those
groups of people who require access to a scientific
means of generating knowledge so that these people can
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make the alternative changes in their world as they
perceive it (p. 41) . This then explains why CBPR is
regarded as a reasonable approach for conducting
research with Aboriginal conmunities (Bopp & Bopp,
1985ai St. Denis, L989).
The Implementation of Conmunity-Based Participatory
Research (CBPR)
This section will discuss a number of theoretical
and practical suggestions when implernenting Community-
Based Participatory Research (CBPR) . Then a concluding
argument will be presented to justify why CBPR is
regarded as a complex and a dynamic process (Brown &
Kaplan, L981; St. Denis, 1989).
According to St. Denis (1989), CBPR places great
demands on a researcher (p. 44r. Campbell (1987)
notes:
A positive attitude toward partici.pation is not
enough. Careful planning, genuine involvement
with the conmunity, and a commitment to taking the
time for acceptance (or rejection) by the people
are among the preconditions for undertaking such
an approach to fieldwork. (p. 165)
St. Denis (1989) also contends that a consensus must be
reached about the nature of the research among
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researchers and collaborators before proceeding (pp.
95-96) .
Hall (L979') mentioned that the basic principles of
planning for any undertaking pertaining to research
be it educational, political or social is improved by
having potential research participants involved in the
decision-making process (p. 404) . Furthermore, MacCaIl
(1981) asserts that research can be designed to ensure
increased understanding and self-determination for the
people who are the subject of the research itself (p.
68). In addition, Kusher and Norris (1980-81) have
stated:
In our effort to maintain a base for research, we
are becoming more closely aware of the need to
employ strategies to gain and maintain access.
Generally these strategies are embodied in
research contracts which define the rights and
obligations occurring to all parties in the
research process. (p. 34')
An acknowledgement has been made that in CBPR, the
use of research findings is a politicat process (Stull
& Schensul, L9S7i St. Denis, L989). Cassel (1980)
indicates that serious harm is caused when research
findings are published and |tonly the conduct not the
consequences of fieldwork are discussedtr (p. 32) . This
harm, however, could be avoided to some extent if the
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research findings are reviewed by the group or
conmunity before publication (Guyette, 1983; St. Denis,
1989 ) .
There are those who maintain there is no exclusive
definition for the term tparticipatioltt, because it is
perceived as a many-faceted and diverse process
affecting different people in different ways (Canpbell,
L987i Cohen & Uphoff, 1980p Tandon, t981). HaIl
(L979') , in retrospect, advocated that participatory
research be viewed in the following manner. First, it
is a method of social inquiry which involves the fuII
participation of a conmunity. Second, it is consj-dered
an educational process. Third, it provides the means
to take action for development (pp. 406-407) .
The argument to justify why CBPR is regarded as a
complex and a dynamic process will now be presented.
St. Denis (1989) claims that CBPR is not consistent
with the traditional, empirical, and guantitative
research design, for control does not lie exclusively
with the researcher (p. 41). Further, she contends
that for those involved in this research process one
must be able to risk whatever the outcome might be (p.
41) . She states, rtthe impact of the research on the
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researcher and the participants can not be pre-
determinedrt ( St. Denis I L989 , p. 4L') .
Reinharz (L979) claims that for researchers to
care, they must become obligated to research issues
that are of personal concern to them (p. 120) . It has
been asserted that since researchers using CBPR are
active participants, they must also become the subjects
of their own inquiry which in turn develops a sense of
trust with the other participants involved within the
study (Reinharz, L979; Torbet, L98Li Huizer, L978; St.
Denis , L989, p. 33) .
To further justify her claim for the complexity
and the dynamic quality of this research process, St.
Denis (1989) asserts that one must remember conmunity
rnembers are not academicians and will not participate
in research studies that are incomprehensible to them
(p. 95) . This then explains why it is important for
researchers to seek the involvement, negtotiate the
direction, and come to a consensus about the nature of
the research with would-be participants before
proceeding (Carnpbell I L987; HalI , L979 i St. Denis,
1989) . Taking into consideration what has just been
noted, it now becomes clear why St. Denis (1989)
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states, rtfacilitating conmunity-based participatory
research requires consistent, clear, and conmon sense
conmunicationfr (p. 96 ) .
gunmary
The literature review presented for Community-
Based Participatory (CBPR) confirms the origins of this
methodology, for CBPR does indeed encompass the terms
and characteristics of participatory research,
collaborative research, developmental research, and
conmunity-based research. The intent and purpose noted
for CBPR described this research process as essentially
a qualitative tool that seeks to involve those who are
the subject of research so they can share in the
knowledge generated by research and advance their
struggle for self-determination. Although CBPR is not
consistent with traditional quantitative methods, the
results of CBPR research are no less rvalidt, for when
the researcher and the people to be studied become
equal participants, its findings can be more accurat€,
acceptable, and understandable not only to the people
being studied internally, however, the researcher can
then also articulate the understanding of these
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findings to the external and wider population thus
generating knowledge that is beneficial for all
concerned.
Based on the literature review presented, the
methodology known as Community-Based Participatory
Research (CBPR) met the requirements for this study.
CBPR provided a htay to collaborate with the Dakota
People of Wahpeton as research participants in
developing a process to be followed when conducting
educational research on the Wahpeton reserve. The
chapters that follow describe how CBPR was applied in
this study.
CIIAPTER THREE
Procedure of the Study
This chapter first discusses the research
methodology, the method, and the data collection
instrument for the benefit of the Dakota People of
Wahpeton. It then describes the followings permission
to conduct this research study, pilot study, selection
of sample, assumptions for the study, data collection,
and data analysis.
Methodology
Fetterman (1989) has described etic and emic
perspectives in scientific inguiry. The etic
perspective is an trexternal, social scientif ic
perspective of realityrr. The emic perspective is the
tf insider t s or native t s perspective of realitytt (pp. 3 o,
32') . Further, he claims:
The insider I s perception of reality is
instrumental to understanding and accurately
describing situations and behaviors. Native
perceptions may not conform to an ttobjectiverl
reality, but they help the fieldworker understand
why members of the social group do what they do.(p. 3o)
3L
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Since I am a Dakota person from Wahpeton and
interviewed only Dakota People from Wahpeton' and
emphasize the Dakota perspective, this research study
was, primarily, from an emic perspective.
Bailey (1982) describes methodology as the
philosophy for the research process that includes the
assumptions and values which serve as a rationale for
the research, as well ds, the standards or criteria
used by the researcher for interpreting the data and
reaching conclusions based on the study (p. 32) - As
previously mentioned, the nethodology utilized for this
research study was Comnunity-Based Participatory
Research (CBPR).
I{ethod
Borg and GaIl (1989) assert that the interview as
a research method is unique for one rnust obtain data
through direct verbal interaction between individuals
(p. 445) . Unlike the guestionnaire, which does not
provide irnmediate feedback, the main advantage of the
interview is that it allows a researcher to follow-up
leads thus gaining more information with greater
clarity (p. 446) .
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However, the interview method does have its
Iirnitations. Since it is easier to ask questions than
to give someone a test or conduct observations, the
interview method tends to be misused for collecting
quantitative data which could be rneasured more
accurately using other methods (Borg & GaIl , L989, p.
448, Guion & Imada, L981). Borg and GalI (1989) claim
that another limitation of the intervietr method is due
to the nature of the process. Since the interview
method allows for direct verbal interaction, this could
lead to potential biases which in some research
situations would be its greatest weakness (p. 448).
Some biases within the interview process could include:
interviewees responding the way they think the
researcher wants them toi antagonism that may arise
between interviewee and the researcher; or the tendency
of researchers to seek only the data which support
their research (Borg & Gall' 1989) .
For the purpose of this research study, I utilized
the interview method. Separate interviews were
conducted with each research participant, one on one
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982) .
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Data Collection Instrument
Researchers involved within the field of education
generally include some structured questions within the
interview guide I however, they tend to di-rect their
attention towards a semistructured interview (Borg &
Gall, 1989). Borg and GalI (1989) claim that a
semistructured interview does have the advantage of
being reasonably objective for it allows a researcher
to gain a more thorough understanding of the
respondents I opinions and the reasons behind them which
would not be possible with a mailed questionnaire (p.
452) .
An interview guide hras utilized as the data
collection instrument for this research study, and the
interviews conducted with the research participants
hrere in a semistructured format. The interview guide
included ten open-ended questions seeking responses as
to the criteria required rrrhen conducting educational
research with the Dakota People of Wahpeton (see
Appendix C) .
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Permission to Conduct this Research Study
The Wahpeton Dakota School Cornnittee passed a
motion at their meeting on April L6, 1991- to
participate in this research study, and on April L7,
1991 a letter of support for the study l{as passed by
the Dakota Nations of Canada (see Appendix D). I then
obtained written pernission from the Chief and Council
of Wahpeton Bandr oD behalf of the Wahpeton Dakota
School Committee, to conduct the research study (see
Appendix E). For this study, the Wahpeton Dakota
School Committee acted as advisors on behalf of the
Chief and Council of Wahpeton. This meant that I had
to inform the Wahpeton Dakota School Committee when the
field research for this study began, and had to provide
the Wahpeton Dakota School Cornrnittee with a report each
nonth at their regular scheduled meeting as to how the
field research for this study was progressing-
Pilot Study
Having obtained the permission from the Chief and
Council of Wahpeton Band (field notes, MaY 30, 1991)
and the Thesis Conmittee (f ield notes, JuIy 9, 1991-) to
conduct the research study, I used a tape recorder to
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pilot-test the interview guide with two University of
Saskatchewan students of Dakota ancestry enrolled in
the Indian Teacher Education Proglram. The first
question on the interview guide which originally read
as3 What does educational research mean to you? was
revised based on suggestions made by these two students
participating in this pilot study.
The first student suggested the words fras a Dakota
person of Wahpetonrr be included in the first question
of the interview guide in order to make the question
more meaningful to the person being interviewed (fie1d
notes, July 10, 1991). The second student asked:
ItWhat do you rea1ly want to find out from this
questiontr (f ield notes, JuIy 11, 1991) . I responded by
telling the student rrthe Dakota People of Wahpeton t s
views of self-deterrnination in regards to educational
researchft (field notes, July 11, 1991). This second
student then suggested the words tr in terms of self -
determinationtr be added on at the end of the first
question so the person being interviewed would
understand the intent of the question (field notes,
July 11, 1991) .
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The first question in the interview guide $tas then
revised to read: What does educational research mean
to you as a Dakota person of Wahpeton in terms of self-
determination? (see Appendix C). Both students also
indicated since the questions in the interview guide
required a considerable amount of thinking, the
interview guide should be given to the person to be
interviewed a week or so ahead of time so that the
person would have enough time to think about the
questions (fie1d notes, July 10 and July 11, 1991).
Selection of Sample
T"wenty Dakota People of Wahpeton were sampled for
this research study. The sample included two Elders'
three Band Council Members, two Wahpeton Dakota School
Cornmittee Mernbers, two Education Staf f who are members
of Wahpeton, as well as four Parents, four Students'
and three Community Members of Wahpeton. These seven
categories provide a I representative t sample of the
various groups who are affected by the educational
system within the conmunity of Wahpeton.
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Assumptions
The following assumptions were made in this study:
1. That the 20 Dakota People interviewed fairly
represented Dakota People of Wahpeton.
2. That the 20 Dakota People of wahpeton
interviewed co-op€rated in giving honest responsest
rather than merely responding as they thought the
researcher would like them to.
3. That the data gathering instrument, referred
to as the trlnterviews Guidert, provided valid data from
which valid conclusions could be drawn, though the
researcher I s own skill and experience will influenee
the degree of validitY.
4. That the time spent at wahpeton (July and
August, 1991) provided sufficient data for analysis and
interpretation in order to develop a process for
conducting educational research with the Dakota People
of Wahpeton.
5. As per the letter from the Dakota Nations of
Canada (see Appendix D), this study can only be
perceived as generalizable to the Aboriginal people of
Dakota ancestrY.
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Data Collection
As for my data collection effort, I am in
aetreement with St. Denist (1989) claim that Comrnunity-
Based Participatory Research (CBPR) is not consistent
with the traditional, empirical, and guantitative
research design, because control does not lie
exclusively with the researcher (p. 41) . As St. Denis
(1989) contends, a researcher using this methodology
must be capable of integrating tparticipatory
techniquest (Guyette, 1983) which are compatible with
the rcultural contextt (Guyette, 1983; Torbet' 1981) of
the conmunity (p. 34) .
The tparticipatory techniques t (Guyette, 1983)
that I employed for this study were (a) visiting with
the research participants, (b) discussing the intent of
the research study, and (c) explaining the methodology'
the method, and data collection instrument to each
research participant. Before the interview started' I
also explained the meaning of certain words in the
interview guide which any research participant had
questions about.
The I cultural context I that I encountered for this
study was not the Dakota language, but time (Guyett€,
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1983; Torbet , L981) . The interviews were conducted in
English which all the research participants were able
to speak. Although I am a Dakota person of Wahpeton, I
had not been home regularly in the past five years
while attending university, which meant that I had to
once again adjust to the Dakota People of Wahpeton I s
I cultural perception of time I in reference to the
interview appointments. This cultural adjustment,
however, was minor within the process of carrying out
the study.
A discussion will now follow with regard to the
approach taken to collect the data for this study. The
f ield work f or this study began on July 15, 1-991 and
concluded on August 29, 1991. Since I am a member of
Wahpeton, I resided with relatives on the reserve while
collecting the data for this study.
I spent the first week on Wahpeton visiting and
discussing the intent of the studyr ds well as
explaining the methodology, the method, and the data
collection instrument to the participants. A total of
23 people were approached in order to attain the sample
of 20 people for the study. An interview guide was
left with each of these people so that they could
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review the ten open-ended questions on the interview
guide and consider how they would respond to each
question when the actual interview took p1ace.
I began collecting the data for this study during
the second week on Wahpeton. The interviews with the
20 research participants !,tere conducted at an agreed
upon time and location. Before the actual interview
was conducted, a written agreement from each research
participant was obtained (see Appendix F) . This
written agreement included permission to tape record
the interview.
The najority of the interviews were conducted at
the research participantrs residence. Some of the
interviews were conducted at the Band Office. An
average of three or four interviews per week were
conducted. This was due to tentative interview
appointments with research participants having to be
re-scheduled for various reasons such aS doctor
appointments, having to attend a rneeting at the Band
Office or in the city of Prince Albert, dS well as
unexpected company showing up for a visit at the
research participantts residence (field notes' July 22,
1991 to August 29, 1991) .
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The exact time to begin the interview was not pre-
determined. Each person to be interviewed indicated
various possible times of the day. Some typical
responses were: ttearly in the morning"i |tsometirne in
the morning at around ten o I clock or sorf I frafter
dinnerrr' Itin the afternoon about three or sortl trafter
supper around seven or seven-thirty or sorr (field
notes, July 22, 199L to August 29, 1991). The length
of time for each interview was between one and one half
hours. Some interviews did take as long as two or
three hours.
Furthermore, the interview did not begin
immediately once this researcher arrived at the
research participantrs residence or at the Band Office.
Time was taken first to visit and have coffee or tea,
and in some cases to have lunch with the person to be
interviewed. Before the interview did start, T also
explained the meaning of certain words in the interview
guide (which the person being interviewed had questions
about) such as a definition of educational research and
code of ethics (field notes, July 22, 1991 to August
29, 1991) . Once the interview was completed, research
participants typically had one of two reactions:
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either they said they were nervous at first when the
interview began, but felt comfortable towards the end
of the interview, or they said they did not find
responding to the guestions in the interview guide as
hard as they thought it would be (field notes' July 22,
1991 to August 29, 1991) .
Data Analysis
A coding system for qualitative data analysis hras
developed for this study. For qualitative data
analysis, ftcodes are retrieval and organizing devices
that allow the analyst to spot quickly, pull out, then
cluster all the segrments relating to the particular
question, hypothesis , concept, or themert (DIiIes &
Huberrnan, L984, p. 56) . In developing the coding
system for each respondent source (see Appendix G), I
transcribed each taped interview and coded the
interview transcripts according to each respondent
source and his or her response to each particular
question as set out in the interview guide (see
Appendix H).
Using these transcripts, I then pulled out,
clustered, and analyzed key concepts according to the
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four themes identified within the subproblems of this
research study. The Websterts College Dictionary
(1991) defines a theme as rra unifying or dominant ideatl
(p. 13BZ) and a concept as tran idea of something formed
by mentally combining all its characteristics or
particularsrr (p. 281) .
The four themes for this research study are: (a)
self -determination, (b) steps, (c) rules, and (d)
contract. The definition for each theme was not
predetermined because it was ny intent to hear how the
Dakota People of Wahpeton described each theme through
their responses to the various interview questions - I
did not want my own presuppositions to dictate the
definitions.
The analysis of respondent interviews for this
research study followed a three-stage procedure:
First, a table was developed as a tool to organize the
data by theme, question, and respondent source (see
Table L, page 45'l . Second, in analyzing the
respondents I answers for each interview question and
theme, key concepts were extracted from the interview
transcripts and placed in accordance with each
respondent source. Third, using these key concepts,
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conceptual patterns were then identified in the
responses to guestions within each theme. I am
assuming that these patterns were representative of the
thinking of the Dakota people of Wahpeton.
For the benefit of the reader and in common sense
language, the key concepts that were extracted from the
interview transcripts are presented in Chapter Four in
accordance with each theme, guestion, and respondent
source f or data analysis. The I research f indingts t
derived from the data analysis in Chapter Four will be
presented in Chapter Five as the process to be followed
when conducting educational research with the Dakota
People of Wahpeton.
Table 1: Etructure of Data Collection
Respondent Source
- for each theme
and interview question
Relevant Interview
Questions
Data Collection
Theme
Elder - A
Elder - B
B.C.M. - A
B.C.M. - B
B.C.M. - C
S.C.M. - A
s.c.M. - B
Ed staff - A
Ed Staff - B
Parent - A
Parent - B
Parent - C
Parent - D
Student - A
Student - B
Student - C
Student - D
C.M. - A
C.M. - B
C.M. . C
ffi.
#2.
#3.
#4.
Self-Determination
#8.
#9.
#rc.
CHAPTER TOUR
Research Findings and Data lnalysis
The data analysis described in this chapter is the
product of (a) the four themes derived from the
subproblems of the study, (b) the interview guide, and
(c) the responses of the 2A Dakota People of Wahpeton
who were identified as the sample. Furthermore, a
table was developed to organize the data collected for
a three-stage process of analysis (pp. 43-46) .
A two-stage forrnat is used in this chapter to
explain the research findings. First, data from each
respondent source (extracted from the interview
transcripts and referred to as key concepts) is
provided according to each theme and question. Second,
a sunmary is then provided by using the key concepts to
identify patterns of responses presented for each theme
and question. These patterns are said to represent the
thinking of the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton-
The data for each theme and question is presented
in chronological order as it appeared in the interview
guide. In addition, for clarity and appearance the
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main heading for each theme and question begins on a
new page. Furthermore, to adhere to the
characteristics of Community-Based Participatory
Research (CBPR) , within the sunmary and conclusions
reached for each thene and guestion, I trmirroredtr (Bopp
& Bopp, 1985) certain words and quotes [meaning tried
to reflect on paper the true feelings and
understandingsl of the 20 respondents for the benefit
of the Dakota People of Wahpeton.
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Thene: SeIf-Determination
ouestion #1 of Interview Guide:
What does educational research
Dakota person fron flahpeton in
Determination?
mean to you as a
terms of 8e1f-
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
B. C.M. B
Our Dakota culture and language ...
should be made into a curriculum.
It is very, very inportant for us to
understand where we are going with our
educational process on Wahpeton, and in
order to understand where werre goingt
we need to also understand our history
... our language and cultural
ceremonies.
Not much history written ... about our
Dakota People of Wahpeton. We need
research done on our Dakota Language . . -
Traditional Cultura1 Ceremonies [and]Cultural Values.
Educational research to me . .. would
mean the real teaching styles of the
Dakota People. I think Dakota Peoplets
children . o. from day one ... were given
source of a holistic education, and
educational research to me means
researching into that whole area'
looking at how that ... child develops
into adulthood.
Respondent
B.C.M. C
s. c.M. A
S. C.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
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Key Coneepts extracted from Interviews
It I s good that our educational program
is going to be researched the way we
want it . r. Control, we now can have
control over the research, this is what
I think it means for us in terms of
Self-Determination .
The culture of our PeoPle should be
stressed as much as the academic
program.
Learning about our Heritage . o. Cultural
Ceremonies Iand] Dakota Cultural Va1ues.
It Ieducational research] would improve
our people t s qualifications to attend
high school and universitY.
More programs like Home Ec. and
Industrial Arts. Vocational programs
for adults. Better progranning for our
language and cultural activities -
To irnprove our children I s skills in
school . . . we also should use this
research to find out about our Dakota
Culture.
Developing a curriculum . o. that
interests the kids.
Finding opportunities for our people .. -
in the work force.
Educational research would help our
people to grow as a fanilY ... as agroup .. . conmunity. To better our
Iifestyle.
The research .. , should be true, and . . .
for the people ... to better our
lifestyle.
Respondent
Student B
student c
Student D
c.Mo - A
c.M. - B
c.M. - C
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Key ConcePts extraeted fron Interviews
with educational research we can clinb a
ladder to a better living.
To up-grade the level of education for
our people .. . to compete in both Worlds
. . . tfre Dakota Wor1d and the White
World. It also means having control of
what we can research.
It encourages a person to learn more . ..
of their people [and] reserve ... Tohelp their fellow people on the reserve
.. . To improve our lives.
Educational research should help us
learn .. . about our Dakota Culture.
It [educational research] should help uslearn more about ourselves - - . our
Ianguage and our culture.
In regards to Self-Determination, w€
have io find ways to improve our kids I
education academically ... more books
... about our Dakota People -.. written
for kids I grade level . . . relating to
our Dakota cultural values, language,
and history. I think the kids would be
more interested and do better in school
with these types of books.
Eummary
In reviewing the key concepts for the theme I Self-
Determinationr extracted from the interview
transcripts to question one I identified the
following patterns of resPonses:
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(a) Eleven respondents indicated the Dakota
Ianguage, Dakota culture and ceremonies, Dakota values,
and Dakota history as being inportant to them;
(b) Five respondents indicated tra better
Iifestylett as being important to them;
(c) Two respondents indicated rrcontroltf over
research. [However, one of these two respondents also
indicated rfto up-grade the level of education for our
people ... to compete in both Wor]ds ... the Dakota
World and the White World" I I
(d) One respondent indicated frthe real teaching
styles of the Dakota Peoplerf in reference to holistic
education as being irnportant; and
(e) One respondent indicated to develop
curriculum that is of interest to the students.
In analyzing the patterns of resPonses (derived
from the key concepts), I came to the following
conclusion for the theme t Self-Determination I in
reference to question one which asked: What does
educational research mean to you as a Dakota person
from Wahpeton in terms of self-determination? It
appears that most of the respondents view self-
determination through educational research as a way of
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retaining or learning more of their Dakota language,
Dakota culture and ceremonies, Dakota values, and
Dakota history. In addition, the following was also
indicated: the desire to achieve rra better lifestylett
through educational research, to research tfthe real
teaching styles of the Dakota Peoplert in reference to
holistic education, rrcontrolrr over research, and
frdeveloping a curriculumtf that would interest the
students.
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Theme: Self-Determination
Ouestion #z of Interview Guide:
you think edueational researeh bas done
Dakota People of llahpeton?
Respondent
E1der A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
I agree we need research, but we should
know what $te are doing the research for.
Nothing for Wahpeton.
Nothing, nothing at all, itrs sad to say
I know . . . with the research that htas
done we donrt get nothing from it. The
only thing is that we are mentioned in a
book. But, what does that do for us ...
It donrt meet our needs.
I guess if we are talking about
educational research, meaning holistic
education, I donrt think itf s ever been
done on Wahpeton. Only the standard
type of school research that everyone
else gets like city schools.
I tm sure research had to be done for our
Band to get this school. But, there is
something that the Band is missing, and
lte don I t really knonr what it is. Onejust has to look at the drop-out rate of
our students that leave our school, and
attend Jr. High and High School in the
city.
We got a school for our children on the
reserve, and we are learning how to
operate and nanage it.
B. C.M. B
B. C.M. C
s. c.M. A
Wtrat dofor the
Respondent
S. C.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
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I guess it would be educational to me to
research the land base $te once had . . .
Research in this area would be good for
our Dakota People. Because, w€ would
perhaps get a bigger land base.
We have a school now. Butr w€ not have
to find ways to improve our children I s
skills and grade standing ... also ,..get the parents more interested and
involved in the school.
It I s good that the kids are able to go
to school here on the reserve. But,
itts too bad itts multi-grade. I think
the kids would learn more even if we had
one teacher for only two grades like
Grade one and two, three and four, then
five and six.
Not much thatrs what I think. We have a
school. But, our children are behind in
their grade leve1 and they can I t seem to
make it in the school in the citY.
Werve had only one Grade twelve graduate
since L976 .. o So, all the research that
has been done in the last number of
years on our reserve is not doing thejob or developing the program that
prepares the kids or interests them.
Something is wrong.
I dontt know.
Getting the school on the reserve has
helped our people ... A lot of the
people are going back to school andgetting a better education.
Respondent
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
C.M. - A
c.Mo 
- 
B
c.M. - c
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Kev Concepts extracted from Interviews
For rt€r in my opinion, itrs mixed-up our
history. A lot f read about the Dakota
Peop1e could be half-true or half-false,
and you really don I t know what to
believe anymore.
We got a school on the reserve which our
parents didntt before ..r Itrs [school]
helped prepare some of us for Jr. High
and High School off the reserve.
It has done a lot ... we are learning
the values of our Dakota People and the
Non-Indian People. We are also learning
our Dakota language in our school; which
is being taught by our elders.
Nothing real for our people. I was the
first Grade LZ graduate in the past L4years. That should tell you something
of what educational research has done
for our people.
Nothing that I know of.
It hasnrt done anything for us Yet.
Perhaps it will in the future.
I donrt know what type of educational
research has been done so far for this
reserve.
Summary
In reviewing the key eoncePts
Determination t extracted from the
for the theme t Self-
interview
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transcripts to question two I identified the
following patterns of resPonses:
(a) Eight respondents mentioned the school on the
reserve. [Five of these eight respondents, however,
questioned the quality of education currently being
provided to the students. Three of the eight
respondents did offer some positive comments about the
schooll;
(b) Six respondents indicated the research
conducted to-date on the reserve has done ttNothingtt for
Wahpeton;
(c) Two respondents indicated they did not know
what rreducational researchrr has done for the Dakota
People of Wahpeton;
(d) One respondent indicated no research has been
done in reference to trholistic educationrr for the
Dakota People of WahPeton;
(e) One respondent indicated there is a need for
research, but the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton tf should
know what the research is forrr;
( f ) one respondent indicated rt it would be
educational . . . to research the land base we once hadrt l
and
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(g) one respondent indicated rrltrs mixed-up our
historytt.
In analyzing the pattetns of r:esponses (derived
from the key concepts), I came to the following
conclusion for the theme I Self-Determination I in
reference to question two which asked: I{hat do you
think educational research has done for the Dakota
Peop1e of Wahpeton? It appears that most of the
respondents are not satisfied with the type of
educational research they have received to-date'
although, credit is given to educational research for
having helped bring a school to the reserve.
Thene: SeLf-Determination
Ouestion #3 of Interview Guide:
What do you think the Dalcota Peop1e of Wahpeton
should get out of educational research?
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviewg
It should provide us with fDakota]
teaching material to use in the
classroom. It seems urhen we hire
someone and when they leave they take
the teaching material that was developed
while they were here. We should be
funded in some way to develop [Dakota]
teaching material that would stay here
at our school.
Besides finding a way to research our
needs to strengthen our language and
cultural identity as a Dakota Peopler w€
need to find ways that will broaden the
educational scope of our people. Not
all of our children can or should becorne
teachers and social workers ,.. we need
information as to how our children canget into other jobs like doctors,
lawyers, welders, plumbersr and so on.
If there are any royalties that may come
out of the research, we should be able
to get some. This money would help us
. . . because hte have a smalI budget. We
could buy more supplies for our
children, and work at developing new
proqtrams for our school o . . we don I t
have anything about our Dakota People in
our library for our teachers and
students to use. We need education
material that our students can relate to
Respondent
Elder A
E1der B
B. C.U. A
Respondent
B. C.M. B
B. C.M. C
s.c.M. A
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
in the classroom. The adults in the
conmunity could also use the resource
material that could be developed to
learn more about our Dakota Culture. I
believe our Dakota People had an
education system before, it may not have
been pencil and books, but it
strengrthened the Dakota person to
survive in the past. Now hle don I t have
that and it is hurting a lot of our
people socially. The spiritual and
traditional part of our culture is lost
for the most part. We have to re-learn
these things to make us a better people.
once this research is completed and
compiled, I think if we inplement ...
our own ... traditional education in our
school, I think the people here would be
much better ahead, much more holistic'
much more proud, much more whole as aperson. Because, I think spirituality
is also included in our system of
education, and it would be a great
benefit to the people of Wahpeton.
Educational research should help us find
information about our people. Perhaps
this is what is missing in our school.
What a Dakota person is all about.
Perhaps, if our children knew who they
were they could make it in the city
schools.
Get research done on education programs
that would help our children and as well
for adults to up-grade themselves. Do
research on the history of our reserve
... so our Dakota Peop1e will know where
we came from . o. this includes not only
the cultural proetram, but also the
academic program for our school. Things
like our Dakota Language and Legends.
Respondent
s. c.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
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Key ConceptE extracted from Interviews
They should get some of their [Dakota]
culture back. A good idea of how the
people used to live and get along back
then. A good sense of familY.
Togetherness as a community. Helping
each other out as much as Possible
without not too many conflicts.
We need to develop Dakota teaching
material that interests our children-
If we can develop Dakota teaching
material that meets the needs of our
children, Itil sure the parents would
also want to learn what their children
are learning. They can work together at
home and in the classroom.
More programs relating to our culture.
We should find ways to get more parents
involved, and our elders brought more
often into the classroom. They [elders]
have a lot of good stories to tell our
kids. Even [€, I learn more about
myself from the stories the elders tell
lJs.
f think our school should teach our
children about our culture and history
.. . We need to learn about our own
traditional ways. If we know who we
are, I think our children would do
better in the white schools in the city-
I think we need to look into ... three
components to develop the studentts,parent, and conmunity pride of our
people . o. First, the academic program
to address the needs of the students to
continue on to high school and
university. Second, the home and social
aspect in regards to our cultural
lifestyle, which plays a large role of
how the student does in school, and
Respondent
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
Student B
Student C
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Key Concepts extraeted from Interviews
third, the sports and recreational
aspect also plays a large role in the
student I s development in terms of self-
esteem and pride.
For our children, I think hle need
research done to irnprove their academics
in reading and writing.
How to better their [Dakota People]lives and their children I s lives, so
they can make it in this world.
They should get accurate information
about the Dakota People .,. like what
they think they need to teach their kids
and their people ... their own values
and their own standards of their
culture.
Prepare the kids for a higher level of
education. A better understanding of
the White World and a better
understanding of the Dakota World- A
lot of kids now donrt understand their
Dakota Language or their Dakota songs
and style of dance, the traditions that
we have now like the sweatlodge, the
sundance, and feasts.
I think they should get a better
understanding of the educational system
of both cultures .. . meaning the skills
needed for the Dakota stay of life as
well as the White mants way of life-
For me it has been hard to move from one
culture to another ... but this has
taught me most of the values that are
good to learn from.
Respondent
Student D
c.u. - A
c.Mr - B
c.M. - c
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
Things that are realistic for our
lOakotal people. Important things like
our culture and ways for our people to
improve their job skills.
Dakota people bY nature think as a
ltroup. We should look at research that
woufd benefit all our people. This is
why learning about our culture is
important to me.
So far all we have for Pride is our
school and that I s not much when one
considers the drop-out rate of our
children that donrt complete high school
o.. I think if we could find out more
about our traditional cultural beliefs
and values these would make us a
better people, and could help us survive
in the White World also.
I think we should get something done
about our language o. . our historyr and
culture, because we donft want to get to
the point that we donft know who we are.
Hopefully, we can learn and pass these
things on to the kids here at our
school.
Eunnary
In reviewing the key concepts for the theme I Self-
Determination t
transcripts to question three I identified the
following patterns of resPonses:
(a) Sixteen respondents indicated that their
concerns relating to the Dakota langua9e, Dakota
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culture, Dakota values, Dakota history, and Dakota
teaching material should be addressed through
educational research;
(b) One respondent indicated trif I{e implement ...
our own . .. traditional education in our schoolr I
think the people here would be much better ahead, much
more holistic, much more proud, much more whole as a
personrr I
(c) One respondent indicated educational research
should rrbetter their [Dakota People] lives and their
childrenrs lives, so they can make it in this worldfr;
(d) One respondent indicated trFor our childr€Dr I
think we need research done to improve their academics
in reading and writingtt i and
(e) One respondent indicated to gain rra better
understanding of the educational system of both
cultures .. . meaning the skills needed for the Dakota
way of life as well as the White man t s way of life. rr
In analyzing the patterns of responses (derived
from the key concepts), I came to the following
conclusion for the theme t self-Determination I in
reference to question three which asked: What do you
think the Dakota People of Wahpeton should get out of
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educational research? It appears that the najority of
the respondents view educational research as a way of
addressing their need to find out, learn, and to
develop teaching material as it pertains to their
Dakota language, Dakota culture, Dakota values, and
Dakota history. In addition, the need to implement
ItDakota traditional educationtr in the school, to
achieve rra better lifestylett through educational
research, to improve the students tracademicstr in
reading and writing, and to gain rra better
understanding of the educational system of both
cultures ... meaning the skills needed for the Dakota
way of lif e as well as the White man I s way of liferl
(Student c) was also indicated.
Theme: Self-Determination
ouestion #{ of Interview cuide:
thould the Dalrota People of wahpeton determine
wbat should be researshed in terms of their
educational needs? Why?
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
Yah, the first thing there that we
should get is [Dakota] teaching material
and enough funding for our people ... to
teach our children how to make a drum I a
head-dress, and pow-wow outfits. Also,
enough funding to write stories down
about the important things related to
our cultural ceremonies. So, these
things will not be lost.
I believe, hre the Dakota People of
Wahpeton should determine for ourselves
as to where we are dt, where $te came
from, and where we are going in terms of
our educational needs.
Yes, w€ should because there is not too
many elders left on our reserve. We
need to research our history and
traditional cultural way of life . . . We
need to know who we are so we can be
proud of our heritage. If we dontt
research and learn about our language
and culture we will be lost.
Yah, I think so. Because I think werre
the only ones that would know the older
traditional forms of educating ourpeople. I donrt think the present
education system is relevant to ourpeople. I think our people have a lot
to offer to the White people with our
values and beliefs. We should not blame
them. Because, they thought they were
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
B. C.M. B
ReEpondent
B.C.M. C
S. C.M. A
S. C.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
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doing right. We have to forgive them
and now work together to better our
Dakota People I s lifestyle.
I think they [Dakota People] should ...
Perhaps in this way, people who will do
research for us would be prepared to
listen and help us develop educational
programs that will benefit our people.
Yah, because it would benefit the whole
reserve.
Yah, because we need to learn more about
our [Dakota] culture.
Yah, w€ should. Because we know what
kind of research was done ... before and
what didnrt do us any good.
Well yah, because itts us that are
living here. Werre the ones that should
be able to decide what to research-
Yah, I think we should. After all the
research is going to be done f or lls.
I guess so. As you know, w€ have been
researched to death. Surveyed to death.
The best answer I can give you is that
we are best equipped to determine what
our needs are,
Yes, they [Dakota PeoPle] should.
Because theytre the ones involved in
their childrenrs education and future-
Yahy .., I think itts time we should be
allowed to make our own decisions good
or bad. How else will we learn.
Respondent
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
c.M. - A
c.Mr - B
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Yes, because they [Dakota People] know
whatts good for themselves ... the
elders were taught their values and
customs from their Parents andgrandparents ... These values and
customs plus knowing our true history
would help me out a lot as a Dakota
person.
Yes, but they [Dakota People] should
have someone who knows how to do
research to help them.
Well of course, who else would know what
their needs are.
Yahr w€ should. We should use
educational research to help us walk in
two worlds. It is a hard thing to do.
It I s a very broad line to try in walk in
two worlds. Because, the white man is
teaching you one thing and you go and
talk to an elder and he tells You
another thing. So You are trYing tobalance these things through logic andbelief which is a very hard thing to do-
Educational research should help us
narrow-up the line so it is easier to
walk.
Yes, but we should get some outside help
from people that know how to conduct
research.
Yes ... The thing would be to find a
researcher willing to listen and to help
us do the research we really want done
t .. to research and find out our own
history and culture as a Dakota Peop1e.
Respondent
c.ll[ r - c
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Yes, I think the [Dakota] people should
have a say o. . a lot of our kids are
behind in their grade level. We have to
find ways to bring their skills up to
their grade level.
Sunmary
In analyzing the pattern of responses (derived
from the key concepts), since all 20 respondents appear
to hold a conmon view I came to the following
conclusion for the theme t Self-Determination I in
reference to question four which asked: Should the
Dakota People of Wahpeton determine what should be
researched in terns of their educational needs? Why?
There was unanimous support for the Dakota People of
Wahpeton to determine what should be researched in
terms of their educational needs. To support the
conclusion just presented, a typical form of response
from each category of the sample selection is provided
as follows:
(a) trl believe, w€ the Dakota People of wahpeton
should determine for ourselves as to where we are dt,
where we came from, and where we are going in terrns of
our educational needsrf (Elder B) ;
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(b) ftYes, w€ should because there are not too
many elders left on our reserve. We need to research
our history and traditional cultural way of life . . . we
need to know who we are so we can be proud of our
heritagett (8. C.M. A) ;
(c) trYah, because we need to learn more about our
[Dakota] culturetr (S.C.M. B);
(d) rrYah, w€ should. Because we know what kind
of research was done . . . before and what didn t t do us
any goodrr (Ed Staff A);
(e) rrl think the [Dakota] people should have a
say o.. a lot of our kids are behind in their grade
leveI. We have to find ways to bring their skills up
to their grade levelrr (Parent C) ;
(f) frThe thing would be to find a researcher
willing to listen and to help us do the research we
really want done o .. to research and find out our own
history and culture as a Dakota Peoplefr (C.t{. - B); and
(g) The conclusion is perhaps best stated by
Student D which is noted on the following page;
7L
Yah, w€ should. We should use educational
research to help us walk in two worlds. It is a
hard thing to do. Itrs a very broad line to try
in walk in two worlds. Because, the white man is
teaching you one thing and you go and talk to an
elder and he tells you another thing. So you are
trying to balance these things through logic and
belief which is a very hard thing to do.
Educational research should help us narrow-up the
line so it is easier to walk. (Student D)
Theme: Steps
ouestion #5 of Interview Guide:
Who do you think the researsher Ehould contactfirst for approval if he or she wants to conduet
educational research with the Dakota People of
Sahpeton? Why?
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
The Band Council as well as the Elders.
As an Elder, I have experienced and seen
a lot of change in my time ... In this
way I can help the Band Council make a
good decision for our people.
The first people to be contacted should
be our elected Chief and Council ... for
approval to conduct research on our
reserve.
The Chief and Council should be
contacted first ... After the approval
is given then the Elders should be
approached [for] they are the most
knowledgeable about our history and
culture. Any research should also be
brought to a Band Meeting. So the
research can be questioned and for the
people to know what they are getting
themselves into, and what the Band willget out of this research.
The usual procedure is the Chief and
Council, then the School Committee, and
the people. Because, this is the
accepted custom we have here now on this
reserve.
Respondent
E1der A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
B.C.M. B
Respondent
B. C.M. C
s. c.M. A
B. C.U. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
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The Chief and Council. Because, they
have the authority of what happens on
the reserve.
First, the Chief and Council. Then the
School Cornmittee ... If o.. O.K. [isgivenl then researcher can talk to the
People.
It should be our governing bodY, the
Chief and Council with our elders. So
everything would stay on track.
Because, it would be very hard to try to
talk to the whole membership of
Wahpeton,
The Chief and Council, the School
Committee and the Elders. Because' they
would know what our people need, and if
they donrt, they would talk to our
people to find out.
The Chief and Council o o. then ... the
School Comnittee, and they could bring
it up at a Band Meeting. So everyone
would know what is going on.
The Chief and Council. Because, they
. o r represent us in matters like these.
It would be Chief and Council since they
represent the people. But, dt the same
time the regular folks should be aware
also.
First, the School Conrnittee. Then the
Band Council for approval.
The Chief and Council and the Schoo1
Committee. We elect the Chief and
Council and the School Committee is
responsible for our school.
Respondent
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
c.uo - A
c.M. - B
c.M. - c
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
The Chief and Council can bring the
matter up at our Band Meeting for our
people to discuss farther before
agreeing to the research.
The Chief and Council because they are
the leaders . . . and the School Cornmittee
because they look after the educational
needs of the kids.
The researcher should first contact the
Band Council then the people. Because'
if the researcher gets the right of way
from the Band Council then the people
would help the researcher.
The Chief and Council would no doubt
assign the School Committee to work with
the researcher. Our E1ders should also
be involved for they know a lot about
our culture.
The Chief and Council and the School
Cornmittee. These people would know the
type of research our people vrould gain
benefit from.
The Chief and Council. Because, $te
elected these people . .. to make these
kinds of decisions.
The Chief and Council for approval ...
and the Schoo1 Comnittee because they
are responsible for the school.
Summarv
In reviewing the key concepts for the theme
I Steps | - extracted from the interview transcripts to
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question five I identified the following patterns ot
tesponses:
(a) A1I 20 respondents directly mentioned the
Chief and Council in their conmentsi
(b) Eight of the 20 respondents mentioned the
School Committee in their conments;
(c) Five of the 20 respondents mentioned the
Elders in their conments;
(d) One respondent mentioned that research should
be brought up rfat the Band Meetingtt for discussion and
approval; and
(e) One respondent mentioned ttthe people r,rould
help the researcherrr once approval is given-
In analyzing the pattetns of responses (derived
from the key concepts), I came to the following
conclusion for the theme I Steps I in reference to
question five which asked: Who do you think the
researcher should contact first for approval if he or
she wants to conduct educational research with the
Dakota People of Wahpeton? Why? It appears when a
researcher wants to conduct educational research with
the Dakota People of Wahpeton, the procedure to follow
is first to approach the Chief and Council for
approval, then to discuss the research
Committee, the Elders, and finally the
help the researcherrr (Student C).
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with the Schoo1
people rrwould
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Themes steps
ouestion #6 of Interview Guide:
When educational research is being conducted with
the Dakota People of Wahpetoni what do you thinlc
the role of the Wahpeton Dalcota School Conmittee
should be?
Respondent
Elder A
E1der B
B. C.M. A
B. C.M. B
B.C.M. C
Key Concepts extraeted from Interviews
The School Cornmittee has a certain rank
in the conmunity . r. Perhaps they can
help the researcher when talking to the
people.
The Schoo1 Committee I s role should be on
two fronts. First, to supPort the
researcher that will be conducting the
research for us, and two, the Schoo1
Comnittee should have some input in the
research by expressing their personal
views about the research.
The School Committee should work as a
liaison with the researcher to explain
to our people what the research is for
and how the research could helP our
education system.
The Dakota Schoo1 Comrnittee . . . should
assist the researcher in all they can do
to make the research a success.
The Dakota School Cornmittee should be
involved as a liaison between the Chief
and Council ... the researcher and the
Band Member.
Respondent
s. c.M. A
S.C.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
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Key ConcePts extracted from Interviews
The School Cornmittee can helP bY
assisting the researcher in finding . . .
Things like files, records and who to
talk to about a certain toPic-
The School Committee could -.. help the
researcher ... like giving advice,
ideas, or suggestions when requested.
But, they should not try to telI the
researcher how to write up the report.
They [School Committee] should supportthe researcher, bY introducing the
researcher to the education staff, the
students, and the people on the reserve.
So that everyone is aware as to why the
researcher is on the reserve.
They [School Comnittee] should help hl*
lreiearcherl out .. . I think our people
would speak up more if a school
committee member was with the researcher
while he I s doing the interviews.
They [School Comnittee] can provideinformation about our school and about
our conmunity to the researcher. They
could also inform our Band Members about
what the researcher is doing for our
reserve.
They [School Comrnittee] should beinvotvea r.. on a support basis o.. with
their ideas and opinions ... But o.. not
try to control the research. Let the
reiearcher do his work once the research
is approved.
If the researcher doesntt know where to
turn or needs helP finding out
information, the School Committee can
help the researcher in this r^tay.
Respondent
Parent D
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
c.Mo 
- 
A
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
When the researcher comes out to the
reserve, one of the School Cornrnittee
members can go around the reserve with
the researcher and tell our people who
the researcher is, and also what the
research is for .. . f think in this way
there would be more cooperation from
everyone. People would open-up more.
They ISchool Comnittee] should guide the
researcher and introduce the researcher
to our people . . . This $tay the School
Comrnittee, the Education Staf f , the
Parents, and the whole colnmunity would
know what is going on with the research-
The School Conmittee should keep contact
with the researcher to see how the
research is coming aIong.
They [School Cornrnittee] should . . .
support the researcher and try to help
out ... as much as possible.
The School Cornrnittee can help , . o by
letting the researcher know what type of
research was previously done .. o and
showing the researcher the previous
studies .. o also help the researcher ingetting to know the peoPle on the
reserve .. . So, in this wayr our people
would feel comfortable in talking to the
researcher.
They [School Committee] can help byinforming the people on our reserve who
the researcher is and the kind of
research that is being conducted.
Respondent
c.Mr - B
c.M. - c
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
The School Connittee should support the
researcher ... by introducing the
researcher to our education staff 
' 
the
students and parents. They can help
explain what the research is about to
our people.
They I School Cornrnittee ] should have one
of them appointed to help the researcher
out.
Summary
In analyzing the pattern of r:esponses (derived
from the key concepts), since all 20 respondents appear
to hold a conmon view I came to the following
conclusion for the theme t steps I in reference to
question six which asked: When educational research is
being conducted with the Dakota People of Wahpeton;
what do you think the role of the Wahpeton Dakota
School Comrnittee should be? It appears that the role
of the Wahpeton Dakota School Cornrnittee should be to
work as a liaison between the Chief and Council, the
researcher, and the people. Furthermore, I identified
the following conmon suggestions from the respondents
[which will be sunmarized in chapter five] that can be
considered as the guidelines for the Wahpeton Dakota
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School Committee to meet its role as a liaison between
the groups mentioned above.
(a) ftThe School Cornmittee has a certain rank in
the Community ... they can help the researcher when
talking to the peoplef' (Elder A);
(b) trThe [Wahpeton] Dakota School Cornnittee
should be involved as a liaison between the Chief and
Council . o . the researcher and the Band Memberfr (B.C.M.
c);
(c) trThe School Committee could ... help the
researcher ... like giving advice, ideas, or
suggestions when requested. But, they should not try
to tell the researcher how to write up the reporttl
(s.c.M. B);
(d) frThey [Schoo1 Cornnittee] should support the
researcher, by introducing the researcher to the
education staff, the students, and the people on the
reserve. So that everyone is aware as to why the
researcher is on the reserveft (Ed Staff A);
(e) rrOne of the School Committee Members can go
around the reserve with the researcher and tell our
people who the researcher is, and also what the
research is for .., I think in this way there would be
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more cooperation from everyone. People would open-up
morerr (Parent D);
(f ) [The School Cornnittee should keep contact
with the researcher to see how the research is coming
alongfr ( Student B) ; and
(g) f'They [School Cornmittee] should have one of
them appointed to help the researcher outrr (C.M. - c).
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Theme: Rules
ouestion #? of Interview Guide:
What rules (code of ethics) dlo you thinlc should be
followed between tbe Dakota People of Sahpeton and
the Researcher wben conducting edusational
research with the Dalcota Peop}e of Wabpeton?
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
The researcher, in nY oPinion, is the
person who finds things out, and they[researchers] should approach the people
open-minded. Then they [researchers]
will receive ... an open-minded response
from the people.
I think there should be a foundation of
respect between the researcher and the
Dakota People of Wahpeton . . o. There
should also be open-mindedness between
our people and the researcher if the
research is to be of benefit to our
Dakota People of Wahpeton. Our Dakota
People should be asked to take part in
the research, not forced to. Our Dakota
People should have the right not to
agree to get involved .. o and the right
to puII out if they donrt feel good
about the research.
Respect of what the person is saying.
What the people said . .. should be held
in confidence ... The researcher should
have the understanding and awareness of
how to approach Elders, and how to treat
E1ders in interviews. A lot of it is
respect, and when the Elders use the
Dakota Language not to rnisinterpret the
Language. Once you misinterpret the
Respondent
B.C.M. B
B. C.M. C
S. C.M. A
S. C.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
Language it throws the meaning riglt
out. . o. Honest is inportant. Being
honest in what you are doing. Making
sure what you are doing is meaningful to
the person who is being interviewed.
Respect for the tradition and beliefs of
the Dakota Peop1e [and] for the kind of
education we used to have.
[The interview] should be confidential
... This way there will be no hard
feelings among our PeoPIe, and the
research will come out to some good.
The researcher and our people should
work in nutual respect ... so that the
research can ltet comPleted.
Respect for each otherfs oPinion.
Respect meaning also to keep an open-
mind for not all people will have the
same opinion. Respect also for thepersonrs privacy, lifestyle and culture.
For not all people live a same lifestyle
on the reserve.
our people should be free to decide if
they want to be interviewed or not.
That the interviews be confidential so
as to not offend someone else in the
conmunity. The researcher should also
respect how we live on the reserve. We
are not rich people You know.
The researcher should respect how the
conmunity urorks here. To be patient, to
take time and not to be rude. . -. Keep
things private as to what the people
say. ... The researcher should be
willing and commit himself to finish the
research.
Respondent
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
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Key Coneepts extracte4 from Interviews
The researcher and our people should
respect what each has to say. The
researcher shouldnft tell other people
who he t s interviewed or gotten
information from through aguestionnaire. If other people on the
reserve donft like whatts been said,
this could cause hard feelings between
our people.
Honesty ... making everyone aware what
the researcher is doing. ...Confidentiality is also important.
I dontt think a personrs name has to be
mentioned. The person may have a lot ofgood ideas, but may not speak up if they
know their name will be mentioned.
I think hers [researcher] got to have
respect for everyone. Hers [researcher]got to have some background about this
reserve. ... He [researcher]. shouldnrttry to change how we think.
ft I interview] should be confidential.The researcher should also respect thepeoplers opinions, and not try to change
their views.
It I interview] should be confidential.
There should be confidentiality between
the researcher and the people whoparticipate in the research. . . . If
there is no confidentiality . . . this
could cause a lot of hard feelings
arnongst the people on the reserve.
The researcher should have some
knowledge about the people .. o and
respect for our culture.
Respondent
c.M. - A
c.Mr 
- 
B
c.Mr 
- 
c
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Key Concepts extracted fron Interviews
Respect for what we would like to find
out through the research about our
culture. ... Respect as to how we arepresently living, many of us are not
rich, so the researcher should not judge
our lifestyle to the White World.
The researcher should respect our
opinions and we should respect the work
he is trying to do for our people. with
respect comes cooperation. Cooperation
between the researcher and our people toget the research done. After all' the
research is being conducted for thebenefit of our people.
There has to be that leve1 ofprofessionalism between the researcher
and the people on Wahpeton. Everything
. . . should be confidential.
Eunnary
In analyzing the pattern of responses (derived
from the key concepts), since all 20 respondents appear
to hold a conmon view I came to the following
conclusion for the theme rRulesr in reference to
guestion seven which asked: What rules (code of
ethics) do you think should be followed between the
Dakota People of Wahpeton and the Researcher when
conducting educational research with the Dakota People
of Wahpeton? It appears that the following concepts
are of considerable value to the Dakota People of
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Wahpeton: Respect, open-mindedness, honesty,
confidentiality, and cooperation. Furthermore, I
identified the following conmon suggestions from the
respondents [which will be su]nmarized in Chapter Fivel
that can be considered as the tRulest or rcode of
ethics I when conducting educational research with the
Dakota People of Wahpeton.
(a) ttThe researcher ... is the person who finds
things out and they [researchers] should approach the
people open-minded. Then the researchers will receive
an open-minded response from the peoplerf (Elder
(b) ItThere should be a foundation of r.espect
between the researcher and the Dakota People of
Wahpeton ... if the research is to be of benefit to our
Dakota People of Wahpetonrf (Elder B) ;
(c) frThe researcher should have the understanding
and awareness of how to approach Elders and how to
treat Elders in interviews . o . a lot of it is respectrt
(8. C.U. A) ;
(d) trWhen the Elders use the Dakota language not
to misinterpret the language. Once you misinterpret
A);
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the language it throws the meaning right outfr (B.C.M.
A);
(e) frRespect for the tradition and beliefs of the
Dakota People [and] for the kind of education lfe used
to haveft (8. C.M. B) ;
(f) ttRespect ... for the personts privacy,
lifestyle, and culture. For not all people live a same
lif estyle on the reservefr ( S . C. ![. B) ;
(g) trOur people should be free to decide if they
want to be interviewed or notfr (Ed Staff A);
(h) nThe researcher should respect how the
conrmunity works here. To be patient, to take time . . .
not be rude [and] be willing ttol commit hirnself
[researcher] to finish the researchrt (Ed Staff B) ;
(i) ItHonesty .. o rnaking everyone aware what the
researcher is doingtt (Parent B) ;
(j) ItThe researcher should ... respect the
people I s opinions, and not try to change their viewsrl
(Student A);
(k) rrThere should be confidentiality between the
researcher and the people who participate in the
research. ... If there is no confidentiality ... this
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could cause a lot of hard feelings amongst the people
on the reservert (Student C); and
(1) trThe researcher should respect our opinions
and we should respect the work he is trying to do for
our people. with respect comes cooperation.
Cooperation between the researcher and our people to
get the research donerr (C.M. - B) ;
Theme: Contract
ouestion #e of Interview Guide:
Do you think there should be a contract between
the Dalcota People of Wahpeton and the Researcher
when conducting edueational research with the
Dakota People of Wahpeton? IfhY?
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Key Concepts extracted fron Interviews
In my opinion there should be a
contract. So there will be no
misunderstanding and the research wouldget completed.
Yahr so that our Dakota Peop1e will have
a say in the research.
A contract should be done. So that the
Dakota People and the researcher have an
understanding and agree as to what is to
be researched.
Some type of understanding or formal
agreement would help. Something not too
technical. So, everyone could
understand it.
It would be good r. . depending on the
issue, there should be a contract ...
this way there will be no
misunderstanding .
A contract or some kind of agreement ...
saying that our school should get the
first copy of the research.
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B.C.M. A
B. C.M. B
B.C.M. C
S.C.M. A
Respondent
s. c.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
Student B
Student C
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
There should be some type of contract.
But , ... not . . . too legal .. . more onfriendly terms stating what the research
is for. This way both Parties
understand what is expected of each
other.
Yes, I think there should be one
I contract ] . So, hre can get something
out of the research.
A contract would be good so ... everyone
involved .. . would know what they are
responsible for and would be committed
to see that the research is done.
Yahr so the researcher and our people
will know what should come out of the
research.
To insure that Wahpeton has the last say
as to what I s done with the research once
its completed, it would be ggod to have
a contract.
Yes, so we will get something out of the
research.
There should be a contract. This way
the work would get done, and hte will get
something out of it [research].
Yes, to make sure the information that
is researched is accurate.
Yes .. because they [Dakota People of
Wahpetonl should have a say in what the
researcher does in their school.
A contract that is binding. So that the
research could be completed.
Respondent
Student D
c.u. - A
c.Mr 
- 
B
c.Mo 
- 
c
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
There should be a mutual agreement
between our people and the researcher.
But . .. not too legal that our Dakota
People would not understand it.
Yahr so our people would get something
from the research. Most importantly, it
would be the type of research that we
need done for us.
A contract would help clear uP any
misunderstanding between the researcher
and our people.
There should be some kind of contract.
Because, you dontt want the researcherjust to start and then doesnrt want to
finish it.
Summarv
In analyzing the pattern of responses (derived
from the key concepts), since all 20 respondents appear
to hold a conmon view I came to the following
conclusion for the theme I Contract t in reference to
question eight which asked: Do you think there should
be a contract between the Dakota People of Wahpeton and
the Researcher when conducting educational research
with the Dakota People of Wahpeton? Why? There was
unanimous support that there should be some type of
contract when conducting educational research with the
Dakota People of Wahpeton. To support the conclusion
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just presented, a typical form of response from each
category of the sample selection is provided as
follows:
(a) frln my opinion there should be a contract.
So there wiII be no misunderstanding and the research
would get completedrf (Elder A) ;
(b) tfsome type of understanding or formal
agrreement would help. Something not too technical.
So, everyone could understand itrr (8. c. M. B) ;
(c) trThere should be some type of contract. Butt
. . . not . . . too lega1 o .. more on friendly terms
stating what the research is for. This way both
parties understand what is expected of each .otherrr
(s. c.M. B) ;
(d) rrA contract would be good so . . , everyone
involved ... would know what they are responsible for
and would be committed to see that the research is
donerr (Ed Staff B) ;
(e) trThere should be a contract. This way the
work would get done, and we will get something out of
it [research] rr (Parent D) ;
(f) rrThere should be a mutual agreement between
our people and the researcher. But ... not too legal
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that our Dakota People would not understand ittf
(Student D) ; and
(g) trYah, so our people would get something from
the research. More importantly, it would be the type
of research that we need done for ustr (C.M. - A) .
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Thene: Contract
Ouestion #9 of Interview Guide:
What do you thintc sbould be included within the
contract between the Datcota People of Wahpeton and
the Researcher wben condueting edueational
research with the Da*,ota Peop1e of flahpeton? Why?
Respondent
E1der A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
The contract should include how long the
research will take. What the research
is for and who will be involved ,. - this
way there will be no misunderstanding
among anyone.
It should say when the research would
start and complete. What the research
is about ... what our Dakota People and
the researcher want out of tbe research
... where the money is coming from to do
this research, and if there is any money
made after the research is finish€d,
Wahpeton should have a share in part of
this money. Everyone likes money even
lls.
The time frame for the research o. - what
Wahpeton wants and the researcher wants
out of the research. Who the funding
agency is for the research. That the
research will not harm the Dakota People
of Wahpeton r.. emotionallY orpsychological. A clause which states
Wahpeton has the right to review the
research before it is published. The
Dakota People of Wahpeton should have
the right to withdraw their support for
the research if the information is not
accurate. If any money is made after
Respondent
B. C.M. B
B.C.M. C
S.C.M. A
s. c.M. B
Ed Staff A
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Key Concepts extracted fron Interviews
the research is published, the Dakota
People should get some of the royalties.
In some research studies o . o the Chief
and Council and the Researcher should
also consider joint copyright . . . so no
one would consider being cheated out of
something.
Whatever information, data, would be
available to Wahpeton.
The contract should include how the
information . . . will be collected, whichpeople in our community will be asked toparticipate .. o a reporting system on
how the research is coming and when the
research will be comPleted.
What the researcher and Wahpeton should
each get out of the research study and
how long the research study will take-
A description of the research to be
conducted. An explanation of the
research should be Provided to theindividuals participating in the
research. How long the research would
take. The method for gathering the
information and reporting the results of
the research study.
How this [research] will benefitWahpeton. We should have the right to
agree or not if the research should be
made public. How long the research will
take and who will it involve .. o will it
be just the students, the education
staff, the parents or the community as a
who1e.
Respondent
Ed Staff
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
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Kev Concepts extracted fron Interviews
A clause that says the Band will help
the researcher in getting the research
done. Because, the research will
benefit the people that live here on the
reserve.
What the researcher and our people want
from the research, and who the
information should belong to.
Defining what werre setting out to do.
What I s the process in gathering the
information. What will be done with the
material once it is compiled and
completed. Who has final say aboutpublication rights .,. Wahpeton shouldget some type of credit, be it financial
or not, since itts our people giving the
information for the research study.
The researcher should make all the
material ... available to o.. the people
once its completed. There should be a
nonthly reporting system to the School
Committee as to how the research isgoing, and when it will be completed.
How long the research would take. What
the research is about and who it I s[research] for ... so there will be no
misunderstanding .
Who the research is with. Holrr long it
will take. How the research will be
conducted ... will it be through aguestionnaire ... or through a tape-
recorder. Things like that to protect
our people and to make sure the
information is accurate.
Respondent
Student B
Student C
Student D
c.ur - A
c.M. - B
c.M. - c
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Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
What the research is about 
' 
a proetress
report from the researcher to the School
Conmittee as to how the research is
corning along.
The contract should specify the type of
research o. . to be conducted and when it
should be completed with no opting out
clause.
The contract should state no publication
of the information should be allowed
without the written consent of our
Dakota People.
The reason for undertaking the research.
The kind of research it is. How the
research will be carried out, and when
it will be started and comPleted.
What the research is about, how long it
will take to complete, and the type of
benefit our people could expect from the
research.
The work that the researcher is doing
... should be specified in the contract.
Sunmary
In analyzing the pattern of responses (derived
from the key concepts), since aII 2A respondents appear
to hold a conmon view I came to the following
eonclusion for the theme I Contract I in reference to
question nine which asked: What do you think should be
included within the contract between the Dakota People
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of Wahpeton and the Researcher when conducting
educational research with the Dakota People of
Wahpeton? Why? Based on the comments of the 20
respondents, I identified the following conmon
suggestions [which will be sunmarized in chapter five]
that could either be included or considered as the
guidelines for a contract when conducting educational
research with the Dakota People of Wahpeton.
(a) rrWhere the money is coming from to do this
researchrr (Elder B);
(b) rtThat the research will not harm the Dakota
People of Wahpeton . . . emotionally or psychologicalrl
(B.C.M. A);
(c) trlf any money is made after the research is
published, the Dakota People [of Wahpeton] should get
some of the royaltiesrr (8. C.M. A) ;
(d) ttAn explanation of the research should be
provided to the individual participating in the
researchrr (S.C.l[. B);
(e) rrWho will it involve o.. witl it be just the
students, the education staff, the parents or the
conmunity as a wholert (Ed Staff A);
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(f ) rrA clause that says the Band witl help the
researcher in getting the research donefr (Ed Staff
B);
(g) I'Who has final say about publication rights
... Wahpeton should get some type of credit, b€ it
financial or not, since itts our people giving the
information for the research studytt (Parent B) ;
(h) rrfiow the research will be conducted . o . will
it be through a questionnaire . o. or through a tape-
recorder. Things like that to protect our people and
to make sure the information is accuraterr (Student
A);
( i ) ilA progrress report f rom the research to the
School Cornmittee as to how the research is coming
alongrf ( Student B) ; and
(j) [The reason for undertaking the research.
The kind of research it is. How the research will be
carried out, and when it will be started and completedrl
(c.M. - A).
Theme: Contract
ouestion #to of Interview Guide:
Wbo do you thintr sbould draw-up the contract
between the Datrota People of Wahpeton and the
Researcher when conducting edueational research
with the Datcota People of Wabpeton? Shy?
Respondent
Elder A
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It would be the Band Council - . - they
would put all the clauses in there, and
review it [contract] with the researcherbefore signing it Icontract].
The Chief and Council .. o the School
Conrnittee as well as the researcher.
For these are the people that would be
responsible to see that the research is
completed. .
If a researcher is approached to do some
type of research for us . o - the Band
Council and their lawyer can sit down
with the researcher to draw-uP the
contract, and if a contract cannot be
agreed upon then thatrs O.K. too.
It can be the researcher making a draft,
then discussing it with the Chief and
Council and the School Cornnittee. That
could be the suggested format-
The Chief and Council, the School
Cornmittee and the researcher. It would
be a tri-part agreement ... sor eachparty will get something from the
research.
E1der B
B. C.M. A
B. C.M. B
B. C.M. C
Respondent
s. c.M. A
S.C.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
LO2
Key Concepts extracted from Interviews
The School Comrnittee. Because, they
would be most closely involved with the
researcher.
It should be between the Chief and
Council, the School Comrnittee and the
Researcher.
The Chief and Council, the School
Cornmittee, the Elders, and the
Researcher. Because, they would be the
ones most involved in deciding what the
research will be for.
The Chief and Council should get ... theparents, kids, [and] elders to discuss
what should go into the research. Then
the Chief and Council and the Researcher
would know what to put on the contract.
The Chief and Council t'rith the SchoolConnittee. Because, they are
responsible for our people. .
The Researcher, the Band Council, and
the School Cornnittee. For all three of
these parties would have an interest in
the outcome of the research.
It would depend on the Chief andCouncil. If they want to make-up the
contract themselves or have a lawyer do
it.
The Chief and Council and the Schoo1
Committee. Because, they would know
what they want for our people.
The Chief and Council. But, only after
it has been approved by our people at a
Band Meeting.
Respondent
Student B
Student c
Student D
c.M. - A
c.M. - B
c.Mr - c
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Key ConceptE extracted from Interviews
The Chief and Council, the School
Comnittee, and the Researcher. Because'
all these three have an interest in the
research.
The Band Council, the School Cornmittee,
and the Researcher. Because, the Band
Council and Schoo1 Committee would have
a good understanding as to what is
needed for the reserve.
The Researcher, our Chief and Council,
and the Schoo1 Conmittee should ...
draw-up the contract. So, each would
o.. include what they want out of the
research.
Our Chief and Council and the School
Committee with the Researcher. These
people would know what they want from
the research.
The Researcher, the Chief and Council,
and the School Cornmittee. This way
there would be a clear understanding as
to who is responsible for what.
The Band Council, the School Cornnittee,
and the Researcher. The Band Council
and School Cornrnittee as to what they
would like out of the research and the
Researcher as to what he wants out of
the research.
Sunmary
In reviewing the key concepts for the theme
I Contract | - extracted from the interview transcripts
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to question ten I identified the following patterns
of responses 3
(a) Eleven respondents indicated the Chief and
Council, the Researcher, and the School Comnittee in
their conments;
(b) Two respondents indicated the Chief and
Council and the School Comrnittee in their comments;
(c) One respondent indicated ttthe Chief and
Council, the School Committee, the Elders, and the
Researcherrf I
(d) One respondent indicated 'rthe Band Council
and their lawyer can sit down with the researcher to
draw-up the contractrt i
(e) one respondent indicated ttthe Band Council
... would put all the clauses in .. o and review it
I contract ] with the researchertt I
(f) One respondent indicated trThe School
Committee. Because, they would be most closely
involved with the researcherrr I
(g) One respondent indicated frthe Chief and
Council should get ... the parents, kids [and] elders
to discuss what should go into the research. Then the
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toChief and Council and the Researcher would know what
put on the contracttt;
(h) One respondent indicated I'It would depend on
the Chief and Council. If they want to make-up the
contract themselves or have a lawyer do itrr; and
(i) one respondent indicated |tthe Chief and
Council. But, only after it has been approved by our
people at a Band Meeting. tt
In analyzing the patterns of responses (derived
from the key concepts), I came to the following
conclusion for the theme t Contract I in reference to
question ten which asked: Who do you think should
draw-up the contract between the Dakota People of
Wahpeton and the Researcher when conducting educational
research with the Dakota People of Wahpeton? Why? It
appears that the contract should be a tripartite
agreement between the Chief and Council, the
Researcher, and the School Cornmittee.
CHAPTER tr'IVE
Eummary of Research Procedure and Results
This chapter will first provide a sunmary which
takes into consideration the methodology, the method'
the data collection instrurnent, and the purpose of this
study. Then the results for each theme identified in
chapter one will be discussed according to the findings
in chapter four. The contents of this chapter can then
be considered as the process to be followed when
conducting educational research with the Dakota People
of Wahpeton.
Sumnary
The methodology utilized for this research study
was Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) which
provided the means for me to collaborate with 20 Dakota
People of Wahpeton (identified within the sample
selection) as research participants. In addition, I
used the interview as the research method, and an
interview guide as the data collection instrument.
The purpose of this study was to develop a process
to be followed when conducting educational research
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with the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton. The statement of
the problem read: What is the criteria required when
conducting educational research with the Dakota People
of Wahpeton? There were four subproblems investigated
for this research study. The four subproblems noted in
chapter one are listed as follows:
1. How do the Dakota People of Wahpeton perceive
educational research in terms of Self-Determination?
2. What steps (procedures) should be followed
when conducting educational research with the Dakota
People of Wahpeton?
3. What rules (code of ethics) should be
followed between the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the
Researcher when conducting educational research with
the Dakota People of Wahpeton?
4. What should be identified in a contract
between the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the
Researcher when conducting educational research with
the Dakota People of Wahpeton?
There were four themes identified within the
subproblems of this research study. The four themes
were self-determination, steps, rules, and contract.
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Results for Each Theme Identified Within
The Eubprob1ems of this Research Study
The next section will first provide a statement in
reference to future educational research that will be
conducted on the Wahpeton reserve. Then the results
for each theme identified in chapter one will be
sunmarized according to the findings in chapter four.
Tbe Tbinking of The Dakota People of Wahpeton Regarding
Future Educational Research
Individuals who choose to do research with the
Dakota People of Wahpeton should be aware of their
views with regard to the following four themes: SeIf-
Determination; Steps; Rules; and Contract. It is
suggested that these views will provide the I basic
principles I for the process to be followed which will
become the foundation for mutual respect and
understanding between the researcher and research
participants when conducting future educational
research on the Wahpeton reserve.
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Self-Determination
1. The study found [based on the comments of the
20 respondentsl that the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton were
not satisfied with previous educational research and
would like a greater role in the determination of
research to be done in the future.
2. With regard to future research, the
respondents indicated that they would like to see
curricula developed that would give Dakota students a
sense of who they are. This curricula should include
the Dakota language, culture, history, ceremonies, and
values r ds well ds r the use of traditional Dakota htays
of teachingt. This would ensure the curricula to be
developed will adhere to the holistic view of Dakota
learning which is perceived to include Dakota
spirituality. [This should not come as a surprise, for
this is essentially similar to the purpose of the
separate school system and private bible schools. l
3. Furthermore, besides gaining a better
understanding of Dakota culture and ways' respondents
also indicated the need for Dakota students to develop
proficiency in literacy and mathernatics so they can
also be successful in the Western culture.
1- 10
Stepg
1. When researchers want to conduct educational
research on the reserve, they must first approach the
Chief and Council for approval and then discuss the
research with the School Comrnittee, the Elders, and the
people.
2. Once this consulting is completed, the School
Committee will act as a liaison between the groups
mentioned above and the researcher to ensure there is
no misunderstanding about the nature of the research.
3. To ensure accountability for all considered,
respondents also indicated that the School Conmittee
should evaluate the progress of the research being
conducted.
Rules
According to the comments of the respondents, the
following concepts appear to be of considerable value
to the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton: Respect, open-
mindedness, honesty, confidentiality and cooperation.
The I rules t or I code of ethics I that must be adhered to
when conducting educational research with the Dakota
People of Wahpeton are listed as follows:
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1. The researcher must approach the research
participants open-minded which in turn would facilitate
an open-minded response from the participants (EIder-A'
p. 871 i
2. If the research is to be of benefit 
' 
there
must be a foundation of respect and cooperation between
the researcher and the Dakota People of Wahpeton in
order to complete research (Elder-B, p. 87i C.M.-B, P.
8e) ;
3. The researcher must be aware and have an
understanding of how to approach and treat Elders in
interviews. The foremost consideration is respect
(B. C.M. -A, p. 88) ;
4. When interviewing the Elders, it is important
for the researcher not to nisinterpret the Dakota
languagre. once the Dakota language is misinterpreted
it distorts the meaning (8. C.M. -Ar p. 88) i
5. The researcher should respect the traditions,
beliefs and the kind of education the Dakota People
used to have (B.C.M.-B, p. 88);
6. There must be that respect for the person I s
privacy, Iifestyle, and culture. For not aII the
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people on the reserve live the same lifestyle (S.C.M.-
B, p. 88);
7. Potential research participants must be free
to decide if they would like to be interviewed or not
(Ed Staff-A, p. 88);
8. There must be that respect for how the
conmunity works. The researcher must be patient, take
the time, not be rude, and be cornmitted to complete the
research (Ed Staff-B, p. 88);
9. Honesty, making everyone on the reserve aware
about what the researcher is doing (Parent-Br p. 88) ;
10. The researcher must respect the research
participants I opinions and no effort must be. made to
change the research participantst views (Student-Ar p.
89) ; and
11. There must be that confidentiality between
the researcher and the research participants. If there
is no confidentiality, this would lead to bitter
feelings amongst the people residing on the reserve
(Student-C, p. 89).
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Contract
The study found unanimous support from the
respondents that there should be some type of contract
when conducting educational research with the Dakota
Peop1e of Wahpeton. ft was indicated that the contract
should be a tripartite agreement between the Chief and
Council, the Researcher, and the School Cornmittee. The
following suggestions could either be included or
considered as the guideline for the contract:
1. It should state who is providing the funding
to conduct the research (EIder-A, p. 99);
2. It should specify that the research will not
cause emotional or psychological harm to the research
participants (B. c. M. -Ar p. 99 ) i
3. If any profit is made once the research is
published, some of the royalties must be shared with
Wahpeton (B.C.M.-Ar p. 99) i
4. There must be an explanation provided to the
research participants with regard to the nature of the
research (S.C.M.-8, P. 99) i
5. The target population for the research must
be clearly stated [i.e. will it involve just the
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students, the education staff, the parents or the
conrmunity as a wholel (Ed Staff-A, p. 99) i
5. It should specify how Wahpeton could assist
the researcher in completing the research (Ed Staff-B,
p. 99) i
7 . It should state who will have final say about
the publication rights. Some type of credit must go to
Wahpeton, be it financial or not, since it is the
Dakota People of Wahpeton that are providing the
information for the research (Parent-B, P. lOO);
8. It should define the type of research
instrument(s) that will be used [i.e. will it be a
questionnaire, a tape-recorder, etc. I to enqure that
research participants will be protected and the
information is accurate (Student-A, p. 100);
9. There must be a regular progrress report
submitted to the School Cornmittee from the researcher
as to how the research is progressing (Student-B, P.
100) ; and
10. The purpose and intent for undertakinq the
research must be clearly stated. This statement should
include what type of research this is [qualitative or
guantitativel and the nature of the research [i.e. the
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study of school climate, finance, curriculum
development, etc. I , It should also include the method
Ii.e. the interview approach, participant or
nonparticipant observation, etc. I that will be used to
conduct the research, and when the research will begin
and f inish (C.M. -A, p. 100) .
CHAPTER SIX
Differences in lforld View and
f,egitimasy of Other Ways of Knowing
The discussi.on of differences in world view and
definitions of legitimate ways of gaining knowledge
contained in this chapter serves as the theoretical
foundation for the next chapter. In the next chapter,
a three stage discussion is provided about ny
experiences as an North American Aboriginal researcher
in implenenting the Western methodology known as
Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) for this
study.
For this chapter, the format is as foll.ows:
First, a definition of world view as offered by
Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) is provided. Second,
this definition of world view is used to describe the
essential differences in cultural beliefs between
Western, Non-Western, and Native American Indian
cultures. Third, these differences in cultural beliefs
are used to explain the contrasting views about gaining
knowledge in Western and non-Western cultures.
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The Definition of World View
In their definition of world view Samovar, Porter,
and Jain (1981) note:
The world view concept is a complex set of
interrelated beliefs, values, and attitudes
concerning the nature of the universe, the
relationship between human beings and nature, and
other philosophical issues or orientations
regarding the cosmos. (p. 67)
Note: tlnderstanding Intercultural Communication
by Larry A. Samovar, Richard E. Porter,
and Nemi C. Jain. Copyright @ 1981 by
Wadstrorth Publishing Company. Reprinted
by permission.
There are, according to these authors, three
significant sets of cultural beliefs that characterize
individual world view: (1) assumptions about the
individual and nature relationship i G) assumptions
about science and technology; and (3) assumptions about
materialism (Samovar, Porter, & Jain, L981) .
Differences in flor1d View emongst Various Cultures
Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) have described
Western cultures I belief in man t s mastery over nature
and the effects of this belief on Western values and
attitudes' rrlUnericans ... believe ... that reality is
or can be rationally ordered ... by methods designed to
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secure objectivity and controlrt (p. 58) . These authors
claim that, in contrast, Native American Indian
cultures believe in mants harmony with nature. That
is, rrthere is no real separation of humanity, nature,
and supernature. one is simply an extension of the
other, and a conception of wholeness derives from their
unitytt (p . 67) .
Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) found that the
contrasting world views of Western and Native American
Indian cultures are typical of the differences between
Western and non-Western world views generally (pp. 91-
92) . In an effort to place the world view concept into
perspective, these authors claim that there.are
basically three types of world views that exist amongrst
various cultures (p. 91) .
According to these authors, the subjugation view
is found anongst cultures whose people believe they are
at the mercy of nature (p. 91). The cooperative view,
these authors clairn, can be found throughout most of
the world (p. 91) . This view is closely associated
with man I s relationship with nature and respect for the
environment (p. 91). Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981)
contend that many Eastern cultures including American
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Indian cultures regard nature as a divine creation in
which the spirit of God resides (p. 91) . To clarify
the previous statement, these cultures hold naturer ds
well dsr all living things as sacred, and that man does
not have the right to destroy or control nature
(Samovar, Porter, and Jain, 1981, p. 91). These
authors then state, rrthis is not to inply that non-
Western cultures lack science and technology. On the
contrary some of this world I s leading scientists come
from India, China, Japan, and other non-Western
culturesrr ( Samovar, Porter, & Jain , L98L , p. 92) .
Mastery over nature, Samovar, Port€rr and Jain (1981)
assert, is the more recent view that is primarily found
amongst Western cultures, where science and technology
is perceived as providing solutions to one I s problems
and increasing the pleasures and comforts for the
people that have accepted this view (p. 921.
The Gaining of Knowledge in Western and
Non-Western Cultures
Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) contend that
differences in world view amongst various cultures
result in contrasting definitions of science and
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assumptions about the gaining of knowledge. They
state:
Science is based upon a set of epistemological
assumptions assumptions about how $te gain
knowledge. During the course of human
development, cultures have developed varying
epistemologies that have become very much a part
of their world view. Whether science develops in
a culture, to what extent it develops, and how it
is accepted and employed is determined in part by
how a culture generally believes it acquires
knowledge. (p . 92)
The assertion that differing assumptions about how
knowledge is gained can have a significant effect on
the definition of science within cultures brings us to
the third part of the discussion: A comparison of
different views with regard to the appropriate means
for gaining knowledge within Western and non-Western
cultures.
Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) claim that the
dominant view within contemporary Western culture is
that knowledge is gained through enpirical means, that
is, rt[the] ability to observe and to measure phenomena
in order to understand and to explain themrr (p. 92\.
These authors also note that intuition frknowledge
that comes from oneself, the form of knowing called
feelingtt is another means of gaining knowledge that
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is currently cornpeting with enpiricism for regitimacy
within Western culture (p. 92) . Samovar, porter, and
Jain ( 19 8 1 ) state , ttAdvocates of intuition bel ieve that
enpiricism is unreliable. They suggest that true
knowledge can come only from oners selftr (p. gZ) .
Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) also acknowledged
that other ways of knowing have evolved for non-Western
cultures (pp. 92-93r. The Hindu, these authors note,
believes that true knowledge comes through meditation.
Buddhists, they maintain, believe knowledge is absorute
reality that cannot be found through the senses.
Further, samovar, Porter, and Jain (199r-) claim that
rslamic thinkers hold that there is world reality and
divine reality. AIl persons, in this view, can achieve
worrd reality, however, the ttdivine reality is revealed
to only a few as an act of kindness of Allahtt (p. 93).
The various ways perceived by cultures for
attaining knowledge lead Samovar, porter, and Jain
(1981) to concrude that trcontrary views about how
people obtain knowledge contribute to the diverse views
cultures have of themselves and of their places in the
universe as werr as decisions about attitudes and
actionsrr (p. 93) . This concrusion offers insight into
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the problems experienced by individuals from Western
and non-Western cultures when they search for conmon
explanations of reality. As Samovar, Porter, and Jain
(1981) state, rrWhen people who rely on different
sources of knowledge attenpt to reach cooperative
decisions, they may find that they disagree about the
need for action let alone what action is properrt (p.
93). This insight adds to the understanding of
differences between the Western world view and the
world view of Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal
Peop1e, etenerally referred to as ilsiouxtt (Lowie, L9541
with regard to the appropriate means for gaining
knowledge. 
.
CHAPTER SEVEN
The Beginnings of a Model for Dalcota, Nakota, and
Lakota Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR)
The reader is nohr informed that the information to
be presented in reference to what I encountered as an
North American Aboriginal researcher in irnplementing
the Western methodology known as Community-Based
Participatory Research (CBPR) does not follow the
linear approach and may even appear iterative at times
(Hampton, 1989, p. 2). Instead of developing a step-
by-step Aristotelian argument for the end product
(Hampton, 1989, p. 2l , what $ras experienced in
implementing CBPR is presented from an Aboriginal
perspective which merges oners thinking, intuition, and
emotions in describing what was encountered. Irthile the
discussion is presented as an Aboriginal narrative, it
does use the English language and orthography to
incorporate the thought patterns of Aboriginal people.
In this case, the information to be presented tends to
progress into a spiral (Hampton, 1989, p. 2); meaning
what was previously mentioned is re-stated to some
extent with each new incident encountered.
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Since the format for North American Aboriginal
narration is currently evolving and new to social
science research rreven the most basic terms I from an
Aboriginal perspectivel need explicationrt (Hampton,
1989, p. 2'). This being the case, f am in agreement
with Hampton (1989) a member of the chickasaw Nation
(oklahoma) and a graduate of Harvard, who states: ttMy
hope is that the reader will think along with me and
tuill take what is useful and leave the rest [for others
to interpret I rf (p. 1) .
My experiences in implementing CBPR are presented
in a three stage discussion. The first stage discusses
what was encountered when r attended the watrpeton
Dakota school cornmittee on Aprir L6 , 1991. The second
stage discusses the enormous amount of psychological
and emotional pressure r experienced upon my return to
the university of saskatchewan from wahpeton and how
this situation was eventually dealt with. The third
stage discusses what occurred when r tried to explain
to other individuals about my stepping into my own
Aboriginal cultural world view. Due to this situation,
which is different from the contemporary western
culturar worrd view of attaining knowledge through
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empirical means, the reader is provided the information
as to how I was able to deal with and resolve this
predicament within the process of developing,
conducting and completing this thesis work. The
chapter concludes by offering additional theoretical
and practical suggestions as reconmendations for
resolving the conflict between the Western world view
and the world view of Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota
Aboriginal People over legitimate ways of gaining
knowledge.
It is hoped that the reconmendations will allow
the thesis to serve as a model for Dakota-Nakota-Lakota
CBPR it these Aboriginal Indian First ffations so
choose. As Lowie (L954) notes:
The Dakota [generally] known as I Sioux t faII intothree dialectic groups ... distinguishable by the
use of d, n, or 7z the ... td] ... dialect hasrDakotar for the tribal name of the speaker, the
... [n] ... dialect ... substitutes rNakot€rt,[and] the ,.. tll dialect rLakotar. (p. 8)
In spite of the slight differences in dialect, the
Aboriginal cultural ceremonies and spirituality of the
Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota People are the same (Brown,
1953; Lame Deer & Erdoes, L9721 Lincoln & SIagIe, L987;
Mails, L979; Neihardt, L932; SteinmeLz , L984 ) . This
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thebeing the case, the model of research developed for
Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton would serve as a model for
the Nakota and Lakota People as weIl.
The First Stage of Implementing Conmunity-Based
Participatory Researcb (CBPRI
In the following discussion, inforrnation will be
provided as to what occurred when I attended the
Wahpeton Dakota School Comnittee meeting on Friday,
April L6, 1991. Then the reader will be provided an
insight to the contemporary governmental structure and
what is now the accepted custom and procedure for
conducting a meeting on Wahpeton.
When I attended the Wahpeton Dakota School
Cornmittee neeting on Friday, April L6, 1991 there was
an Elder and one Band Council Member present. The
meeting started at 10:00 a.m. in the morning with an
opening prayer. A chairperson was selected and the
agenda was reviewed. My thesis ntopicrt was placed on
the agenda along with other items for discussion, Then
the agenda was approved.
The trtopicrt for my thesis came under discussion at
approximately 10:30 a.m. in the morning. I reviewed
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with the Wahpeton Dakota School Comrnittee the previous
studies (identified in chapter one) which had provided
very little positive results. Then I suggested rrWhat
perhaps is required is to establish a procedure for
conducting educational research that would benefit the
Dakota People of Wahpeton.rr With this intent, the
Wahpeton Dakota School Committee agreed to participate
in this study (through a formal motion passed at the
meeting) .
The meeting then took a turn of events after
formal approval was given to participate in this
research study. The chairperson who had been selected
for the meeting wanted to voice a concern with regrard
to another item on the agenda and suggested that I
being a Dakota member of Wahpeton be made
chairperson. Formal approval was then given for me to
become the chairperson for the remaining portion of the
meeting (field-notes, April 15th, L991).
The meeting then took another turn of events. The
Wahpeton Dakota School Committee did not stop for a
dinner break and continued into the afternoon.
Furthermore, while the meeting was in progress other
Wahpeton Dakota Band Members including Band
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Administration Staff were allowed to come and listen to
what was being discussed on the agenda. The length of
time these individuals remained at the meeting before
Ieaving varied. A number of Band Education Staff also
came to listen to what was being discussed once classes
were completed at 3:30 p.il. The meeting was f inally
concluded at 5:30 p.il. in the afternoon with a closing
prayer offered by the Elder (field-notes, April L6,
1991) .
To make sense of the socio-context of the meeting
just described, the reader is now provided the
following insight to the contemporary governmental
structure and accepted custom and procedure .when
conducting a meeting on Wahpeton. First, the
governmental structure of Wahpeton. The Chief and
Council who are elected to govern Wahpeton do establish
various committees as reguired in order to ensure and
to maintain conmunity involvement within the following
areas that are considered as this First Nation I s
Aboriginal governmental institutions: (a) education,
(b) health, ( c) recreation, (d) economic development 
'
and (e) community planning and land use development.
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Second, the following is now the contemporary
accepted custom and procedure when conducting a meeting
(amongst the various committees) on Wahpeton:
(a) The meeting is opened and closed with a
prayer i
(b) An E1der and one Band Council Member
responsible for the portfolio is present at the
meeting;
(c) Although an agenda is approved for the
meeting it is not strictly adhered to;
(d) The minutes of the last rneeting are read for
corrections, additions, or deletions. Then these
minutes are formally approved by having one .committee
make the motion to accept the minutes, this is seconded
by another committee member, and then placed to a vote
amongrst the committee members to adopt the minutes as
presented;
(e) The General Band Membership is allowed to
attend these meetings and to speak to the item on the
agenda that is currently being discussed;
(f) The meeting is conducted and decisions are
generally arrived at through consensus amongrst the
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committee members. Motions are made rnainly f or audit
purposes;
(g) If there is an issue that can not be resolved
internally amongst the committee members or if the
issue involves an external matter (such as the
development of this thesis through the University of
Saskatchewan) the issue is referred to the Chief and
Council for final decision; and
(h) The Chief and Council are responsible for all
external affairs pertaining to Wahpeton (In this case a
letter of pernission was provided to conduct this
research study).
It is my understanding that this is the same
approach now followed by other Dakota, Nakotd, and
Lakota Aboriginal People when conducting a meeting. An
agenda for the Dakota Chiefs Meeting held at the
Saskatchewan Indian Cu1tural Centre dated JuIy 24, 1991
does support what has just been stated (see Appendix
H).
The above discussion was provided to demonstrate
how the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People
have adapted certain characteristics of their own
Aboriginal culture with that of eontemporary Western
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culture in order to retain their own unique Aboriginal
heritage in this tModern Worldr as it now exists. The
term rModern Worldt is used by Aboriginal Elders to
refer to the lifestyle of the numerous cultures that
noht co-exist within the continent of North America.
The next stage discusses what occurred when I returned
to the University of Saskatchewan after attending the
meeting on Wahpeton.
The Seeond Stage of Implementing Conmunity-Based
Participatory Research (CBPRI
In the process of developing the proposal for this
thesis I experienced an enormous amount of
psychological and emotional pressure. This was due to
a misunderstanding as to who had control over this
research study.
I understood, and the Dakota People of Wahpeton
knew, that the proposal for the thesis had to first be
approved by the University of Saskatchewan in order to
conduct the research and meet the requirements of
Graduate Studies at that institution. Being aware of
how the governmental structure of Wahpeton functioned,
and being I sensitive t by showing respect to the Chief
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and Council and the Wahpeton Dakota School Comrnittee in
first discussing then gaining their support to conduct
this study (Campbell , L987 1 St. Denis , L9871 , my
approach htas misunderstood by a number of
functionaries at the University with regard to who
controlled this research studY.
Due to the misunderstanding as to who had control
over this research study, I was put through an enormous
amount of psychological and emotional pressure to the
point that I had trouble breathing and my head and
heart felt as if they were ready to burst. The
misunderstanding as to who had control over this
research study was eventually resolved; howqver, to
deal with the enormous amount of psychological and
emotional pressure I was experiencing at the time' I
was forced to turn to my own Aboriginal cultural
teaching about the use of a prayer pipe for the purpose
of prayer and meditation (field-notes, MaY 7, 1991) -
The reader is now offered the following information
[which is presented in a four part discussion] to gain
an understanding as to what occurred as a result of my
turning to the practices of ny own Aboriginal culture.
1-3 3
First, a brief history will now be provided about
the prayer pipe I used for prayer and meditation. This
prayer pipe has been passed down from one farnily member
to another within my imnediate family for the past
three generations. I am the family member of the third
generation who is the keeper of this prayer pipe and
must pass this prayer pipe to another irnrnediate fanily
member of the next generation. Furthermore, although
this prayer pipe (which is small and made of red pipe
stone that has four round slrrnbols behind the bowl of
the pipe) was passed down in November of 1980, I did
not go out to fast until September of 1981 in order to
earn the right to use this prayer pipe for prayer and
meditation.
Although there are many interpretations for the
meaning of the symbols on a prayer pipe, it is my view
that the synbols on this prayer pipe are best
interpreted by the Wicasa Wakan rrHoly menrr (Brown'
1953; Lame Deer & Erdoes , L972) and the Pejuta Wicasa
ffmedicine menrf (Brown, L953i Lame Deer & Erdoes, t972)
for the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People.
I am not a Wicasa Wakan (HoIy man) nor a Pejuta Wicasa
(medicine man) . I am just a student who is a Dakota
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person learning the skiIls required for social science
research.
Second, the reader is now provided the following
definitions from the Webster I s College Dictionary
(1991) in order to gain a perception from my Aboriginal
cultural background for the terms referred to as prayer
and meditation with the use of a prayer pipe:
(a) Meditation is defined as a frdevout religious
contemplation or spiritual introspectionft (p.
843);
(b) Religious is defined as "appropriate to
religion or to sacred rites or observancesfr(p. 1138 ) ;
(c) Rite is defined as rra formal ceremony or
procedure prescribed or customary in
religious or other solemn userf (p.. 1l-52) i
(d) Solemn is defined as |tmarked or observed with
religious ritesrt (p. L27 3) ;
(e) Contemplation is defined as ftfull or deep
consideration I meditation, ref lectionrr (p.
2e4);
(f) Spiritual is defined as |tpertaining to the
mind or intellectrt (p. L29L) i
(g) Introspection is defined as the ttobservation
or examination of one I s own mental and
emotional state, mental processes, etc. rr (p.
7e) ;
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(h) Prayer is defined as tra spiritual conmunion
with God or an object of Worship, as in
supplication, thanksgiving r ot adorationil (p.
1060) ;
(i) object is defined asrra thing, person' or
H::il":? Hl"ir:l?"nn. or acrion 
is
(j) Instrument is defined as rra means by which
something is effected or donert (p. 598) ;
(k) Method is defined as rra procedure, technique,
or planned way of doing somethingtt (p. 853) '
Based on the assumptions and definitions pertaining to
the tools of science, the following explanation is
offered for my use of a prayer pipe for the purpose of
prayer and rneditation. The prayer pipe was used as the
instrument to conduct the methods referred to as prayer
and meditation.
Third, in order to use the prayer pipe for the
purpose of prayer and rneditation, f prayed and
conducted the reguired purification ceremony by
blessing myself, the prayer pipe, the pipe stem, and
tobacco with the smoke created by lighting up a small
amount of sage leaves with a match. Sage leaves can be
found on a ltplant or shrub belonging to the genus of
the mint f amilyrr (Webster I s College Dictionary 
' 
t99L,
p. 118 3 ) and are considered Wakan rt I holy I or I sacred I rl
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(Brown, 1953) when used for this type of purification
ceremony.
I then prayed and first offered the prayer pipe to
our heavenly father, Wakan-Tanka, the Great Spirit and
creator of all things within this universe (Brown,
1953; Lame Deer & Erdoes , L972') . Then I prayed and
offered the prayer pipe to ltthe four quarters of the
universerf (Neihart, L932, p. 2) and to rrmother earthrl
(Lincoln & SIagIe I L987 , p. 161) .
In offering the prayer pipe to tfthe six
directionsrr of the universe (Brown, L953, p. zLl
through prayer I in reference to the purification
ceremony of myself, the objects that were blessed, and
then offering of the Prayer Pipe to the six directions
of the universel and meditation [rneaning spiritual
introspection in reference to observing and examining
my own mental and emotional statel which took about an
hour to conduct, I was asking that the pain in my head
and heart be removed so that I could breath normally
and be able to endure the stress of completing the
proposal and the work required for this thesis. Within
this process of prayer and meditation, I began to cry
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and felt the pain in my head and heart begin to subside
and my breathing returned to normal.
Fourth, in using the prayer pipe for prayer and
meditation, I became aware by means of vittue and
intuition that I had stepped into the cultural world
view of my Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People
as this pertains to the rbeliefr that there must be
harrnony between man, nature, and supernature ( SamovEtf ,
Porter, & Jain, 1981 , p. 6'7 ) . The Webster t s College
Dictionary (1991) defines virtue as rrconformity of
one I s life and conduct to moral and ethical principlesrf
(p. 1489). Samovar, Porter, and Jain (1981) define
intuition as trknowledge that comes from within oneself ,
the form of knowing called feelingtr (p. 92).
The belief of having stepped into the cultural
world view of my Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal
People by means of virtue and intuition is
supported by the following quote from Brown (1953) :
In filling a pipe, all space (represented by the
offering to the powers of the six directions) and
all things (represented by the grains of tobacco)
are contracted within a single point (the bowl or
heart of the pipe) , so that the pipe contaills r or
really is, the universe. But since the pipe is
the universe, it is also man, and the one who
fills a pipe should identify himself with it, thus
not only establishing the center of the universe,
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but also his own center; he so trexpandsrr that the
six directions of space are actually brought
within himself . It is by this |texpansionrr that a
man ceases to be a part, a f ragrment, and becomes
whole or holy; he shatters the illusion of
separateness. (p . z1-l
Note: The Sacred Pipe, Edited by Joseph Epes
Brown. Copyright @ 1953 by the University
of Oklahoma Press. Reprinted by
permission.
Lame Deer (Lame Deer & Erdoes, L972') who is Lakota
offers the same philosophical view in non-academic
Ianguage:
As we stand on grandmother earth, raising our
sacred pipe in prayer, its stem forms a bridge
from earth through man through our bodies, to
Wakan Tanka, the grandfather spirit. As the pipe
is filled with our sacred red willow bark tobacco,
each tiny grain represents one of the living
things on this earth. AIl of the Great Spirits
creatures, the whole universe, is in that pipe.(p. 2391
The reader is offered the following information to
further support my claim for having stepped into my own
Aboriginal cultural world view by rmeansf of virtue and
intuition. Based on the assumptions pertaining to the
tools of science, in using the prayer pipe as the
instrument to conduct the methods referring to as
prayer and meditation, I did not again experience the
enormous amount of psychological and emotional pressure
t in reference to the pain in ny head and heart which
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felt as if they were ready to burstl for the remaining
part of this thesis work. Furthermor€r I did not again
experience problems in breathing and was able to endure
the stress in completing the proposal and the work
required for this thesis.
The above four part discussion was offered to the
reader in order to demonstrate how the Dakota, Nakota,
and Lakota Aboriginal People use the prayer pipe to
maintain harmony between man, nature, and supernature
and how knowledge of this harmony provides them
intuition into what is presently happening to them
(Brown, 1953; Lame Deer & Erdoes I L972 I Samovar,
Porter, & Jain, 1981) .
The next stage discusses what occurred when I
tried to explain ny t situation t to other individuals
about my stepping into my own Aboriginal cultural world
view. Due to this situation, which is different from
the contemporary $Iestern cultural world view of
attaining knowledge through eurpirical means, the reader
is provided the tinformationt as to how I was able to
deal with and resolve this predicament within the
process of d,eveloping, conducting, and completing this
thesis work.
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The Third Stage of Implementing Conmunity-Based
Partisipatory Research (CBPR)
Having stepped into my own Aboriginal cultural
world view [through the use of a prayer pipe for the
purpose of prayer and meditationl, I did make the
effort to try and explain my situation to other
individuals as to what I had encountered pertaining to
my own Aboriginal cultural world view. When I did telI
other individuals about me turning to my own Aboriginal
cultural teaching pertaining to the use of a prayer
pipe I in order to deal with my enormous arnount of
psychological and emotional pressurel, I could not
clearly explain the meaning of this situatign to the
other individuals [as to what this really meant about
me stepping into my oliln Aboriginal cultural world
viewl .
The reader is now offered the following
information as to what occurred when I tried to explain
my situation to other individuals and how this
predicament was eventually dealt with. When I did make
the effort to try and explain ny Aboriginal perspective
to other individuals I would be told that aII Grad
Students go through these same type of pressures. I do
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not argrue with the previous statement. This is no
doubt true. But, hy Aboriginat cultural world view for
attaining knowledge is not the same as the contemporary
Western cultural world view of attaining knowledge
through ernpirical means. The question now is: hor^r was
I able to develop, conduct, and complete this thesis
work? The reader is offered the following concept. ft
is important to respect rtother ways of knowingrrr (Flynn,
L99L , p. iv) .
To explain the concept of other ways of knowing,
the reader is offered the following quote pertaining to
knowledge that can be gained from a qualitative
paradigrm for research. Borg and Gall (1989). state:
In reflecting on their work, educational
researches keep developing new knowledge about how
to design and conduct research. Thus, research
methodology keeps changing. For example, this[Fifth] edition of Educational Research: NrIntroduction contains a greatly expanded coverage
of qualitative research methodology, reflecting
irnportant developments that have occurred in this
field over just the past five years. (p. 10)
From what Borg and GalI (1989) say in this quote, it
could be argued that educational research from an
Aboriginal perspective is not only legitimate but would
contribute to the development of improved methods of
study. This argument counters the claim that research
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should be conducted by means of an exclusively Western
empirical methodology.
In light of this situation, I endeavored in this
study to create a bridge (Lame Deer & Erdoes, L972)
between the cultural world view of the Dakota, Nakotd,
and Lakota Aboriginal People and the contemporary
Western cultural world view with regard to research
methodology. I made the eftort to establish the tlinkt
between the turo cultures in which I was walking, by
rusingt then mirroring (Bopp & Bopp, L985a) - meaning
to reflect on paper the true feelings and
understandings of certain selected methods and ways
of gaining knowledge from both world views.
A description of the bridging of the two cultural
world views in this study could have theoretical and
practical inplications for subsequent researchers.
with this intent, such a description is provided here
in two parts. First, an explanation of the Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal Peoplets methods and ways
of gaining knowledge is given. Second, dil explanation
of how I was able to bridge, then mirror, both my own
Aboriginal ways and that of conternporary Western ways
of gaining knowledge will be provided. In selecting
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certain methods and ways of gaining knowledge from two
cultural world views, researchers can begin to mirror
the best of both cultures.
The explanation of the Dakota, Nakot€r, and Lakota
Aboriginal People t s methods and ways of gaining
knowledge will now be presented. To understand the
methods and ways of knowing in the cultural world view
of the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People one
must understand their concept of intuition. Further,
one must also be aware of the moral and ethical
principles that a person from this Aboriginal cultural
background must adhere to when seeking the advice,
guidance, support, and information from other
individuals. These unique methods and rdays of gaining
knowledge will now be provided to the reader within the
following discussion.
By using the prayer pipe to conduct the methods
referred to as prayer and meditation, the Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People demonstrate their
view of harmony between man, nature, and supernature
and knowledge of this harmony gives thern intuition into
what is presently happening to them (Brown, 1953 I Lame
Deer & Erdoes , L972; Samovar, Porter, & Jain, L981) .
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In addition, to adhere to the moral and ethical
principles of the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal
People, a person from this Aboriginal cultural
background must offer tobacco as a gift when seeking
the advice, guidance, and support from other
individuals more knowledgeable within the area this
person wants to learn about [such as the skil] required
to develop a proposal and complete a thesisl. By
offering tobacco to others, a person from this
Aboriginal cultural background demonstrates how he or
she continues to maintain harmony between man, natuf€r
and supernature (Samovar, Porter, & Jain, L981) . For
as previously mentioned, each tiny grain of .tobacco
represents a living thing on earth (Lame Deer & Erdoes,
L972, . Furthermore, a person from this Aboriginal
cultural background must show respect, be very patient
and wait on other individuals [such as research
participantsl when asking for their participation to
volunteer information.
Once I turned to ny own Aboriginal cultural
teaching with the use of a prayer pipe for the purpose
of prayer and meditation (fie1d-notes, MaY 7, 1991) 
' 
I
was forced to adhere to the moral and ethical
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principles of Iny Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal
People by offering tobacco when seeking the advice,
guidance, and support of other individuals more
knourledgeable in the development and completion of this
thesis work. within one of these exchanges, I was
offered one braided bundle of sweetgrass and told rrto
keep you safe in your travelsfr (field-notes, May g,
1991) . It is now important to note that if someone
volunteers their advice, guidance, and support lto
which there were many for this thesis workl one is not
required to offer tobacco as a gift. In approaching
and asking the research participants to volunteer
information [pertaining to this research stu.dy] , I
treated the research participants with respect, was
very patient, and waited until the research
participants were ready to volunteer the information I
was seeking.
The reader is now provided the following
additional information as it pertains to the custom
when one is seeking information frorn another individual
who is of Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal
ancestry. It is the custom of Dakota, Nakotd, and
Lakota Aboriginal People to first visit and talk about
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issues or concerns of general nature before one is
asked to volunteer information that another individual
is seeking. In addition, having a cigarette to smoke,
being offered coffee, tea, and a meal are also
considered part of the custom before one volunteers
information to another individual. This explains why
some interviews took one hour to one and one half hours
to conduct, whereas other interviews took two to three
hours to conduct.
Furthermorer Do time was set for an appointment to
conduct the interview, since it is the custom of the
Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People that one
must adjust his or her time to the individual who can
or is willing to volunteer the information one is
seeking. This explains why tentative appointments were
re-scheduled as the need or circumstance arose to deal
with other pressing issues.
The explanation of hotr I was able to bridge then
mirror both my own aboriginal ways and that of
contemporary Western ways of gaining knowledge will now
be presented. I was able to bridge, then mirror, rthe
principles of gaining knowledger for the Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People and those of
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contemporary Western culture through their conmon
acceptance of the use of intuition derived from the
qualitative paradigm.
As previously mentioned, Samovar, Port€tr and Jain
(1981) defined intuition as trknowledge that comes from
oneself , the form of knowledge called feelingrr (p. 92).
Borg and GaIl (1989) claim that in carrying out
qualitative studies researchers:
[V] ietr themselves as a prirnary instrument for
collecting data. They rely partly or entirely on
their feelings, impressions, and judgements in
collecting data. They also rely heavily on their
own interpretations in understanding the meaning
of their data. (p . 23l
This relying on one r s feelings and impressions in the
interpretation of data in qualitative research, a
contemporary Western way of gaining knowledge, is to
some degree consistent with the notion of intuition in
Dakota, Nakotd, and Lakota ways of gaining knowledge:
As this pertains to their use of the prayer pipe
as the instrument to conduct the methods referred
to as prayer and meditation which demonstrates
their view of harmony between man, natur€r and
supernature and how knowledge of this harmonygives them intuition into what is presently
happening to them. Further, one must also take
into consideration the protocol that person from
this Aboriginal cultural background must adhere to
in reference to the moral and ethical principles
of the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginalpeople by offering tobacco as a gift when
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seeking the advice, guidance, and support from
other individuals more knowledgeable within the
area this person wants to learn about [such as the
skill required to develop a proposal and complete
a thesisl. By offering tobacco to others, a
person from this Aboriginal cultural background
further demonstrates how he or she continues to
maintain harmony between man, natur€r and
supernature for each tiny grain of tobacco
represents a living thing on earth. In additioD,
a person from this Aboriginal cultural background
must also show respect, be very patient, and wait
on other individuals [such as researchparticipantsl when asking for their participation
to volunteer information. (See pp. 138 , L39, L43,
and L44l
The conmon thread of intuition running through
the traditional Dakota, Nakota and Lakota Aboriginal
People I s ways of gaining knowledge with that of
contemporary Western culture in reference tq
qualitative research allowed me to bridge then mirror
the perspectives of the two cultures involved in this
study. Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR),
a Western qualitative research methodology acceptable
to Aboriginal people and associated with intuition
for it is considered rra human exchange . . . more an
interpersonal than a technical process because of its
emphasis on involving people and eliciting their
opinionsrr (St. Denis , L989, p. 96) provided the means
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to bridge then mirror the perspectives of these two
cultures.
The following is provided in support of the
previous statement: CBPR can also rf help create a
nirror by which a conmunity can see its own eyes, that
is, its own wisdom and knowledgett (Bopp & Bopp, L985a,
p. 1) . In addition, it can help a frcommunity integrate
cultural wisdom with academic knowledgett (Bopp & Bopp,
1985a, p. 1) .
For this study, I used CBPR and the interview
rnethod because they were consistent with accepted ways
of gaining knowledge in both cultures. The use of a
sernistructured interview guide also added va.lidity to
the traditional ways of gaining knowledge in the
Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal culture because
it had rrthe advantage of being reasonably objective
while still permitting a more thorough understanding of
the respondent I s opinions and the reasons behind thenrl
(Borg & GaIl, 1989, p . 452r .
The description of the combining of the Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal Peoplers and Western ways
of gaining knowledge in completing this research could
not be presented within the previous chapters of the
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thesis. It was offered here in an attempt to make up
for a lack of literature that explains the unique ways
of gaining knowledge among the Dakota, Nakota, and
Lakota Aboriginal People. It is my hope that these
ways of gaining knowledge rnight contribute to the
development, understanding, and respect required
between two cultural world views when conducting social
science research. In this study, it was between the
cultural world view of the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota
Aboriginal People and the contemporary Western cultural
world view.
I trust that in ny explanation of the bridging
then mirroring of the stays of gaining knowledge from
the cultural world view of the Dakota, Nakotd., and
Lakota Aboriginal People and the ways of gaining
knowledge in the contemporary Western cultural world
vier.r, the thesis methodology will be understood and
respected by both parties. I could have left this
information out and not told the truth with regard to
what occurred within the process of developing,
conducting, and completing the thesis workl however,
honesty is highly valued in my Aboriginal culture.
1"5 1
Reconrnendations so that The Thesis t{iqht Eerve as
A lttodel for Dakota-Nakota-Lrakota Connunity-Based
Participatory Researeh (CBPR!
The following additional theoretical and practical
suggestions are offered based on the philosophical
issues one could raise within social science research.
When conducting research with the Dakota, Nakotd, and
Lakota Aboriginal People the subseguent distinguishing
features must be taken into consideration:
1. The Government Structures of the Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal Indian First Nations
which now combines both traditional custom and the
contemporary Western cultural system of elected
representation rnust be respected and their approval
must first be gained in order to conduct research
rrrithin their respective conmunities;
2. The Various Cornrnittees created to manage the
Governmental Institutions established by the Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal fndian First Nations must
be respected and their involvement requested in any
research undertaking so that they could act as the
liaison between the Elected Officials, the Elders, the
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Researcher, and the conmunity members targeted as the
research participants ;
3. The contemporary accepted custom and procedure
when conducting a meeting amongst the Dakota, Nakota,
and Lakota Aboriginal Indian First Nations in
reference to opening and closing a meeting with a
prayer and arriving at a consensus for a decision
must be respected;
4. The topics to be researched, the rrulest or
rcode of ethicst for conducting research, including the
items to be inserted within a contract as to be
established by the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota
Aboriginal Indian First Nations within theiq
conmunities - rnust be respected;
5. The methodology pertaining to the
epistemological (meaning scientific assumption in
reference to belief ) , ideological (rneaning doctrine in
reference to maintaining harmony between man, natura,
and supernature) and the philosophical view (meaning
rationale in reference to using the prayer pipe for
prayer and meditation) of the Dakota, Nakota and Lakota
Aboriginal People for attaining knowledge by rmeans I of
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virtue and intuition must be respected (see pp. L37-
13e);
6. The protocol that a person frorn this
Aboriginal cultural background must adhere to in
reference to the moral and ethical principles of the
Dakota, NakotEt, and Lakota Aboriginal people by
offering tobacco as a gift when seeking the advice,
guidance, and support from other individuals more
knowledgeable within the area this person wants to
learn about [such as the skill required to develop a
proposal and complete a thesisl, and having to show
respect, being very patient, and waiting on other
individuals I such as research participants ] .when asking
for their participation to volunteer information must
be respected (see pp. L47-148).
Such respect for the above would ensure that a
person from this Aboriginal cultural background, to be
able to use the methodologies and ways of gaining
knowledge available frorn two cultural views for the
benefit of social science research. Further, such
respect for the above by non-Aboriginal researchers
would provide for a more cooperative working
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relationship with the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota
Aboriginal Indian First Nations.
This thesis can now be considered as the
principles of A Mode1 for Dakota-Nakota-Lakota
Cornmunity-Based Participatory Research (CBPR) . The
Dakota, Nakot€r, and Lakota Aboriginal Peop1e should
also respect the right of Other Aboriginal Peoples to
draw on the contents of this thesis - as an example
to strengthen their own cultural world view of
attaining knowledge, if these other Aboriginal Peoples
[Indian, Metis, and Inuit] so wish.
CEAPTER EIGHT
Summary, Suggestions for Furtber Research
and Conelusions
This chapter is formatted in the following manner:
First, it provides a summary of the chronological
sequence of the study. Then suggestions for further
research are offered and a conclusion is provided.
Eunnary
To gain a clear perception of the events that
transpired in order to complete this thesis, this
section will first provide a brief discussion with
regard to the chronological sequence of the .study. It
rtrill then conclude by citing the benefit it could
provide for the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal
People.
As previously mentioned, the Wahpeton Dakota
School Committee agreed on April L6, L99L to
participate in this study, and the Dakota Nations of
Canada gave its letter of support for this study on
April L7, 1991. A letter of permission was then
received on May 30, 1991 from the Chief and Council of
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Wahpeton to conduct this research study on the reserve.
I then received the official approval from the Thesis
Committee on July g, 1991 to conduct this study.
The field work for this research study began in
Wahpeton on JuIy 15, 199L and was completed on August
29, 1991. I returned to Saskatoon at the beginning of
September, 1991 and began to transcribe the taped
interviews. This work was completed by the end of
September, L99L.
The written work for chapters one, two, and three
including the research findings and data analysis for
chapter four were completed by November 11, 1991. The
Chief and one parent of Wahpeton did come ta my
residence on November !4 , L99L, and expressed an
interest in the progress of this thesis work. I spent
the entire afternoon discussing the contents of
chapters one through four of this thesis with these two
individuals. These two individuals did indicate they
were satisfied with the progress being made with this
thesis work (field-notes, November L4, 1991) .
The t initial draft I of chapters five through eight
for this thesis was completed in January of L992. This
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was then followed by a number of revisions to the
thesis.
I am aware that I may be challenged for the
information that was just presented with regard to what
was encountered and the approach taken to complete this
thesis research. The intent of the research, however,
was not to offend the Western world view but to offer
another approach for cross-cultural research.
It is important to respect other ways of knowing.
fn this study, it was the bridging then mirroring the
ways of gaining knowledge available in social science
research from two cultural world views: (a) the
cultural world view of the Dakota, Nakota, And Lakota
Aboriginal people, and (b) the contemporary Western
cultural world view.
Furthermore, this type of cross-cultural research
approach would meet the concern raised by the
respondents within this qualitative research study and
perhaps best stated by Student-D:
We should use educational research to help us walk
in two worlds. It is a hard thing to do, Itrs a
very broad line to try in walk in two worlds.
Because, the white man is teaching you one thing
and you go and talk to an elder and he tells you
another thing. So you are trying to balance these
things through logic and belief which is a very
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hard thing to do. Educational research should
help us narrow-up the line so it is easier to
walk.
In addition, such an approach to cross-cultural
research will greatly enhance the struggle to achieve
true self-determination for the Dakota, Nakot€r, and
Lakota Aboriginal Indian First Nations as identified
through their document entitled: Articles of
Unification Accord for Peace, Alliance, and Sovereignty
established by the Ikce Wicasa Ta Omniciye of the
Dakota-Lakota-Nakota Nations. The term Ikce Wicasa Ta
omniciye translated into English means rrthe conmon manrr
(see Appendix I).
The Articles of Unification Accord was ,presented
for discussion at the first Dakota-Nakota-Lakota Summit
held at Standing Buffalo Reserve (Saskatchewan, Canada)
on August 10, 1990. This docurnent was ratif ied at the
second summit held at Devil I s Lake Reservation (North
Dakota, U. S.A. ) on October L2, 1990 by the leadership
of the member Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal
Indian First Nations present. The leadership of other
member Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal Indian
First Nations also signed this document at the third
summit held at Lake Traverse Reservation (South Dakota,
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U.S.A.) on June 5, 1991. A fourth summit is planned
for L992 to be held at the Yankton Sioux Reservation
(South Dakota, U. S.A. ) .
The intent of the fourth summit is to review the
work of the three commissions established at the third
summit. A brief report for the third summit is
attached to the Unification Accord of the Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal Indian First Nations.
[An organizational composition attached to the brief
report notes the importance of a rprayer piper for the
Dakota, Nakotd, and Lakota Aboriginal People. l
It was the intent of this thesis to benefit the
Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People in their
struggle for self-determination particularly in the
area of education. If it helps in some way to achieve
the stated objectives contained in the two documents
mentioned above it will have achieved its purpose.
Suggestions for Further Research
The following are offered as suggestions for
further research [derived from chapter one and chapter
four of this thesisl which were noted as concerns by
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the Dakota People of Wahpeton. The concerns that due
warrant further investigation ares
1. The tfcultural thinking stylesfr of the Dakota
Students of Wahpeton be investigated, especially in
reference to the High School drop out rate and lack of
success with standardized achievement tests (CTBS) .
Perhaps more itcultural sensitive testing methodsrr are
reguired for the Dakota Students of Wahpeton to truly
measure their academic intellect;
2. The means for the Dakota People of $lahpeton to
acquire teaching material in order to learn more of
their Dakota language be investigated; in particular,
the creation of an inventory as to what teaching
material for the Dakota language is available. once
this inventory has been completed, one could then work
with the Dakota People of Wahpeton as to how this
Dakota language material can be adapted and implemented
within the classroom for the benefit of the Dakota
Students of Wahpeton;
3. The need for the Dakota People of Wahpeton to
acquire teaching material to learn more of their Dakota
culture, ceremonies and valuesr €rs weII €tsr to develop
a curriculum that would interest the students, by
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researching the nature of traditional teaching and
Iearning styles of the Dakota People and how to
implement them, be investigated. The following
comments touch on this need:
Educational research to me .. o would mean the real
teaching styles of the Dakota People. I think
Dakota Peoplers children .,. from day one o.. hreregiven source of a holistic education, and
educational research to me means researching into
that whole area, looking at how that ... child
develops into adulthood .,.. once this research is
completed and compiled, I think if we implement
. . . our own .. . traditional education in our
school, I think the people here would be muchbetter ahead, much more holistic, much more proud,
much more whole as a person. Because, I think
spirituality is also included in our system of
education, and it would be a great benefit to thepeople of Wahpeton. (B.C.M.-B, see pp. 50, 61)
The investigation described above should consider books
such as: The Sacred Pipe (Brown, 1953) Lame Deer
seeker of visions (Larne Deer & Erdoes, L972) , The Good
Red Road (Lincoln & Slagle, L9B7) , Black EIk S;reaks
(Neihardt, L932) , in attempting to understand Dakota,
Nakota, and Lakota culture and ways of teaching and
learniDg. once this investigation is completed and an
inventory is developed, one could then work with the
Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton as to how this written
materiar can be adapted and inplemented within the
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classroom for the benefit of the Dakota Students of
Wahpeton;
l. The means for the Dakota People of Wahpeton to
acquire teaching material in order to learn more of
their Dakota history be investigated; in particular,
the creation of an inventory as to what oral history is
available from the Dakota Elders of Wahpeton and also
what written history that may be currently available.
Once these materials are grathered, one could then work
with the Dakota People of Wahpeton as to how this
written rnaterial can be adapted and implemented within
the classroom for the benefit of the Dakota Students of
Wahpeton.
Conclusion
I hold no resentment for having been put through
an enormous amount of psychological and emotional
pressure. For if it had not been for this situation, I
would not have been forced to bridge then mirror the
ways of gaining knowledge from the cultural world view
of the Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People and
the contemporary Western cultural world view. It is
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hoped that my approach to completing this thesis study
will be of benefit to social science research.
Furthermore, endeavoring to adhere to the writing
style required by the Publication I,IanuaI of the
American PsychoTogicaT Association (3.PA) : Third
Edition (1983), I did write and received a tletter of
permission t from the following publication companies to
quote from their copyright published manuscripts: (a)
Longman Publishing Group (see Appendix J), (b)
Wadsworth Publishing Company (see Appendix K), and (c)
University of Oklahorna Press (see Appendix L). The
acknowledgement is noted here for the benefit of the
publication companies as reguired by APA I in reference
to the appendixesl.
In addition, the Chief of Wahpeton [who previously
revievred chapters one through four with me on November
L4, 19911 did come to my residence in Saskatoon on
January L6, L992. I allowed the Chief of Wahpeton to
read the I initial draft I of chapters five through eight
of this thesis. The Chief did indicate that it was
kind of hard to understand the academic language at the
beginning of chapter six. This academic language,
however, did become clear to the Chief once I started
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writing from an Aboriginal narrative; in an effort to
explain what was encountered, ds weII €tsr the approach
that was taken: to bridge then mirror the ways of
gaining knowledge from the cultural world view of the
Dakota, Nakota, and Lakota Aboriginal People and the
contemporary Western cultural world view in order to
complete this research. [The literature review
presented for Community-Based Participatory Research
(CBPR) did indicate that some harn can be avoided when
research results are reviewed by the group or conmunity
before publication (Guyette, 1983; St. Denis, L989)1.
The Chief also did express the eagerness to receive a
copy of this thesis once it has been formally approved
through the University of Saskatchewan. In the words
of the Chief of Wahpeton frso hre can start putting it to
usetr ( f ield-notes, January 16 , L9921 .
It now must be stated that it was not my intent
that the rmodel t for a process to be followed when
condueting educational research with the Dakota People
of Wahpeton be generic (see pp. 105-115) meaning that
it be applicable to all Aboriginal Peoples [Indian,
Metis, and Inuitl who are not of Dakota ancestry. For
if it were to be viewed in this aspect it night be
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disempowering in the sense that these Other Aboriginal
Peoples and their diverse cultures would not be
permitted to include their unique needs and ways of
viewing the world. For this reason, the research for
this study can only be perceived as generalizable to
the Aboriginal People of Dakota ancestry (see pp. 35,
38, t25, 151-154). It wou1d, however, b€ an honour, if
Other Aboriginal Peoples were to draw on the contents
of this thesis as an example to strengthen their
ovtn cultural world view of attaining knowledge and to
develop their ohrn nodel for conducting educational
research in their ostn conmunities.
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Definition of Terms for the Study
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Definition of TermE for the Study
For the purpose of this study, the following terms
were applied:
1. Aboriqinal Peoplegl are referred to in
section 35(1) of the Canadian Constitution Act (1982)
as Indian, Metis, and Inuit.
2 . Collaborator: An individual rrwho does not
necessarily have research experience per se but who has
a wealth of experience in relation to the research
question one who can greatly assist the researcherrr
(Kirby & McKenna, 1989 , p. 31) .
3. Dakota People: Aboriginal Indian.people who
are Members of Wahpeton Band.
4. Emic: refers to rrculturally based
perspectives, interpretations, and categories used by
members of the group under study to conceptualize and
encode knowledge and to guide their own behaviorrl
(Watson-Gegeo, 1988, p. 580) .
5. Etic: refers to rranalyses and
interpretations [that] are based on the use of
frameworks, concepts, and categories from the analytic
language of the social sciences and are potentially
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useful for comparative research across languag€s,
settingsr and culturesft (Watson-Gegeo, 1988, p. 579') .
6 . Field Notes: trA researcher I s f ield notes are
similar to a journal or drawing. Accordingly, field
notes contain written documentation of various aspects
of qualitative research: observations, maps, plans,
ref lections, memos, prelirninary analysis, etc. rr (Kirby
& McKenna, 1989, p. 321.
7 . Process: fra systematic series of actions
directed to some endrf (Webster' s CoTTege Dictionary ,
L99L, p. 1075).
8 . Research Participant: A person |twho has the
experience that has been identified as the fpcus of the
research and who is willing to share her/his
understanding of that experience with researchersrl
(Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 35) ,
9. Wahpeton: An Aboriginal Indian reserve
located approximately eight miles north-west of Prinee
Albert, Saskatchewan.
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Appendix Bs
Prince Albert Tribal council Boundary
(noted on tbe nap as Prince Albert District)
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Appendix C:
Interview Guide
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rrlnterview Guiderf
1. What does educational research mean to you as a
Dakota person of Wahpeton in terms of SeIf-
Determination?
2. What do you think educational research has done
for the Dakota People of Wahpeton?
3. What do you think the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton
should get out of educational research?
4. Should the Dakota People of Wahpeton determine
what should be researched in terms of their
educational needs? why?
5. Who do you think the researcher should contact
first for approval if he or she wants to conduct
educational research with the Dakota People of
Wahpeton? why?
6. When educational research is being conducted
with the Dakota People of Wahpeton; What do you
think the role of the Wahpeton Dakota School
Committee should be?
7.
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What rules (i.e. code of ethics) do you think
should be followed between the Dakota People of
Wahpeton and the Researcher when conducting
educational research with the Dakota Peop1e of
Wahpeton?
8. Do you think there should be a contract between
the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the
Researcherl when conducting educational research
with the Dakota People of Wahpeton? Why?
9. What do you think should be included within the
contract between the Dakota People of. Wahpeton
and the Researcher; when conducting educational
research with the Dakota People of Wahpeton?
Wfry?
10. Who do you think should draw-up the contract
between the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the
Researcherl when conducting educational research
with the Dakota People of Wahpeton? Why?
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Appendix D:
Iretter of EuPPort
from
Datota Nations of Canada
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DAKOTA NAT'OilS OF CAfIJADA
Box 7a8
Princa Albert. Saskalchewan
s6v 5S2
Apr l l f?,1391
To lbon lt Iey Concern:
Leo Onanl, I lelber of tbe lahpet on Dakotr Band, I s
currently cnrollcd ln tbe laster ol Educetlon Protrla lt tbeUntyertsiy of Seshtcberin, In Srslatoon. To fultlll tbe
requlrenents for I restcr't dcarcc Leo bes elected to entate
In connuntty part lctpetory reselrcb lblcb llll lerd to tbe
developoent of 'A Iodcl For Delote Coanuntty Pertlclpetory
Researcb.' Such I lodel tlll dctlne:
t) Tbe Delotr perccptlon ol scll dcterolnatlon
ln relcr?nce to rcrcl?cb.
2, Tbc Proccst lor conduct ln3 Dakota coonunl t ypert lc I prt ory rcscrrcb.
3) A codc of cthlcs tor tbe conduct ol Dekote
rcgrlrcb.
l) ?be tcrts of telcrcncc rnd crlterle Jor Detote
reserrcb contrlctS.
Tbe labpeton School Connl ttcc bls l3reed to ect lvelypertlclpetc In tbc rcscrrcb ;blcb Leo ls conductln3.
it ls fttt tbrt tbe cnd product, rould be ol beneflt to ell
tbc Drlotr Nrtlons, 13 lt rltl provldc auldcllncs lor tbe
conduct ol rcscrrch tbtcD could bc rpplled to educetlonal,
lrnds clrlrs, 3oclrl dcYcloplenl, tnd otber rcseercb ln
rblcb our Brnds cntrtc In or .rc perty to.
Althou3h our Bands do not bave thc flnanclal resources, to
esslst Leo In bls cndcrvors, lct lt be knorn tbat re do
support bls proposcd reseercb ProJect rnd tbat rny support
ot[Lr orgtnliet lons or IndlYldurls could provlde rl l I be
apprecleted.
Cblaf Lorrle ledltrlr fahpet on Band
lle I Snrnr - Strndtn3 Euffelo Band
Respect ful ly, /
AL,t;Z'.aU@
c%rr%rrr - rhrte ceP Band
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Appendix E:
Letter of Permission
from Wahpeton to Conduct Study
Wohpefon Bond
P.O. Bor l2E
PRINCE AtBERT. Sasletche*'rn
s6v 5R1
Itay 3O, f99f
l,eo J. OoaniI6ia-- ilccornacl' Rd.
Saskatoon, Sask.
s7l{ 5K2
Iours Trulyt
Chtef lprne Haditaka
Offrce Phone 164.649
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Dear Leo:
Aa per the -llotlon' paaaed at !b€ llabpeton Dataota Schbool Connlttee
ueetr.ng on rpirr io, -iggl:-;;d-+- -te tter' of support' paaaed bv theOrtott-t{attoia of Cinada on April l7' f991'- ^lbte ln effect leanr tbst tou .i"i- ioror. tbe rahpeton DaLota School
Counlttee rhen ;ou lntend to atart y""i iicfd reeearch, and to provide
rben rt rh ."-ieiort- 
"r"b io"iu at itetr regular acheduled 
aeeting; as to
hoy tour field iesearcb ll ProtreallTql ...hrrtbernor"r-tbe fotfoifnf condlElona r11l sP?lt-:1. Upoo colpletlon of youi-Iasfer'a fheltar 7or-riit-Ue erpected to nake
aD oral preseotatlon tb iu" Cbtef t"a-Co.-iri of tlahpeton Band, 88 rell
ar to the rahpeion Dalota school Gonl t tee , _erplatnlng ln suaaary your
reaearcb, coDcluslona, roa-i""o-."daitona for-a proclsa. to be folloued:
sben conducting Educatro"ar-xeaearcn-iitt and for'the Dakota People of
lfahpe ton Band. 
. 
'
2. You lust -"i"o provlde one bo'nd coPt and one 
'n-bound coPy 
of lrour
.tlasterra fbesla t; tbe gabpeton Band.I trust the above f i-Gaerstood, Uy all partles , involved Ln your
tbesla vorl.
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Appendix F:
*Letter to the 20 Dakota People of Sahpeton
who were interviesedi in referense
to the Interview Guide
Wahpeton Dakota Reserve, JuIy , August
1-8 5
1991.
agree to be interviewed bY
Leo J. Omani who is doing research; using a gualitative
approach to developing a process for conducting
educational research with and for the Dakota People of
Wahpeton. I understand that Leo J. Onani is conducting
this study in Partial Fulfillment of his Master I s
Thesis. This interview will be tape recorded, but my
identity will not be identified in the research report'
Signed
l-8 6
APPendix G:
Coding SYstem
for eacb source
tbat
responded to the questions
on
the Interview Guide
Respondent Eource Codincr Svstem
E1ders of Wahpeton Elder
Elder
A
B
Band Council Members B. C.l[
B. C.M
B. C.M
A
B
c
Wahpeton Dakota School
Committee Members
s. c.M.
s. c.M.
-A
B
Education Staff (Teacher
Aids) who are members of
Wahpeton
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parents of Wahpeton Parent
Parent
Parent
Parent
A
B
c
D
Students of Wahpeton Student
Student
Student
Student
A
B
c
D
Community Members of
Wahpeton
c.M
c.M
c.M
A
B
c
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Appendix H:
Interview Transeripts
for
eaeh guestion and respondent source
to
the Interview Cuide
What does
Dakota person
Deternination?
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
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Question #t
educational research mean to you as a
of Wahpeton in terms of Self-
Interview TranscriPts
Education is a must. We need education
in this modern technical wor1d. Years
ago we were not allowed to go to high
school. Today our children can go to
high school which is good. It is also
good that lte have our own school on our
reserve. For, w€ can work at teaching
our children our Dakota culture and
language in the classroom; which we have
been trying. It is very' very'
important. We should never get a$tay
from our culture. It should be made
into a curriculum. I teach our Dakota
Language and Legends in the classroom.
But, not enough time is spent teaching
our Dakota Language and Culture.
Fifteen minutes a day is not enough time
to try and teach our Dakota Language and
Culture in the classroom.
To IIre r when there is educational
research, it means a direction towards
knowledge. I believe in terms of
educational research, it is very, very'
important for us to understand where we
are going with our educational process
on Wahpeton, and in order to understand
where wetre going, w€ need to also
understand our history. History in
terms of where our Dakota people are at
. . o at this moment. WhY there are so
many drop-outs, and the research willgive us the reasons for the drop-outs
Respondent
B. C.l1l. A
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Interview Transcripts
... Hopefully. For tn€, the residential
school system, f believe has hurt ourpeople a lot. It took away a lot of our
language and cultural ceremonies, to thepoint we are now struggling to find our
own identity as a Dakota People. I hope
that educational research can and willhelp us find our own identity as a
Dakota People in terms of Self-
Determination.
First of all, there is not much history
written down about our Dakota People of
Wahpeton. There is a lot of oralhistory handed down by our elders.
I think the elders are our main resource
of our Dakota history on Wahpeton. But,
there is not much research done on our
Dakota People on this reserve.
A good example is our Dakota .languag€.
We need research done on our Dakota
Language. So, we can develop a Dakota
Language curriculum program for our
children.
We also need research done on our
traditional cultural ceremonies.
Although we all pray to only one God,like the white man, our Dakota People
have a dif ferent hray of doing it.
In the early 1900rs, our Dakota Peop1e
of Wahpeton lost contact for the mostpart with our relatives in the UnitedStates. Furthermore, many of our Dakota
People were sent to residence schools.
Because of this, w€ lost most of our
Dakota Language and traditional cultural
ceremonies.
Respondent
B. C.l{. B
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Interview Transeripts
However, through our main political
organization, the Dakota Nations of
Canada, our Dakota Bands in Saskatchewan
are now starting to have a lot of
contact with the Dakota People in the
United States, which is helping our
Dakota People of Wahpeton re-learn our
Dakota Cultural ceremonies that we hadIost. But, more research needs to be
done in this area. Even though not
everyone on Wahpeton wants to live a
traditional Dakota lifestyle, it seems
all of our people are interested in
wanting to learn our Dakota Langruage and
cultural values.
There had been a number of research
studies done for Wahpeton relating to
education. But, thi; has not reatly
helped our conmunity. We need research
done to learn about our Dakota Language
and cultural values which would help our
whole community. As I said before not
all of us want to live a traditional way
of life. But, f can say about 50 per
cent of us are searching and looking.
Wetre needing a lot of support from
other people to re-learn our traditional
cultural ceremonies and values,
I think educational research to me as a
member of Wahpeton would mean the real
teaching styles of the Dakota People. Ithink Dakota People t s children were
educated right from day one when they
were born. They were given source of aholistic education, and educational
research to me means researching into
that whole area, looking at how thatperson is developed, how that child
develops into adulthood. We need tolook into this type of research to
Respondent
B. C.M. C
s. c.Ir[. A
s. c.ll[. B
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Interview Transcripts
determine the Self-Determination of
Dakota People. f think educational
research should address this area for
our Dakota People.
I gruess f irst of all, its good that our
educational program is now going to be
researched the way we want it. This way
our goals and objectives will be
meaningful and in the right order. We
can identify the kind of research that
our people want done for us. Control,
$te now can have control over the
research, this is what I think it meansfor us in terrns of Self-Determination.
The right to guestion how the research
will benefit our people. This is
inportant.
So far since we took over our own school
we have adopted the white man t s system
of education. The culture of our Dakota
People should be stressed as much as the
Academic Program in the school. To h€r
they [the Dakota culture and the
Academic Prograrnl should be on the sameline.
I guess to re, I look at it as a hray tolook at the values we had, and learning
about our heritage and cultural
ceremonies. For Self-Determination, T
would like to learn more of our Cultural
Values which f donft know at this time.
Because, f was not brought-up with our
Dakota Cultura1 Values and I would like
to learn these values.
Respondent
Ed Staff
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
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Interview Transcripts
I think educational research, if itrs
the right educational research for ourpeople, it would help improve our
people I s qualifications to attend high
school and university. The more
knowledge our people can gain the better
our community will be in the future. It
would improve our people I s lives.
It means a lot to me. f got two kids
and they are going to be growing uphere. I want the best for them. Nehr
ideas would be even better for Wahpeton.
More programs to prepare them for off
the reserve. More programs like HomeEc. and Industrial Arts which hre don I t
have at the school right now. We should
also have a vocational progrram for our
adults to up-grade themselves, andbetter progranming for our language and
cultural activities. We need all these
types of programs to improve .our liveshere on the reserve.
Iile should use educational research to
improve our childrenrs skills in schoof.
We also should use this research to find
out about our Dakota culture. If we
know more about our culture perhaps we
would do better in understanding the
White culture. Right now things are too
mixed-up.
Depends whors doing it. We had a number
of white people doing educational
research and not much has happened here.But, to me educational research meansdeveloping a curriculum for the school
system that interests the kids, and gets
them here.
Respondent
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
Student B
Student C
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Interview Transcripts
To [€, educational research meansfinding or discovering ways to better
our educational system. Finding
opportunities for our people to better
themselves in the work force.
f think educational research would help
our people to grow as a fanily and as agroup. ft would be a help to the
conmunity in a large way. To better ourlifestyle.
First of all the research should be
true.
For Wahpeton, it should be true, and it
should be for the people. The research
should help us determine how to better
our lifestyle. This is what I think.
Educational Research to me meanslearning a higher level of education.With educational research we can climbladder to a better living.
To D€r it means to upgrade the level of
education for our peopfe to be able to
compete in both Worlds the Dakota
World and the White World.
ft also means having control of what we
can research in terms of our educational
needs.
Respondent
Student D
c.Mr 
- A
c.Mr 
- 
B
c.!{r 
- c
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It encourages a person to learn more
knowledge of their people and the
makings of their reserve. It shouldhelp a person to find ways to help theirfellow people on the reserve. It should
encourage our people to go to school to
try to improve our lives. This is whatf think educational research should dofor our peoplers Self-Determination. To
make us a better people.
For rer educational research should help
us learn more about our culture. I willlike to know more about our Dakota
culture. I think it would make me abetter person.
It should help us learn more about
ourselves. By this, I mean our language
and our culture. We need to learn and
know about ourselves. It would make mefeel better inside to really know who I
am when I say I am Dakota.
I think educational research would do alot of good for our kids. Like finding
ways to bring up their standards to that
of kids off the reserve. It should
improve the kids I education out here onthe reserve. In regards to SeIf-
Determination, we have to find ways to
improve our kids t ed.ucation
academically. I think we need more
books in the classrooms about our Dakotapeople. Maybe, we should have one
section in the classroom about Dakotapeople. So, kids can be there and start
reading. But, they will have to develop
books about our Dakota people so thekids could understand what they are
Respondent
L96
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reading. The books should be written
for the kid t s grade level. The books
should also be meaningful, relating to
our Dakota cultural values, Iangruage and
history. I think the kids would be moreinterested and do better in school with
these types of books.
euestion #Z
What do you think educational research has done
L97
People of Wahpeton?
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This is the first tirne f have ever been
interviened with a tape recorder.
Before sre were just asked to fill outquestionnaires. A person gets tired offilling out guestionnaires. Especially
if no one explains them to you. I agree
we need research, but we should know
what we are doing the research for.
So far, all the educational research
that has been done for Wahpeton has been
written up by White people, and this has
done nothing for Wahpeton. Because the
research was done to address their
system of education.
Nothing, nothing at all, itts sad to sayI know. But, like I said with the
research that was done we donrt get
nothing from it. The only thing is that
we are mentioned in a book. But, what
does that do for us. A good example is
the Grade Eight Saskatchewan SocialStudies text book. But, what does that
do for us. There is a picture of ourlittle school in that book. But, that
does not do anything for us. It donrt
meet our needs.
for the Dakota
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
Respondent
B.C.M. B
B. C.M. C
s. c.M. A
s. c.M. B
Ed Staff A
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I guess if we are talking about
educational research, meaning holistic
education, I dontt think itrs ever been
done on Wahpeton. Only the standard
type of school research that everyone
else gets like city schools.
We have a school in place. I rm sure
research had to be done for our Band toget this school. But, there is
something that the Band is missing, and
we donft really know what it is. Onejust has to look at the drop-out rate of
our students that leave our school, and
attend Jr. High and High Schoo1 in the
city. Perhaps itts culture shock. I
really donrt know why.
Wellr we got a school for our children
on the reserve, and we are learning hoHr
to operate and manage it.
Well, I guess to n€r what comes to mind
would be our land claims. I guess it
would be educational to me to research
the land base we once had and what was
taken away both in the U.S.A. and inCanada. Research in this area would be
good for our Dakota People. Becauser w€
would perhaps get a bigger land base.
We have a school now. Butr w€ now have
to find ways to improve our children t s
skills and grade standing. We also have
to get the parents more interested andinvolved in the school.
Respondent
Ed Staff
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
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WeIl, itrs good that the kids are able
to go to school here on the reserve.
But, it I s too bad its rnulti-grade. I
think the kids would learn more even if
we had one teacher for only two grades
like Grade one and two, three and four,
then five and six. It would be less of
a problem for the teachers and they
should give more of themselves to the
kids.
Not much thatrs what I think. We have a
school. But, our children are behind in
their grade level and they canrt seem to
make it in school in the city.
In the recent past not much. Werve had
only one Grade Twelve graduate since
L97 6 that is f rom an academic progtram.
So, all this research that has been done
in the last nurnber of years en our
reserve is not doing the job or
developing the program that prepares thekids or interests them. Something is
wrong.
I donrt know.
Getting the school on our reserve has
helped our people. Itts given ourpeople determination to better
themselves. You can see the change in
the past 10 years. A lot of the people
are going back to school and getting abetter education.
Respondent
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
c.Mo 
- 
A
c.Mr 
- 
B
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For il€, in my opinion, itrs mixed-up ourhistory. A lot I read about the Dakotapeople could be half-true or half-false,
and you really donrt knour what tobelieve any more. Itts really messed-up
our history.
We got a school on the reserve which ourparents didntt have before. Most of ourparents had to go to residential
schools. Its [school] help prepare some
of us for Jr. High and High School off
the reserve.
ft has done a 1ot; because we have a bi-
cultural program at our school on
Wahpeton.
Itrs more of a two-way streeti we arelearning the values of our Dakota people
and the non-Indian people. 
.
We are also learning our Dakota Languagein our School; which is being taught by
our elders.
It I s given the white people a lot ofgood work. But, nothing real for ourpeople. I was the first Grade L2graduate in the past L4 years. That
should tell you something of what
educational research has done for ourpeople.
Nothing that I know of.
It hasnrt done anything for us yet.
Perhaps it will in the future.
20L
Respondent
c.Mo - c
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f donft know what type
research has been done
reserve.
educational
far for this
of
so
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What do you think the Dakota people of Wahpeton
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It should provide us with a better way
of teaching and a better understandingfor our children. It should provide us
with teaching material to use in the
classroom. It seems when $re hire
someone, and when they leave they takethe teaching material that was developed
while they r{ere here. We should be
funded in some way to develop teaching
material that would stay here at our
school. So we donrt have to keep
starting all over again in developing
teaching material for our children.
Besides finding a way to research our
needs to strengthen our language and
cultural identity as a Dakota people.
We need to find lrays that will broadenthe educational scope of our people.
Not all of our children can or should
become teachers and social workers
which seems the only option available to
our people at this time. We needinformation as to how our children canget into other jobs like doctors,Iawyers, welders, plumbers and so or1.
Recognition for one. Recognition that
we are not forgotten after the researchis done. That we are not put on the
shelf in some book and forgotten to
collect dust after the research is done.
should get out
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B.C.M. A
Respondent
B. C.M. A
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AIso, if there is any royalties that may
come out of the research, we should be
able to get some. This money would help
us in our school because we have a small
budget. We could buy more supplies for
our children, and work at developing new
programs for our school.
Research to be done for our people
should be meaningrful and help ourpeople. Sor w€ could start up a
resource section about our Dakotapeople. Becauser w€ dontt have anything
about our Dakota Peop1e in our Library
for our teachers and students to use.
We need education material that our
students can relate to in the classroom
not like all these reports and studies
that have been completed and just
sitting on the shelf in my office. They
donrt get into the classroom.
The adults in the conmunity could also
use the resource material that could be
developed to learn more about our Dakota
culture.
Right now, the Federal Government gives
us money to operate our school. But,
the money is only enough to operate and
manage their system of education.
I believe our Dakota People had an
education system before, it may not have
been pencil and books, but it
strengthened the Dakota person to
survive in the past. Now we donrt have
that and it is hurting a lot of our
people socially. We no longer have the
skills they had back then. We have to
adopt new skilIs to survive in the White
World. Some of us do make it but not
Respondent
B. C.M. B
B. C.M. C
s.c.M. A
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many. The spiritual and traditionalpart of our culture is lost for the mostpart. We have to re-Iearn these things
to rnake us a better People.
WeIl, once this research is completed
and conpiled, I think if we inplement
the same type of education, the
traditional type, which is our own, I
think if we implernent this type of
traditional education in our school, T
think the people here would be muchbetter ahead, much more holistic, much
more proud, much more whole as a person.
Because, f think spirituality is also
included in our system of education, andit would be a great benefit to thepeople of Wahpeton after this researchis completed and compiled then applied
here.
Educational research should help us find
inf orrnation about our people. Perhaps
this is what is rnissing in our school.
What a Dakota person is all about.
Perhaps, if our children knew who they
were they could make it in the city
schools.
They should get research done on
education programs that would help our
children, and as well for adults to up-grade themselves.
They should also do research on thehistory of our reserve. So our Dakota
People will know where we come from.
Respondent
s. c.u. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
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When we do research for our Dakota
Peop1e it should stay on our reserve.
So our Dakota People can use it in thefuture. This includes not only the
cultural program, but also the Academic
program for our school. Things like our
Dakota Language and Legends.
They should get some of their cultureback. A good idea of how the people
used to live and get along back then. Agood sense of family. Togetherness as a
conmunity. Helping each other out as
rnuch as possible without not too many
conflicts. Educational research shouldhelp out in this area and give people agood idea of the way things should be
within the community.
We need more Dakota material to use in
the classroom. We need to develop
Dakota teaching material that interests
our children. ff we can develop Dakota
teaching material that meets the needs
of our children, I am sure the parents
would also want to learn what their
children are learning. They can work
together at home and in the classroom.This is what I think.
f think we would get more ideas if wedid more research. More ideas to
develop programs to improve our kids t
education and ways to find funding todevelop these programs. More programs
relating to our culture. We should find
ways to get more parents involved, and
our elders brought more often into the
classroom. They [elders] have a 1ot ofgood stories to tell our kids. Even trl€rI learn more about nryself from the
stories the elders tlff me.
Respondent
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
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f think our school should teach our
children about our culture and history.f think educational research could help
us in this area. We need to learn about
our own traditional ways. If we know
who we are, I think our children would
do better in the White school in the
city.
I see three components to school.First, the academic program to address
the needs of the students to continue on
to high school and University. Second,
the home and social aspect in regards to
our cultural lifestyle, which plays alarge role of how the student does in
school, and third, the sports and
recreational aspect also plays a large
role in the student t s development in
terms of self-esteem and pride. I think
we need to look into these three
components to develop the stqdentts,parent, and conmunity pride of our
people.
For our children, I think we need
research done to improve their academicsin reading and writing. So they can
make it in the school off the reserve
when they leave Wahpeton School.
The knowledge that they need to develop
themselves. By this I mean their living
style. How to better their lives and
their childrenfs lives. So they can
make it in this world.
Respondent
Student A
Student B
Student C
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They should get accurate information
about the Dakota people . . r like what
they think they need to teach their kids
and their people. It should be by their
own values and their own standards of
their culture.
It would prepare the kids for a higher
leve1 of education. A better
understanding of the Wtrite World and abetter understanding of the DakotaWorld. A lot of kids now donrt
understand their Dakota Language or
their Dakota songs and style of dance,
the traditions that we have now like the
Sweatlodge, the Sundance, and feasts.
I think they should get a better
understanding of the educational system
of both cultures. For me it has been
hard to move from one culture to another
... but this has taught me most of the
values that are good to learn from.
They should be able to gain the skills
at both levels; which they are not able
to do right now at the moment - meaningthe skills needed for the Dakota hray oflife as well the White man t s way oflife. With this educational research
. o. it would be a good idea for us toIearn that. This would help the parents
to learn and give more support for
students moving from l{ahpeton School to
another school off the reserve. Theparents donrt really know the
educational system off the reserve.But, with this educational research, it
could help the education system on
Wahpeton, and the parents could have abetter understanding of the educational
system off the reserve.
Respondent
Student D
c.M. - A
C.Ir{. - B
c.Mr - c
So far
school
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What I think they should get out of it
is a way to look at things that are
realistic for our people. Important
things like our culture and ways for our
people to improve their job skiIls.
Dakota people by nature think as agroup. We should look at research that
would benefit all our people. This is
why learning about our culture is
important to me.
aIl
and
$re have for pride is our
thatts not much, when one
considers that drop-out rate of our
children, that donrt comPlete high
school off the reserve. We need to find
out how to research our traditional
cultural beliefs and values. I think if
we could find out more about our
traditional cultural beliefs. and
values these would make us a betterpeople, and could help us survive in the
White World also.
WelI, I think $te should get something
done about our language, because its
being lost here on the reserve.
Something should also be done about our
history and culture, because hre don I t
want to get to the point that we don I t
know who we are. HopefullY, w€ can
learn and pass these things on to the
kids here at our school.
euestion #t
Shou1d the Dakota People of Wahpeton determine
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researched in terms of their educational
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Yah, the first thing there that we
should qet is teaching material and
enough funding for our people on the
reserve to come into the classroom to
teach our children how to make a drum, a
head-dress and pow-wow outfits. Also
enough funding to write stories down
about the important things related to
our cultural ceremonies. So, these
things will not be lost.
Yah, I believe the Dakota people should
determine what should be researched in
terms of our educational needs. fbelieve we have been over researched by
the White people. I believer w€ the
Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton should
determine for ourselves as to where we
are dt, where we came from and where we
are going in terms of our educational
need.
Yesr w€ should because there are not too
many elders left on our reserve. We
need to research our history and
traditional cultural way of life.
Because we need to pass this on to our
children. We need to knour who we are so
we can be proud of our heritag€. If wedonrt research and learn about our
language and culture we will be lost.
We have to find the ways to hand down
our language and culture to our
children.
what should be
needs? T{hy?
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B.C.M. A
Respondent
B. C.M. B
B. C.M. C
s. c.M. A
S.C.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
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Yah, I think so. Because I think werre
the only ones that would know the older
traditional forms of educating ourpeople. I donrt think the present
education system is relevant to ourpeople. I think our people have a lot
to offer to the white people with our
values and beliefs. We should not blame
them. Because, they thought they weregoing right. We have to forgive them
and now work together to better our
Dakota Peoplers lifestyle.
I think they should. Because, w€ should
have that right. Perhaps in this wdy,people who will do research for us would
be prepared to listen and help us
develop educational programs that willbenefit our people.
Yah, because it would benefit the whole
reserve.
Yah, because we need to learn more about
our culture. To start right at thegrass roots level.
Yahr we should. Because we know what
kind of research was done for our peoplebefore, and what didntt do us any good?
WeII yah, because itrs us that areliving here. Werre the ones that shouldbe able to decide what to research. Idonrt believe someone from off the
reserve should tell us what to research.
Because they have not lived on this
reserve.
Respondent
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
Student B
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Yah, I think we should. After all the
research is going to be done for lrs.
f guess so. As you knowr w€ have
researched to death. Surveyed to
The best answer I can give you is
we are best equipped to determine
our needs are.
Yes, they should. Because theyrre
ones involved in their children I s
education and future.
been
death.
that
what
Yah, I think ne should have say. Ithink its time we should be allowed to
make our own decisions good or bad. How
else witl sre learn.
Yes, because they know whatrs good for
themselves. The older people know theirpast and they know right from wrongt.
The elders were taught their values and
customs from their parents andgrandparents which means something tothem. These values and customs plus
knowing our true history would help me
out a lot as a Dakota person.
Yes, but they should have someone who
knows how to do research to help them.This would help better prepare the kidsfor the White school off the reserve,
and they should have an elder from the
reserve help them for their traditional
needs.
Respondent
Student C
Student D
c.Mo 
- 
A
C.Mr 
- 
B
c.Mr 
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Well of course, who else would know what
their needs are other then their ownpeople on their reserve.
Yahr w€ should. We should use
educational research to help us walk in
two worlds. It is a hard thing to do.ft I s a very broad line to try to walk in
two worlds. Because, the White man is
teaching you one thing and you go and
talk to an elder and he tells you
another thing. So, you are trying to
balance these things through logic andbelief; which is a very hard thing todo. Educational research should help us
narrow-up the line so it is easier to
walk.
Yes, but we should get some outside help
from people that know how to conduct
research. They could help us. research
the things that are important to us like
our culture.
Yes, because I think our people really
know what s/e really need to be
researched for us. The thing would beto find a researcher willing to listen
and to help us do the research we real1y
want done. We need to research and find
out our own history and culture as a
Dakota People.
Yes, I think the people should have a
say. Everyone should have a say, the
elders, the parents and kids. We haveto find ways to get the kids to the same
standards as to the city kids. A lot of
our kids are behind in their gradelevel. We have to find ways to bringtheir skills up to their grade level.
Question #s
Who do you think the researcher should contact
first for approval if he or she wants to conduct
educational research with the Dakota people of
Wahpeton? Why?
Respondent Interview Transcripts
Elder A
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The Band Council as well as the Elders.
As an Elder I have experienced and seen
a lot of change in ny tine. Both, good
and bad. In this way I can help the
Band Council rnake a good decision for
our people.
I think the first people to be contacted
should be our elected Chief and Council
of Wahpeton 
- for approval to conduct
research on our reserve.
I think the Chief and Council should be
contacted first for approval. After the
approval is given then the elders should
be approached. Because they are the
most knowledgeable about our history and
culture, Any research should also bebrought to a Band meeting. So the
research can be guestioned and for thepeople to know what they are getting
themselves into, and what the Band willget out of this research. I think aII
these guestions should be answeredbefore the research even starts.
The usual procedure is the Chief andCouncil, then the School Comrnittee, and
the people. Because, this is the
accepted custom we have here now on this
reserve.
Elder B
B. C.M. A
B. C.M. B
Respondent
B.C.M. C
S. C.M. A
s.c.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
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The Chief and Council. Because, they
have the authority of what happens onthe reserve.
First, the Chief and Council. Then the
School Comnittee. If the Chief andCouncil gives the O.K. then the
researcher can talk to the people.
The Chief and Council and our elders.
For our culture, it would be our elders,
because to me they would have the mostto give in terms of knowledge of our
culture. Yah, it should be ourgoverning body, the Chief and Council
with our elders. So everything would
stay on track. Because, it would be
very hard to try to talk to the whole
membership of Wahpeton.
The Chief and Council, the
Committee and the Elders.
would know what our people
they donrt they would tlff
to find out.
School
Because, they
need, and if
to our people
The Chief and Council. The Chief andCouncil then could talk to the SchoolConmittee, and they could bring it up at
a band meeting. So everyone would know
what is going on.
The Chief and Council. Because, they
are the ones we elected to represent usin matters like these.
Respondent
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Sehool A
Student B
Student C
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I guess it would be Chief and Council
since they represent the people. But,
at the same tirne the regular folks
should be aware also.
First, the Schoo1 Comrnittee. Then the
Band Council for approval.
I think it would be the Chief and
Council and the School Committee. We
elect our Chief and Council and the
School Cornmittee is responsible for our
school.
I would say the Chief and Council.
Because they are responsible for ourpeople. The Chief and Council can bring
the matter up at our Band Meeting for
our people to discuss farther before
agreeing to the research.
The Chief and Council and the School
Committee. The Chief and Council
because they are the leaders of the
people and the School Cornmittee because
they look after the educational needs of
the kids.
I think the researcher should first
contact the Band Council then thepeoplel because if the researcher gets
the right of way from the Band Council
then the people would help the
researcher. The Band Council should
have a say in the research because they
are elected by the people.
Respondent
Student D
c.uo - A
c.M. - B
c .lll. - c
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The Chief and Council. Because, our
people elected them. The Chief and
Council would no doubt assign the School
Comrnittee to work with the researcher.
Our elders should also be involved for
they know a lot about our culture.
It would be the Chief and Council and
the School Connittee. These people
would know the type of research our
people would gain benefit from.
I think it would be our Chief andCouncil. Because, we elected these
people to represent us and to make these
kinds of decisions.
I think they would have to get in
contact with the chief and council.
From the Chief and Council take it to
the School Cornmittee. You have to get
the Chief and Council for approval to do
the research and the School Committee
because they are responsible for the
school.
2L7
Question #e
When educational research is being conducted with
the Dakota Peopre of wahpeton, what do you think the
role of the Wahpeton Dakota School Comrnittee should be?
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
B.C.M. B
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WeIl, the School Cornmittee has a certain
rank in the community too and they
should be involved in the research in
some way. Perhaps they can help the
researcher when talking to the people.
I believe the School Cornnittee I s role
should be on two fronts. First, to
support the researcher that will be
conducting the research for usr and two,the School Conmittee should have someinput in the research by expressing
their personal views about the research.For I believe the School Cornrnittee has a
handle on the information as to whatis happening on Wahpeton in regards to
education.
The School Courmittee should work as aliaison with the researcher to explainto our people what the research is for
and how the research could help our
education system.
I think the Dakota School Committee
should take a leadership role in this
area. Because, they are directly
responsible for the School. They should
assist the researcher in all they can doto make the research a success.
Respondent
B.C.M. C
s.c.M. A
s. c.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
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The Dakota Schoo1 Connittee should be
involved as a liaison between the Chief
and Council and the researcher, the
researcher and the Band Member.
The School Committee can help by
assisting the researcher in finding
whatever information he needs for his
research. Things like files, records
and who to talk to about a certain
topic.
I guess the School Committee could be
able to help the researcher in some waylike giving advice, ideas, or
suggestions when reguested. But, they
should not try to tell the researcher
how to write up the report.
They should be aware of what .the
research is about, and they should
support the researcher, by introducing
the researcher to the education staff,
the students, and the people on the
reserve. So, that everyone is aware asto why the researcher is on the reserve.
Well, they I Schoo1 Cornrnittee ] shouldhelp hirn I researcher ] out. Give hiur[researcher] some ideas and talk to thepeople while he [researcher] is there.The Education Staff should also be asked
to help out in the research. If the
School Conmittee would help the
researcher while he t s doing theinterviews, I think more people would
speak up if they donrt understand thequestion. I think our people would
speak up more if a Schoo1 Cornrnittee
member was with the researcher whilehets doing the interviews.
Respondent
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
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They should help the researcher out.
They can provide information about our
school and about our conmunity to the
researcher. They could also inform our
Band Members about what the researcher
is doing for our reserve.
I guess first off, the School Committee
as far as research goes, they should be
involved with their ideas and opinion.But, I think they should be involved in
the research on a support basis. Not
try to control the research. Let the
researcher do his work once the researchis approved.
More or less an Advisory Connittee.
If the researcher doesntt know where to
turn or needs help finding out
inf ormation, the School, Cornnrittee canhelp the researcher in this way.
f think the School Cornmittee should bepart of the research. By this I mean
when the researcher comes out to the
reserve, one of the School Committee
mernbers can go around the reserve with
the researcher and tell our people who
the researcher is, and also what the
research is for. I think this would be
a lot easier for everyone. f think in
this way there would be more cooperation
frorn everyone. People would open-up
morg.
Respondent
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
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The School Cornmittee should help the
researcher. They should guide the
researcher and introduce the researcher
to our people on the reserve. This way
the School Connittee, the EducationStaff, the parents, and the whole
community would know what is going on
with the research.
The School Comrnittee should keep contact
with the researcher to see how the
research is coming along. This wouldinsure that the research is in the bestinterest of the kids.
First of all, they should be able to
support the researcher and try to help
out as any way as much as possible for
the researcher to learnl because who
else would know the school better thenthe School Committee. 
.
The School Conmittee can help the
researcher by letting the researcher
know what type of research waspreviously done for our people, and
showing the researcher the previous
studies that were completed. The School
Committee should also help the
researcher in getting to know the people
on the reserve before the research is
started. So, in this way, our people
would feel comfortable in talking to the
researcher.
Respondent
c.Mo 
- 
A
c.Mr 
- 
B
c.Mo 
- 
c
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The School Committee should help the
researcher. They can help by informing
the people on our reserve who the
researcher is and the kind of research
that is being conducted.
I think the School Committee should
support the researcher. They can do
this by introducing the researcher to
our education staff, the students andparents. They can help explain what the
research is about to our people.
I think they would have to play a big
role. f think they should have one of
them appointed to help the researcher
out.
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Question #z
What rules (i.e. code of ethics) do you think
should be followed between the Dakota People of
Wahpeton and the Researcher when conducting educational
research with the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton?
Respondent
Elder A
Elder B
B. C.M. A
Interview Transcripts
The researcher, in my opinion, is the
person who finds things out, and they[researchers] should approach the people
open-minded. Then they [researchers]
will receive a good response. An open-
minded response from the people.
I think there should be a foundation of
respect between the researcher and the
Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton. More over
respect for our Dakota people by the
researcher, when he is presenting hisfinding to the non-Indian people, about
the research he completed on our
reserve. There should also be open-
mindedness between our people and the
researcher if the research is to be ofbenefit to our Dakota People of
Wahpeton. Our Dakota people should be
asked to take part in the research not
forced too. Our Dakota People should
have the right not to agree to get
involved in the research and the right
to pull out if they donrt feel good
about the research.
First of all |tRespectrt. Respect of what
the person is saying, and for the
researcher not to nisjudge what theperson is saying.
Respondent
B.C.M. B
B. C.ll[. C
S. C.M. A
s.c.M. B
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What the people say to the researcher
should be held in confidence, and should
not be talked about with other people.
That the person who I s doing the research
have an understanding of what the person[being interviewed] is saying. Sopeople I s words are not misunderstood bythe researcher.
Also in regards to interviewing Dakotapeople, the researcher should have the
understanding and awareness of how to
approach elders, and how to treat eldersin interviews. A lot of it is respect.
Respect for the tradition and beliefs ofthe Dakota Peop1e. Respect for the kind
of education hre used to have.
I think it should be confidential when
someone is being interviewed. This waythere will be no hard feelings among ourpeople, and the research will come outto some good.
I think the researcher and our people
should work in mutual respect with each
other. So that the research can get
completed.
I guess respect would be the first one.
Respect for each otherts opinion.
Respect rneaning also to keep an open
mind for not all people will have the
same opinion.
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
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Respondent Interview TranscriptE
Respect also for the personrs privacy,lifestyle and culture. For not allpeople live a same lifestyle on the
reserve.
The researcher should explain to thepeople what the research is for.
our people should free to decide if
want to be interviewed or not.
That the interviews be confidential.So, as to not offend someone else in the
community.
The researcher should also respect how
tte live on the reserve. We are not richpeople you know.
The researcher should respect how the
conmunity works here, To be patient, totake tine, and not to be rude.
The researcher should also keep thingsprivate as to what the people say.
The researcher should be serious about
what he is doing, not because he has todo it.
The researcher should be willing and
commit hirnself to finish the research.
Parent A The researcher and our people should
respect what each has to say. The
researcher shouldnrt tell other people
who he I s interviewed or gotteninformation from through aquestionnaire. If other people on the
reserve donrt like whatf s been said,this could cause hard feelings between
our people. I think these are
important.
That
they
Respondent
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
Student B
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I gruess to me it would be honesty.
Making everyone aware what the
researcher is doing. Whatrs going to
come of the research and how the people
of Wahpeton wiII determine what will
become of the end product.Confidentiality is also irnportant.
I donft think a personfs name has to be
mentioned. The person may have a lot ofgood ideas, but may not speak up if they
know their name will be mentioned. So
names should not be mentioned, but their
ideas would be good to mention.
The people are close on this reserve. Ithink he I s [researcher] got to have
respect for everyone, hers [researcher]got to have some background about this
reserve. I think its O. K. f or hirn[researcher] to make friends. But, he[researcher] shouldntt try to change how
rile think.
With individual interviews, it should be
confidential. The researcher should
also respect the peoplefs opiniohs, and
not try to change their views.
f feel the people that have beeninterviewed should have their names keptquiet if they wanted to. It should be
confidential.
ReEpondent
Student C
Student D
c.Mr 
- A
c.![e 
- B
c.I{o 
- c
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There should be confidentiality between
the researcher and the people whoparticipate in the researchi so this waythe researcher and the people can workin a cooperative natter. If there is no
confidentiality between the researcher
and the people who participate in the
research, this could cause a lot of hardfeelings amongst the people on the
reserve in regards to who said what.
WelI, the researcher should have some
knowledge about the people he is
researching and to respect our culture.
Respect to me would be one. Respect for
what we would like to find out throughthe research about our culture. AIso,
respect as to how we are presentlyIiving, many of us are not richr so the
research should not judge our lifestyleto the White wor1d. I think this isirnportant for the researcher to know.
f think respect for each other. By thisI mean, the researcher should respect
our opinions and we should respect the
work he is trying to do for our people.With respect comes cooperation.
Cooperation between the researcher and
our people to get the research done.After all, the research is being
conducted for the benefit of our people.
There has to be that level ofprofessionalism between the researcher
ald the people on Wahpeton. Everythingfirst should be confidential and Lneinformation should belong to the people
on Wahpeton.
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Question #A
Do you think there should be a contract between
the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the Researcherl when
conducting educational research with the Dakota people
of Wahpeton?
Respondent Interview Transeripts
Erder A Yah, r think in ny opinion there shourdbe a contract. So there will be no
misunderstanding and the research wouldget completed.
Elder B Yahr so that our Dakota people will have
a say in the research.
B. C.U. A I think a contract should be done. Sothat the Dakota people and the
researcher have an understand.ing and
agree as to what is to be researched and
what is to be expected out of the
research.
Yah, I think some type of understanding
or formal altreement would help.
Something not too technical. So,
everyone could understand it.
Iilell, it would be good in some areas
depending on the issue, there should be
a contract between our people and the
researcher. This way there will be no
misunderstanding 
.
B. C.U. B
Yah, I think there should be a contract
or some kind of agrreement in place . . .
saying that our school should get thefirst copy of the research. So that we
could start using it.
B.C.M. C
s.c.M. A
Respondent
s . c.ll[. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
Parent C
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Yah, there should be some type of
contract. But, it should not be tooIegal. The contract should be more onfriendly terms stating what the researchis for. This way both parties
understand what is expected of each
other.
Yes, I think there should be one. So,
we can get something out of the
research. Something that could benefit
Wahpeton.
Yah, a contract would be good so the
research would get done. Everyone
involved in the research would know what
they are responsible for, and would be
committed to see that the research is
done.
Yahr so the researcher
will know what should
research.
people
of the
and our
come out
Once upon a tirne, a hand shake was good
enough. But, not any more. I etuess to
ensure that Wahpeton has the last say asto what I s done with the research onceit I s completed, it would be good to have
a contract.
Yesr so we will get something out of the
research.
I think there should be a contract.This way the work would get done, and we
will get something out of it [research].
Parent D
Respondent
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
c.M. 
- 
A
c.Mr 
- 
B
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Yes, to make sure the information thatis researched is accurate.
Yes, I do. Because they should have a
say in what the researcher does in their
school.
Yes, a contract that is binding. So
that the research could be completed.
How else could the research help the
Dakota People if the research is not
completed. Furthermore, if this is forthe Dakota People, the Dakota Peoplets
values should take the word of the
outsider. f really shouldntt say thatbut some people do lie. But, itts not
right for the White l{orld to enforcetheir views on to the Dakota World .. o
because they really would not understandthe values we have between the families
and the people. 
.
Yah, there should be a mutual agrreement
between our people and researcher. But,the contract should not be too legalthat our Dakota people would not
understand it.
Yahr so our people would get something
from the research. Most importantly, it
would be the type of research that we
need done for lts.
I think so. Because, a contract wouldhelp clear up any misunderstanding
between the researcher and our people.
Respondent
c.Mr 
- c
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Yah, I think there should be some kind
of contract. Because, you donrt want
the researcher just to start and then
doesnft want to finish it.
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Question #g
What do you think should be included within the
contract between the Dakota People of wahpeton and the
Researcherl when conducting educational research with
the Dakota Peop1e of Wahpeton? I{hy?
Respondent Interview Transcripts
Elder A WeIl, I think the contract should
include how long the research will take,
what the research is for and who will beinvolved in the research. This way
there will be no misunderstanding among
anyone.
Elder B I think it should say when the research
would start and complete.
What the research is about, and what our
Dakota people and the researcher want
out of the research.
The contract should say where the moneyis coming from to do this research, andif there is any money made after the
research is finished, Wahpeton should
have a share in part of this money.
Everyone likes money even lls.
The tine frame for the research to be
conducted.
What Wahpeton wants and what the
Researcher wants out of the Research.
Who the funding agency is for the
research.
The contract should state that the
research will not harm the Dakota People
of Wahpeton in any way. By this I mean
emotionally or psychological.
B. C.M. A
Respondent
B. C.M. B
B.C.l[. c
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There should be a clause which states
that Wahpeton has the rigrht to review
the research before it is published. So
that the research is accurate.
Furthermore, the Dakota PeoPle of
Wahpeton should have the right to
withdraw their support for the research
study if the information is not
accurate.
In addition, the researcher can not
conduct research on any topic without
the written consent through a contract
signed by the Chief and Council of
Wahpeton.
Last but not least, if any money is made
after the research is published, the
Dakota Peop1e should get some of the
royalties. In some research studies the
Dakota People of Wahpeton, through the
Chief and Council and the Researcher'
should also consider joint copyright to
the research studY. So no one would
consider being cheated out of something.
Yah, I guess whatever information, data,
would be available to WahPeton-
I think the contract should include how
the information for the research will be
collected, which people in our conmunity
will be asked to participate in this
research, a reporting system on how the
research is coming along and when the
research will be comPleted.
Something to the effect as to what the
researcher and Wahpeton should each get
out of the research study and how long
the research studY will take.
s.c.l[. A
Respondent
s. c.M. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
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A description of the research to be
conducted.
An explanation of the research should beprovided to the individualsparticipating in the research.
The privacy of names of individualsparticipating in the research.
How long the research would take.
The method for gathering the information
and reporting the results of the
research study.
That the research point out how this
will benefit Wahpeton. We should have
the right to agree or not if the
research should be made public. Time,
how long the research will take and who
will it involve in the conmunity. By
this f mean, will it be just the
students, the education staff, theparents or the conmunity as a whole.
These things we should know.
I think there should be a clause that
says the Band will help the researcherin getting the research done. Because,
the research will benefit the people
that live here on the reserve. The
commitment to get the research done
should be on both sides, the Band and
the researcher.
What the researcher and our people want
from the research, and who the
information should belong to.
Respondent
Parent B
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
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I guess defining what wetre setting out
to do. Whatrs the process in gathering
the information. What will be done with
the material once it is conpiled and
completed. Who has final say aboutpublication rights to the research
study. Wahpeton should get some type of
credit, be it financial or not, sinceit t s our people giving the informationfor the research study.
WelI, the researcher should make all the
material relating to the research
available to all the people once it I s
completed. There should be a nonthly
reporting system to the School Conrnittee
as to how the research is going, and
when it will be completed. But, it
should not be a big long contract that
you would have trouble reading it.
f think it [contract] should state howlong the research would take. What the
research is about and who it I s[research] for. Things like that sothere will be no misunderstanding.
Who the research is with. Hohr long it
will take. Hohr the research will be
conducted, by this I mean, will it be
through a questionnaire like most
research studies werve been involved
with or through a tape-recorder like
this interview. Things like that toprotect our people and to make sure the
information is accurate.
What the research is about, and aprogress report from the researcher to
the Schoo1 Comnittee as to how the
research is coming aIong.
Student B
Respondent
Student C
Student D
c.Mr 
- A
c.Mo 
- 
B
c.Mr 
- c
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The contract should specify the type of
research that is to be conducted and
when it should be completed with no
opting out clause. The contract should
also specify that there should be somegood to come out of the research tobenefit our people.
The contract should state no publication
of the information should be allowed
without the written consent of our
Dakota people.
I think it should include the reason for
undertaking the research. The kind of
research it is. How the research wil1be carried out, and when it will be
started and completed.
The contract should include w.hat the
research is about, how long it will taketo complete, and the type of benefit ourpeople could expect from the research.
The work that the research is doing for
our people should be specified in the
contract. The contract should also
reflect the goals and objectives of the
Schoo1 Committee.
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Question #tO
Who do you think should draw-up the contract
between the Dakota People of Wahpeton and the
Researcherl when conducting educational research with
the Dakota People of Wahpeton? Why?
Respondent Interview Transcripts
E1der A It would be the Band Council, that is
what I think, they would put all the
clauses in there, and review it with the
researcher before signing it [contract].
I believe the people to draw-up the
contract would be the Chief and Council
and the School Connittee as well as the
researcher. For these are the people
that would be responsible to see that
the research is completed. But, our
Dakota people should be told 
.about the
research before it starts. Sor w€ would
not get caught off-guard when asked toget interviewed or to fill out aguestionnaire.
Persona1ly, I think if a researcher is
approached to do some type of researchfor usr I think the Band Council and
their lawyer should draw-up the
contract. The Band Council and their
lawyer can sit down with the researcher
to draw-up the contract, and if a
contract cannot be agreed upon then
thatrs O.K. too.
I eluess it can be the researcher making
a draft, then discussing it with theChief and Council and the SchoolConnittee. That could be the suggested
format.
Elder B
B. C.M. A
B. C. M. B
Respondent
B. C.M. C
s. c.M. A
s . c.l{. B
Ed Staff A
Ed Staff B
Parent A
Parent B
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It could be done by the Chief andCouncil, the School Connittee and the
researcher. It would be a tri-part
agreement between the researcher, theChief and Council and our Dakota SchoolComnittee. So, each party will qet
something from the research.
I think the School Cornnittee. Because
they would be most closely involved with
the researcher.
I think it should be between the Chief
and Council, the School Cornrnittee, and
the Researcher.
The Chief and Council, the School
Comnittee, the Elders, and the
researcher. Because, they would be
ones most involved in deciding what
research will be for.
The Chief and Council should get theinput from the whole community, theparents, kids, elders, to discuss what
should go into the research. Then theChief and Council and the Researcher
would know what to put on the contract.
The Chief and Council with the SchoolCommittee. Because, they are
responsible for our people.
I guess it would be the researcher, the
Band Council and School Cornnittee. For
all three of these parties would have aninterest in the outcome of the research.
the
the
Respondent
Parent C
Parent D
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
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I guess it would depend on the Chief andCouncil. ff they want to make-up the
contract themselves or have a lawyer doit. If a lawyer does the contract it
would save a lot of questions later on.
The Chief and Council and the SchoolConmittee. Because they would know what
they want for our people and what to putin the contract.
f think it should be the Chief andCouncil. But, only after it has been
approved by our people at a BandMeeting. Because, it I s they who aregiving the information about our history
and culture I as to how these hrere taughtto them.
The Chief and Council, the Schoo1
Comrnittee, and the Researcher. Because
all these three have an interest in the
research.
I think it should be the Band Council,
the School Conmittee and the Researcher.
Because the Band Council and the SchoolConnittee would have a good
understanding as to what is needed for
the reserve.
The researcher, our Chief and Council,
and the School Committee should be the
ones to draw-up the contract. So, each
would be able to include what they want
out of the research.
Respondent
c.Mr - A
c.Mr 
- 
B
c.ue - c
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It should be our Chief and Council and
the School Comnittee with the
researcher. These people would know
what they want from the research.
I think it should involve the
Researcher, the Chief and Council, and
the School Cornmittee. This way there
would be a clear understanding as to whois responsible for what.
I think it would be between the BandCouncil, the School Comnittee, and the
researcher. The Band Council and School
Conrnittee as to what they would like out
of the research, and the researcher as
to what he wants out of the research.
I fm sure they could come up with somekind of contract. But, it should not be
too technical that no one would know
what it means.
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appgndix l:
Agenda for Dakota Chiefs
beld at gfCC
t'leeting
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sAsKilTCtrEIfA}I DAKOTA CITIEF8
Saskatchewan Indian Cultural CenterJuly 24, 1991
1. Select Chairperson
2. Opening Prayer
3. Review/Adopt Agenda
4. Visitors
5. Saskatchewan Dakota Chief s Connrittee
6. Dakota Nations of Canada
7 . Curriculum Developrnent
8. Self Government
9. Childcare Project
10. Dakota Research project
11. Dakota/Nakota/Lakota Sumnit
L2. Other Business
13. Adjournment
L4. Closing Prayer
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Appendix iI:
Articles of unification Accord
Established By The
Dalsota-Nakota-Lrakota Nations
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ARTICTTS
0f
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DAK0TULAK0TA/ilAXOT^ iAr loHS Uill F ICATl0ll ACC0RI
PRtAf{8tt
l{e the duly elected lerderr of the soverelgn Independent lndtrn llrtlons' bclng rrrF!
of our close klnshtp rnd recognlrlng the beneflts to be derived froa unltlng fn
corrbn crusrf do hereby rfflrn rnd establlsh r Unlflcrtlon lceord for Peacc'
Alllrncc' tnd SovertlgntY.
turtier to exerclse our furdamentrl rnd Inallenablc rlght to detennlne our om destlny
and to govern our affllrs.
Further to follor our orlglnrl Instnrctlons to strengthen our Oyatc' to coopente
rltfi one another, to llve on errth ln hrrnony tnd Pe.cc rlth rll peoglcs Ind crelturus'
ARIICLE I lam of Alllrncc:
Thr nam of thls Alllrncc shtll b€ the ltcc llcasr Tr hnlc{yc.
ARftCLE 2 Declaratlon
l. lfe the lakota/Lakotaflakotr 0yate reru Plrced on tlrlg lrnd by tlrc Crertor rnd nrc
aade frorn tilr land.
B. gur gyrtr rerc glven birtlr by the Crertor 13 fnec rrd sovcrrlgn peoph rlth
fundanentll Inrllrnrble rlghtr. lfe yere glven our lrngurges rfrlch n contlnuc to
spert. lle *rc alven urr lrrs rtrlch re contlnue to follor. lfc nn glven orr
responslbllltfes to cach otlrer rnd to tJra Crertlon rnd n contlnuc. to rccognltc our
obl I grtl ons.
G. lfe xerc alven our orlglnrl Instn ctlons by thc Crcrtor' told hou n *rc to 90 rbout
thls land rnd hor to llvc our llvel.
0. Altlrough othcr peoplrs hrve dram thclr bor{err rcro33 our lrnd rc renrln unltad
rtlll frcc rnd rtlll loverelgn.
E. lk declrrc to rll thrt n contlnuc to ererclst our rlght to govern our oxrtl
rffalrs rnd to detenlnc our orm destlny'
F. Ie reaffln thc free ererclrc of the rtghts rt nrt glven rnd $lch rt hrvc ocver
lbandoned.
G. lle declare to rll thrt rc rlll contfnue to rrlse our chlldren In the rayr In rfttclt
rerc Alven to u3, teachlng them the values rnd tradltlons re have lclrned fruu
our eldeB.
H. Ie declarc to all tlut * rre unfted rlth each other to defend our rlghts' to
strengthen our natlonl, to prurote the *llbelng of our nrtlon3, to trla our
glace In tlre rorld rnd to rakc our contrlbutlon to soclcty rg hunan belngs.
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t. Ie declrre our deglrc to lfvc In hanmny rnd peace rlth erch other rnd rlth other
peoplcr, to coopentr In hllldlng r better rcrld for rll chlldren rr{ rll crelturr!.
Ie relcm rll peoplc rfro have the sane obJectlves to Joln rlth ur to rort
togethcr erch In our ffn fty.
ARf lCtE 3 Puroose
l. lo develop erchangc vlslts rnd r varlaty of cvents rnd rctlvltfcs Involvlng our
geoplc so that qrr chlldren nay cdne to lnor erch othcr rnd re-cst bllsh our
rclrtlonshlps rrrd fom lrstlng frlendshlps so thrt our larderu Ey sh.rc thrlr
vfsfons and vlws io thrt qrr clders can shme thelr vlsdo.
2, lo mrl together f n the developent of cducrtlonrl rrtcrlrlg, currfculu
rctlvltles, terchlng nethods rnd otier resources so thrt our chlldr:n can lerrn
thelr hlstory, lrnguage, tradltlons, vrlueg and sclences In I rrrurcr rtrlch
rtr=ngthens u3 13 people of tJrls land.
3. lo enrlch our language rnd to frcllltatr connrnicrtion rnongrt our peopleg bt
havlag language rorlshops rhlch develop our csrron rutr rnd celebrttc our
dlvel:lty.
l. That ln the event rn, of our geoplcs .rc faced rlti grert problenr or need3 to
rxaainc our orn reiouFceg, rnd to declde hor n ean brgt hclp rnd sugport our
brotherg rnd slstcrt.
5. lo erplorc rayr fn rhfch trade rnd comerct tD,B our peoplc cln ldvancc our
*llbelng.
6, ln generrl. to dfscu33, creltc, develop rd inplmnt rrys to rdvancc our soclrl,
ccononic, splrlturl, culturrl, lid pollttcrl posltloa rnd to undersbnd bcttcr
our rlghtr rnd rrsgonslbllltlcs.
7. lo cyrlurte thls lrerty on .n rnnull brsls to dcternlnc nys In ulrlch lts Intent
rrtd Frrgost crn bc better rpt rnd to rdd ner ems of atnl coogcrrtlon rnd to
devclop grerter unlty.
8. lo cnsurc th.t thc trust relrtlonshlp betuean tfr U.S./Canrdr goverrmnts rnd
lndlrn tbtlons lc not unllrterrlly ternlnrtrd.
9. lo prmtr rnd grctect the humrn rnd nrturrl resourccs ol lndirn btlons.
10, lo expeditc rll lrnd lssues rlth thc U.S./Canrdirn federrl Governnentg.
ll. fo asslst flospayes, Bands, or Trlbes rho rre run-Trerty people to regrln rnd
nate llen freatfes rlth the Unlted Strtrs and Canrdt.
l?. Splrltuallty crll for lnnual Splrltual gatherlqs rnd Assoclrtfon *ctlng.
tRIlCLt | iledershlp
The rnr$ershlg of thls ltce lflcasr Ir hnlclte shrll be cmrpsed of soverclgn,
Independent hlotrArrob/lhtota flospayec, Ospayesr or Trlbcr. lhc rderl nrst
havc rpgroved credentlrls before they crn be rdaltted to thr rnbershlp of thlr
2
llce b'icasa Tr Onnlclyc.
llcc Ilcrsr fr Onnlclyc.
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Elcvr!r Ltkr Sioux Tnibr
Drl rgetrlletc l,lne Snr Tr Tlorp.yo
Oelr':e Ovrtr
Sp,rslVel I tv Dtl ole Bend)4,fu-{ek-
Chtr{
^r8 rigr4|nc
-cI-#-S@:f-----__
Ch ir{
I rgrtr
Chlri /
O.k L.tr Drkotr Bend
elo Dekote Bd.
k:f,*$..t s*.4
Dekotr Fltrnr Beno 
. ,f/d,*lr&fu
Ch lrf
Hrohrton [tekotr trnrl
Chir{llhrtr Clo 9roux Frnd
,kt r*'h. r ( 
-d- I s eili - -
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srrf{lT III C0ilFtR€r{Ct, LAKE TR VtRSt RtsERvArtOlt:
tle, sign and Join the Unlflcrtton Accord on thls sth day of June, t99l:
Un{tc{ 5 tates/Bands-Iribes : Canrda/Bands:
Pesh Otatc
0glrla Oyatc
4/trr-t-z t *a4/rr ./
fr.,y,%o'h
Bde lrlankan 0spryc
Slssctonwan llrhpetomrn 0yrtr
u=f ,{,uc
Crur Creek HurttP'rti
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Oatotr-Lakota-llakota Unl flcrtlon lccord,
Junc l-5, l99l
The Sunnrlt lll Conferencc fas *ll rttended rnd representcd r rllestone for thc
rpvement torard uniflcrtlon Inltlatcd by tlra tkca llcrsr Tr Ornlclye. DesPlte tfif
constant ralns throughout thc Conferenc!, the neettngs renc rcll rttcndcd by tJtc rlsltlng
delegates and representrtlves rs r€ll rs r slgntflcent nun$er of locrl lrfbrl mders
rnd mst rntably our rlders. llhlle our llstltp of dclagtrs rrrd regrcctnt tlvcg ray
rct bc complett, tJre follorrlng rene In rttendancc:
Crnrdlan Regresentatlves :
Ortcf trnest 9mtc
Chfcf Robert Bonc
Chtcf lrcl lsnrnr
Chlcf torne tfrdttrtr
Or|rf Crlvln ltArttur
Chlcf Dernlr Prshc
Chlcf Henry Skprtcr
illrabetJr Royrl
Dennls Prul
tod Alcrls
Unltrd Str tes Representrtl ves:
Rucscll Hrrklns
brrcl I Dragcru -
llrrcld Salray -
Petcr Eelgrrdc o
Erncst llrbcshr -
tdmrd ltdon
Joc Chaslng llorrc -
Gerrld One teather -
Severi Yurng Berr
Betty Laverdurc
Stellr Pretty Soundlng Flutr
llayne Erstnan-Terry Renvlllc
Brnd:
Drfot Plrlnr
Slour Urllcy
Strndlq tuffrlo
llahpetor
Phtrsrntr lr4
Drtotr llpfBlrdtrll'Ihltt C.9
Prulg l|rtot
Alerlg htotr Srnd
tlood buntrln lrnd
Trlbes/Brndr:
Slssrton lrhpcton Slour Trlbc
lrnlton Slors lrlbl
0glrh Slour Trlbc
DiYll't Ltlc Slour lrlbe
Lorer Slorrr CarrunltY, ti{
Cheyennc livsr Slour trlbc
Rosebud Slour lrlbc
lf.to llnr Snl Ir llo:prtc
Peslr 0rpryc, Ogtrlt Oyatc
Turtlc huntrln Osprye
Cror Crtet llunkprtl 0sPrtc
8de lrlantrn 0spryc
S lssetormn tfahpetorurn OYrtr
The reglstrrtlon logg Indlcrtc tJrrt 29 Delegrtcs sfgned tlre leglstrrtfon rnd
t115t 29t prrticlpants rttended thc fornrl scgslong of thc Sumlt lll Confereno!.
Slsseton-Wahpeton Stoux Tribe
Lake Traverse Beservatlon
P. O. Box 509
Agency Vtltage. South Dakoit 57262
Phonc (605) 69t.391f
OFTICT OF THT TRIBAT STCRETARY
ilEfoRAilDttl
OATE: Juna ll, l99l
SIBJICT: Report of Sumlt tll Confererce of the
held on thc Lrke fraverge Reservltlon,
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lcport of Srrntt lll Conferenct
Junc ll. l99l
Ptgc ?:
The cruclal questlon rbout the Strnnlt ltl Conferencc lr tils: lfhrt dld thc
metins iicorptish?' Fro r business persPectlvr, lhc Sumlt lll Conferenct csstnttrllyiiiir-io-ir,iei (t) urtngs. The ttce iltoir lr Owrlclyc estrbllshed lttcc 13). 
-
Conrnlrstons to ieiln rid mrk on ?2 naJor pol lll rtsolutlons en ctcd-by thc delegatcr
inA--riirisiniattvcs rt tJrls Conferencr.- Thbsc Comlsslon$ rn rs follws:
l. Unfflcrtlon Accord trnd Cunlsslon
2. unlflcrtlon Accord Educrtfon Connlss{on: Lrkote lloonspe Onnlclyr
3. Unlflcrtlon Accor{ thtlonrl Cltfzenshlp Connlsslon: tlodakota Orye
fhe Conference hrs gelect?d bottr Canadlan rnd Unltcd Strtcs representatlveg
to thesc thrlc (3) Conmlsglons to mrl on Resolutlons rnd lssues sPeclflc to €tch
Coonlsslon's lra. of responslblllty.
fhe resulB of tie uorl of thesc three (3) Coanrlsslong rre to bc brought^to
t,rc Srrrolt tY Conferencr scheduled to be held lt the lrnlton Sfour Reservrtlon In
1992.
For thls Srrrntt lY Conferenctr tlrc lkcc llersr lr Onntclye selected th:
follortng 0fftce f,eePers:
l. taglc St ff leeper: &ruld Onc Fothcr. 0glrlr 0yrte
2. Plpe Lceper: tloyd tsnlnt, Strndltp tuffrlo Ernd
3. flre reePcrt Grrg Zephlcr, Yrnkton lhunktuxrn 0yrtc
f . lrrn leeper: Iardstcn Squlr:l Colt, Slssoton |rhpcton Slour
The enclosed Prctagc lc dtvtded Into tlrcc puts:
l. Unlflcrtlon Accord Corurlsslons: llenbcrr rnd Scopc of lorl
?. Unlflcatlon lccor{ Resolutlons
3. Unlflcrtlon lccord Artlcles rnd lleltershtg.
I trkc thir opgortunlty of thanklng rl! rfio rsslstcd rith the Surmtt ltl
Gonferercr rnd gave ii tnetr Fe3ources for thls grtlerllq.
tespectfully subatittcd :
lllchacl l. Selvrgc, Sr.Irlbrl SecretatT
Erclosurcg
INTERNATI(lHAL
GATHERING
(lF THE
U.S. AND CANADIA}I
DAKOTA.LAKOTA.NAKOTA
BANDS AND TRIBES
JUNE 1-5, 1991
SUMMIT III CONFERE}ICE
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coilrtRtftcE RtPoRr
PRE?ARED AlrD SBr{tTTtD BY:
l'llOl,lgL l. SttVAGt' SR.
TRIBAI STCRTTARY
stssflort HAI{PtToil slotJr IRIBI
-Jtt{t ll, l99l
lddltlonrl tnfomrtlon nay ba
obtelncd frc:
llr. Gerrld Ooc Ferther
Erglc Strff leeper-lkca tllcrnIr &nlclyc
P.0. lor 109
Qglrlr, SD 5716{
Ph. (605) 857-ll9t
C(INFEBENCE THEME:
OYATE DUTA
DilfltilAr0t^,umu
lt$trArDtgt$tlYt3,tun3
t.Abrf
t. lcrt ?rr
t. Good3torY
a.OtirE
3. Cttp,rrt ]f,t P.3d
l. Woduadltlt.nqqdloeirt
tcrrr I{cJf.Wrl9.ln1til.cl
f0. fd&rr[
il.?sr Lcrtl.8lrdrg lilrblt.Cr''t$.f.ft
|ltn rs.rillirrp
It,O.r t.bflcturl|l tlarti.flt tbrnVrlrtlf Drfar irfr
rt DrrohtUlODnitlttltwltlqr||ild rctot2tlJdngb
l!.Oryrrrr tet{.ldl[Frhf
?3.tfr. nde.
tt-iocrlrl
t?. Yrt*ldr
?t srtrr
?.?bdrrrrLBrrtolwrlp.Er
tt,lfiprrfgc4y
t3. Lorei 
^3rocl!t.thrrer
t|. ftrrf lbra
ts'lu(xrGat rC{ntt.OfrOrrt
tt. t*rr Bn ltf.Gr.al|ltl
s.tra
t|0. Ugllo.rl{l.trhnVrby
i1.\.rlr1| | !-,1
25L
0RGAfl IZrT tot{At qHPostT tofr
IrCt ilc sA TA O$tCtYE
fRotl
u. s. -cAtulDllil 8AilD/TRlgts(thtflcatton Accord)
AIIIIUAL GATHTRIIIG OF IHE
tKct IIcAsl It o|oltctYE
sufitT coilrumilcE
Yantton leservrtfon 1992
suilll cor{FERtilcE I ffiEPtRs
FIRE XETPER
6rca Zephler
EAGTT STAFF ffiTPER
Gerrld One Feather
PTPT Tf,EPEN
tloyd lsnrni
tRrx xrEPrR IXardstrn ISqulrrcl Cort l-rrr "r*I lhunttumn
IoRKllrG CotD{ISStOilS 0F Ht trct ilcASA TA OITICIYI:
unIFlcATloil AccoR0
TAIID
cotf{Isslotl
uiltftcrilil rcconD
turcrrtoil
C0lf{lsSt0ll: LAK0IA
flmilsPt oroilctYE
utftcAiloil AccoRD
rllloilrt
ctIlt${sHlP
cof{tSslsl
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Appendix K:
rflretter of Permisgionrl
refereneed from
the Longman Publishing Group
>lrllllll
-Longman Publishing Group
The Longman Buitdirp
95 Churdr Street
White Pleins, New York tO6O!-1566
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(914) 9€B-5000
FAX (9t4) 997€115
Jarurary 7, Lggz
L€o J. Omani
IUasterr s Strdent
UeparUrent of Educational Fcurdatiqrs
llriversiQz of Saskatctrerman
1054 lGorrnaci< Road
Saskatmr, Saskatdraman
Canada S7M 5I(2
Dear lE. Qnani:
Tharik 1ur for requestirry permission to quote frcrn EI.EHIIODIAL RESEARCH:
An Introduction bV gorg ard C'aIt. vib grant ycu perrnissiqr to do so-gratis.
Ilorever' vre r.urld UJ€ to have 1rcu refer to tle title of ttre rtork
ard the Fblisher bry using tlre fol-lcn'ing c$edit lirre:
5ttt ed,
FYqn EDlgfIODqt RESEAroI: An Introducuionlcy Walter R. Borg ardIt€redith Danien Ga 11. Ccpright c 989 Ey Iongrrwr nrUisfrirry franp.
Tharik 1ur for lurr prunise to serd us a boffl ccplr of 1ur t:reatise.ti6 look forward to havjJg it.
All the best in 1u:r prrsuit of lofLier crederrtials.
Best regarids.
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Appendix L,:
frlretter of Permisgionrr
refereneed from
fladsworth Publishing Group
l05a McCotnrcl Ror4
Sukrtoon, Srr krtchc*rn'
Crndr $7M 5Kl
Dcccmbct tQ t99l
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Wedsuortb Publirhirry Coopay,
Bclmont, Crlifornit
us^ w2
Dcer Sb q Md!E:
Re UaOcncrnCiq lntcreuttunl
Coonrunicrtloo
Enclccd b thc 6nt dnfi d ny tinrf chrpter for rny Mutcr'r Tlprir.
I rm requctint your *rittcn pcnnbrion to uc r numbcr of dircct qw)tcl
pcnriniry to thc rboa nrmcd H. Thc dirccr guoter notcd by Samonr,
Portcr, urd @in (198I) bc$n 6 pegc t3l $o thc 6nt dnfr of my linel
chaptcrl for ny Manefr Tbc$.
lf wincn pcnaisiim b jnntcd, t rm preprrcd !o prorHc ,outpublirhiq corupcnt $th oac bound 6W of ny Mutc/r Thcrb to udlizc if
'ou 
to wirh rhcn u$rtllr3 thc rbovc nenrd booL For lt b ruy bcUcf thcrc
will bc r rfnifrcrnt increrr h nhr for thc rbovs nrrncd bool [u othcr
Abori3inrl uniwnity rtudcntl bcain to chrrf dcfurc thcir *orld vifl rnd how
thcy rtuin lnorled3ef oncc ny Marter'r Thcb b complcted and b placcd
Into circulation rt variour uniwnithr throry;hou Nonh Amcrica.
nGrrc rapond by trnurry 15, lggl for I mrst prwfth my Thcsis
Advisory Committcc r opy of ry Master'l Thcsir by January 21, lWL.
Thankiry ygu in rdvrncc for your cmpention
oopy:1953 F_s ro cir iotroltrn Master'r Studcnt
133 r Deparrment of Educationat Foundations
trrfctltor tt crrrilD ,or a!.tu ,E .rlt Youn truhDsortd.d tLtf
tb. r.t.8r.r r.?F o,o. r. rpp*rd rr.a, /*7, fl^^;gubtrerttos rltDo'rr3 c'.dl. L a.ro-rrr!r- -v[.1 *'1$r:' DBoF.s-?*dlB r. fiffi;t9o J. omani
/di/
Ot,/ UnivcnitY of SarkatchcwannrW
Drnlrrtat lCltorfrcrrortf t!bl&b, Oo.l0 Drrlr DrlrrD.lE, Cl ta00t
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Appendix ld:
rrlretter of Permissionrf
referenced from
University of oklaboma Press
Univesity
ofOklahbma
Press
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PIBIBHITG Dfi/lsElil tr T|{E uilnt€RsrY tr qut{OH / tG AgP AvE}tU€ / llOFilAN. Oq.lt€ill t:Dteor.g, (.ogl tl}tr|r
ffi
Dlr:
REFERETE:
n4UEgIAs
(Hf @ gr tJrlr rr$.'t rc.. LtlfItR €?:
ahould lmludr qr nfrrrro lcatlqr.l
Jeonrry 10, f992lroru: tBl SACRTD PIP!
Lco Orrnl
12l30l9r
DEar Roqp:atrr:
Ihatlt ycr- fc y'qr rcornt rGp.lt t* pcrnlretqr to rre nterf.f FDf f!h.dbf th. tlrlveretty of €kLtru F.!t. hrratcctcr lr grantrd fr.. if Crargc.to cttt€$Ent ug. Ef b Gdr vlthdt ldtttcrrl ep;iwet. I11tr perntecicrb grbjcct to th. folfrlng t*u:
l. al GlGh c?y 9f th El.ctlsrr rt polnt of uarr full cr.dtt nr6g b.glren_ to thc bodc c Jarnef r th iutts (ae uctl ee tJr acrlea ortranalatorr lf ury) arrd to tjrs 0rlvcrrtty of Orlrh@ prcae ag follq!:
2.
lror Itc S,eqrc!_!!E, Ddlrcd by Jorcpb lpct Broru.cogyr@rhc oalvcritty oi *,ietrorrPrclt.
tlrtr pemleclqr &ca tc trrlrdr eqy Frt of tJrr aclccttqr U&pon-
*ilf:q{rrrghhd c boart4 r eaaritr arqr rctarlqr. ,:[h. ;"rpllbruqt fc detctrttntlg tJr arcr of thr ntorlel rcatr vlur thc'proessttve gDltrlrr oi tfr qptcd rstcrtal. .
Ferrt$tcr grrantod te lur-crclualvt mdr rnlcsr otherytsc gtttcdr lafllg throughdtt thc wld. tlrlg petrteaton con€rr ;lre trcdlatclyfortfmtng odltlcr. fff aDaeg1=ilt cdtttang 115t be-re-crtnrtttcd.
Remrts and rdtttqral qrdltlqra:
ne vish yar rudr grrcqess vtth yorE fortlrccrning trbrlcatisr.
Slrrcerelyr('
Jgo,'*nl'{"*Ll /n"
grzanne Banell* ' /
Rtghtr ard Perataslqu
3.
4.
?AI GG€ cD dr t*3s

